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ABSTRACT
Today, worldwide business communities are in the era of the Supply Chains. A Supply
Chain is a collection of several independent enterprises that partner together to achieve specific
goals. These enterprises may plan, source, produce, deliver, or transport materials to satisfy an
immediate or projected market demand, and may provide the after sales support, warranty
services, and returns. Each enterprise in the Supply Chain has roles and elements. The roles
include supplier, customer, or carrier and the elements include functional units, processes,
information, information resources, materials, objects, decisions, practices, and performance
measures. Each enterprise, individually, manages these elements in addition to their flows, their
interdependencies, and their complex interactions. Since a Supply Chain brings several
enterprises together to complement each other to achieve a unified goal, the elements in each
enterprise have to complement each other and have to be managed together as one unit to
achieve the unified goal efficiently. Moreover, since there are a large number of elements to be
defined and managed in a single enterprise, then the number of elements to be defined and
managed when considering the whole Supply Chain is massive.
The supply chain community is using the Supply Chain Operations Reference model
(SCOR model) to define their supply chains. However, the SCOR model methodology is limited
in defining the supply chain. The SCOR model defines the supply chain in terms of processes,
performance metrics, and best practices. In fact, the supply chain community, SCOR users in
particular, exerts massive effort to render an adequate supply chain definition that includes the
other elements besides the elements covered in the SCOR model. Also, the SCOR model is
delivered to the user in a document, which puts a tremendous burden on the user to use the
iii

model and makes it difficult to share the definition within the enterprise or across the supply
chain. This research is directed towards overcoming the limitations and shortcomings of the
current supply chain definition methodology. This research proposes a methodology and a tool
that will enable an automated and comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain at any level of
details.
The proposed comprehensive definition methodology captures all the constituent parts of
the Supply Chain at four different levels which are, the supply chain level, the enterprise level,
the elements level, and the interaction level. At the Supply Chain level, the various enterprises
that constitute the supply chain are defined. At the enterprise level, the enterprise elements are
identified. At the enterprises’ elements level, each element in the enterprise is explicitly defined.
At the interaction level, the flows, interdependence, and interactions that exist between and
within the other three levels are identified and defined. The methodology utilized several
modeling techniques to generate generic explicit views and models that represents the four
levels. The developed views and models were transformed to a series of questions and answers,
where the questions correspond to what a view provides and the answers are the knowledge
captured and generated from the view. The questions and answers were integrated to render a
generic multi-view of the supply chain. The methodology and the multi-view were implemented
in an ontology-based tool. The ontology includes sets of generic supply chain ontological
components that represent the supply chain elements and a set of automated procedures that can
be utilized to define a specific supply chain. A specific supply chain can be defined by re-using
the generic components and customizing them to the supply chain specifics. The ontology-based
tool was developed to function in the supply chain dynamic, information intensive,
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geographically dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. To that end, the tool was developed
to be generic, sharable, automated, customizable, extensible, and scalable.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The era of “my company is doing everything” is over. The strategy of “push” has
reversed to “pull.” The economies of scale and steady mass markets are now economies of scope
and globally dispersed dynamic niche markets. The physical inventory in warehouses is
substituted by information and knowledge embedded inside computer systems. Now, businesses
are in the era of Supply Chains and virtual enterprises.
Successful enterprises are the ones that are more specialized and focus on their core
competencies and outsource the out-of-core “need” to other enterprises that have this “need” as
their core-competency. For example, according to SMMT Industry Forum (SMMT, 2004), “in
the automobile industry, 70% of a vehicle (by cost) is outsourced to first tier suppliers, first tier
suppliers outsource 60–70% to second tier suppliers, second tier suppliers outsource 40-60%,
and so on. Clearly, ignoring this chain, i.e. the Supply Chain, and living in isolation will lead to
ignoring about 70% of the opportunities to a better competitive standing.”
A Supply Chain is the collection of independent business units or enterprises that
temporarily work or partner together as one unit to plan, design, produce and deliver a product to
satisfy an immediate or projected market demand, and to provide the after sales support,
warranty services, and returns that may be requested by the end user. The Supply Chain is the
integration of massive and complex multidisciplinary interdependent processes and information.
The processes begin by sourcing the rawest form of the material and end with delivering a
finished product to an end user. The intermediate processes may include manufacturing,
assembling, warehousing, transporting, ordering, or distributing. Supply Chain Management
(SCM) is the art and the science of managing the Supply Chain.
1

Tan & Handfield (1998) defined Supply Chain management as encompassing materials
and supply management from the supply of basic raw materials to final product (and possible
recycling and re-use). It focuses on how firms utilize their suppliers' processes, technology and
capability to enhance competitive advantage. It is a management philosophy that extends
traditional intra-enterprise activities by bringing trading partners together with the common goal
of optimization and efficiency.
The deployment of this definition is one of the greatest challenges facing the industry
today. According to AMR Research (AMR, 2003), “effective Supply Chain planning, execution,
and management will save the United States Industry between $215 billion and $465 billion per
year.” This figure shows the magnitude of the Supply Chain management and questions the
validity of the above Supply Chain abstract definition.
The first Supply Chain management wake-up call was after the oil shock in 1973, where
inventory holding and moving costs increased significantly, market demand declined, order
quantity decreased, and order frequency increased. Enterprises then responded by replacing the
physical inventory with information. Over time, enterprises recognized the positive impact of
information sharing, collaboration, and integration on the financial and non-financial
performance of the Supply Chain and its enterprises. Enterprises invested enormously in
information technology that would store information in hopes of being able to manage massive
amounts of information, which to a great extent replaced the physical inventory. According to
AMR Research (AMR, 2003), “Enterprise Software market is projected to be $70.6 billion by
2006, with 19% ($13.6 billion) spending in Supply Chain solutions.” However, the enterprises’
investments in information technology did not pay back in most cases, and they faced the fact
that a lot of information technology-related problems evolved.
2

In the past, the abstract definition of the Supply Chain and its management was an easy
task and to a great extent straight forward. The majority of these abstract definitions are similar
to the one cited above. This abstract definition of the Supply Chain is not up-to-date, because it
does not cover the current “facts” in the Supply Chain and its management. In our opinion, the
abstract definition should emphasize the current status of the Supply Chain. It should define the
Supply Chain not only as a material and supply management but also as information and
information flow management. It should consider the existing interdependence between Supply
Chain partners, their processes, and information. The definition should give the indication that
the Supply Chain not only brings trading partners together but brings their information resources
and software systems together in order to support the processes, information, materials, objects,
their flows, their interdependence, and their complex interactions. Including these items in the
abstract definition will indicate the magnitude and the scale of the complexity of the Supply
Chain and its management.
In a simple context, the Supply Chain is a collection of several independent enterprises
that has been partnered together to achieve specific goals by complementing each other. Each
enterprise in the Supply Chain owns several elements 1 including functional units or departments,
processes, information, information resources, materials, and objects. Each enterprise,
individually, manages these elements in addition to their flows, their interdependencies, and their
complex interactions. Since the Supply Chain brings these individual enterprises together to
complement each other, the elements in each enterprise have to complement each other and have
to be managed together as one unit to achieve the partnership goals efficiently. And, since there

1

The word “elements” points to processes, information, materials, objects, information resources, performance measures,
practices, decisions, interdependencies, or interactions.
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are a large number of elements to be managed in a single enterprise, the number of elements to
be managed when considering the whole Supply Chain will be massive.
Supply chains are dynamic. The dynamism is encountered at different levels, which are
the Supply Chain level, the enterprise level, or enterprises’ elements level. The dynamism at the
Supply Chain level is encountered because enterprises that constitute the Supply Chain will be
changing over time, e.g. enterprises leave the chain or new enterprises join the chain. The
dynamism at the enterprise level is encountered because the elements in the enterprise are
changing over time, e.g. new functional units such as a factory or a new information resource or
enterprise application system may be added. The dynamism at the enterprise element level is
encountered because the specification or the definition of the element may change over time, e.g.
a change in the workflow, a change in the schema of an information resource, or a change in the
semantics.
There is a need for a method and a tool to capture and expand the definition of today’s
Supply Chain at all levels of detail efficiently and effectively. At the same time, the definition
should capture all the constituent parts of the Supply Chain as a whole, the individual enterprises
in the Supply Chain, the individual elements in each enterprise, and the flows, interdependencies,
and interactions within each element and between the elements. Also, this method must
technically function in a dynamic environment to enable redefining the Supply Chain and all its
constituent parts at the enterprise level and the elements level, if necessary, in a fast and easy
way.
It is believed that the first and the most important step in managing a Supply Chain is to
define the Supply Chain, not in an abstract way but in a way that will capture and define
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generically all the constituent parts. That involves a comprehensive definition of, at least, the
following:


Processes: An explicit definition of all the planning, execution, and management
processes in the Supply Chain. These processes must span from customer
requirements and orders to the receipt of the order to the after-sales services.



Performance Measures: All the necessary performance metrics that will enable the
enterprise to measure and benchmark itself and its Supply Chain performance.



Material Flow: All the materials, their transitions, and their flows in the Supply
Chain upstream to downstream that were used to realize the final product. The
material flow should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Information and Information Flow: An explicit definition of all the information
necessary to plan, execute, and manage the Supply Chain, the information to measure
the performance of the Supply Chain, and the information necessary for the flow of
the materials or other objects (e.g. Orders or Invoices) across the Supply Chain. The
information, information flow, and information interdependencies should span from
suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Information and Processes Interdependencies: The interdependencies between the
information, interdependencies between the Supply Chain processes, and the
interdependencies between the information and the processes. It should span from
suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Objects Flow: An explicit definition of all the objects such as orders and invoices,
their transitions, their flows, their interdependencies and interactions across the
Supply Chain. It should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.
5



Information Resources and Application Systems: An explicit definition of all the
information resources and enterprise application systems that exist in the Supply
Chain, the information that resides in these systems, the date structure or schemata of
this information, and the information resources interactions with the Supply Chain
processes. This should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Decisions: The decisions involved in the Supply Chain that are necessary for the
planning, execution, and management of the Supply Chain, the information required
for these decisions, and the decision making processes.



Complex Interactions: All the interactions between the Supply Chain partners, Supply
Chain partners’ functional units, Supply Chain processes, material, objects,
information, decisions, information resources, enterprise application systems. The
interaction should cover from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Best Practices: The best practiced techniques, business models, or technology that
might affect the performance of the Supply Chain processes and the effectiveness of
managing it. Also the interdependence and prerequisites of these best practices has to
be identified and defined.

If the enterprises define their Supply Chains in a comprehensive way that will explicitly
cover the ten elements discussed above, the Supply Chain will be managed more effectively and
will result in the best Supply Chain performance. Moreover, if this definition is shared within the
enterprise and between the Supply Chain partners, the gains will be maximized. And, if this
definition is generic enough to be customizable, extensible, and scalable, the gains will be further
maximized. Finally, if this definition can be used in the Supply Chain dynamic environment, as
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for example redefining the Supply Chain in an automated way, the gains will reach the highest
level.
In the last 10 years, massive efforts have been carried out by practitioners, academicians,
software developers, government agencies, and the defense industry to contribute to the Supply
Chain definition. The first formal step was the formation of the Supply Chain Council in 1996
(SCC, 2003d). The Supply Chain Council was initiated by two leading consulting firms: Pittiglio
Rabin Todd & McGrath (PRTM, 2003) and Advanced Manufacturing Research (AMR, 2003).
The main reason for forming the Supply Chain Council is to amalgamate the Supply
Chain practices in order to develop a Supply Chain definition that will be used as a Gold
Standard. The Supply Chain Council successfully developed the Supply Chain Operations
Reference model (SCOR-model), a reference model that captures the widest view of the Supply
Chain. SCOR defines the Supply Chain generically through three levels. At level one they
defined the Supply Chain processes as Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Return. The second
level is a further decomposition of these processes, and the third level is a further decomposition
of level two processes. The model integrates three concepts into a single framework; these are
business process reengineering, benchmarking, and best practices. This framework makes SCOR
unique and effective for the Supply Chain management.
Although SCOR is the most widely used tool available today for defining the Supply
Chain, several opportunities have been discovered to improve and extend the SCOR model,
which are:


The model does not provide a comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain:
The SCOR model only provides Supply Chain processes, performance measures, and
best practices. As discussed earlier, a comprehensive definition should explicitly define at
7

least ten different elements. SCOR defines only three of them. Moreover, even the three
elements defined in SCOR lack some points that are of great importance today. For
example, safety and security measures, as well as explicit transportation processes are not
included in SCOR.


The model does not provide sufficient nor explicit views of the Supply Chain:
The SCOR model provides a business process view of the Supply Chain and links each
business process to its related performance metrics and best practices. In order to
effectively define and manage a Supply Chain, a series of explicit views are needed.
These views include an explicit functional view, explicit information view, explicit
workflow view, explicit material flow and objects flow view, explicit information
resources view, Supply Chain network view, Supply Chain multi-tier view, and crossfunctional view.



The model does not capture an explicit Supply Chain information flow:
The SCOR model provides the links between Supply Chain processes, performance
measures, and the best practices. In order to link the SCOR model and the explicitly
defined views of the Supply Chain, the information flow within and between each view
and the SCOR model has to be captured and defined.



The model does not capture Supply Chain processes and information interdependencies:
The SCOR model does not capture the interdependencies between the Supply Chain
processes, information, and both. Interdependency is a very important factor to consider
in any information-intensive and dynamic environment, such as the Supply Chains.



The model does not capture information, information resources, and their complex
interactions:
8

The SCOR model does not provide any consideration for information resources.
Information resources are the enterprise application systems and information systems in
the Supply Chain. They are considered as the current engine for any planning, execution,
or management activities in modern enterprises. In order to effectively plan, execute,
manage, or even automate the Supply Chain processes, a lot of consideration has to be
directed towards information resources, the information residing in each resource, the
data structures and schemata of this information, the information resources’ technical
properties, and their complex interactions.


The model is not structured or delivered in an appropriate form:
The SCOR model is not structured, bundled, or delivered in a way that is practical, usable
and efficient in the Supply Chain dynamic, information intensive, geographically
dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. This deficiency is reflected as massive effort
from the SCOR model users to define their Supply Chains, to add exclusive elements to
their Supply Chain analysis, to redefine their Supply Chain or specific elements, or to
reuse Supply Chain components that are customized to their specifics.
This research is directed towards overcoming the shortcomings and deficiencies
of the SCOR model and expanding it to ultimately achieve a comprehensive definition of
the Supply Chain that covers the ten elements discussed. Moreover, the approach will be
structured, bundled, and delivered in a way that will enable it to be efficient and practical
in the Supply Chain dynamic, information intensive, geographically dispersed, and
heterogeneous environment. This will be achieved by making it comprehensive, generic,
sharable, automated, customizable, extensible, and scalable.

9

1.1 Statement of the Problem
The problem statement that this research will address is:
There is a need for the development of a methodology that enables the Supply Chain community
to define any Supply Chain in a comprehensive, automated, customizable, extensible, and
scalable manner.

1.2 Research Objectives
The Objectives of this research are:


To develop a methodology to capture a comprehensive multi-view of the Supply Chain in
a generic way.



To develop a Supply Chain Map that humans will be able to understand and computers
will be able to read and that also represents the Supply Chain comprehensive multi-view.
At the same time the map must be comprehensive, generic, automated, customizable,
extensible, and scalable. The map should include Supply Chain processes, information,
information flow, workflow, material flow, objects flow, information resources,
interdependencies, performance metrics, best practices, Supply Chain network, multi-tier,
functional units, and all the complex interactions.



To structure, deliver, and bundle this Supply Chain Map in a way that will enable it be
efficient and practical in the Supply Chain dynamic, information intensive,
geographically dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. Also to enable it to be
extended and enhanced with different views in a semi-automated fashion.

10

1.3 Contribution
The anticipated contributions of this research are:


A comprehensive generic definition and a central view of the Supply Chain



A version of the next-generation Supply Chain gold standard that is generic,
comprehensive, customizable, extensible, and scalable



A Supply Chain Ontology based on the current SCOR Model and the Supply Chain
Map.



Reusable components (ontological classes and instances) that represent the Supply
Chain elements and their interactions in a generic way. This will enable the user to
define any Supply Chain in a semi-automated fashion by reusing these components
and specifying their existence to a specific Supply Chain. Also, this will allow the
user to easily redefine the Supply Chain; thus, the Supply Chain will be applicable in
a dynamic environment.

1.4 Chapter Layout
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the results of
the literature review related to the Supply Chain. Chapter 3 describes the research methodology.
Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the methodology. Chapter 5 describes a case study
and a comparison between the current SCOR model methodology and the proposed
methodology. Chapter 6 summarizes the findings, contributions, draws conclusions, and suggests
further extensions to this research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Supply Chain Management is a very extensive and multidisciplinary topic. Academicians
and practitioners are continually contributing to the topic advancement. The review of each
party’s literature and/or contribution concluded that gaps and lack of unification between the
efforts exists and it seems difficult to bridge this gap. This difficulty is largely due to the
complex and multidisciplinary nature of the Supply Chain; however another reason is that
academic community interest and practicability deviates from the Supply Chain practitioner’s
need. The purpose of the literature review effort is to formulate and respond to specific research
questions that tackle both academic research and practitioners’ problems and needs.

2.1 Literature Review Framework
In order to develop a coherent, logical, and consistent literature review, a multidimensional matrix was developed as shown in Table 1. The matrix consists of the research
questions and the equivalent research areas that are anticipated to answer these questions. The
questions in the matrix were finalized after several iterations and progressive refinements. The
framework consists of nine key areas to answer the associated research questions. The areas and
a brief description of each element are shown below:
1. Supply chain History and Trends: This includes the history of the Supply Chain and insight
into how the Supply Chain evolved, the triggers that affected the Supply Chain evolution
over time, the enterprise and its management focus, and the general features of the Supply
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Chain. It also indicates existing Supply Chain management practices, standards, and future
Supply Chain management trends.
2. The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR model): This section explores the
SCOR-model, as the first (and last, until now) standard and reference model for defining the
Supply Chain processes, performance measures, and best practices. The SCOR model was
developed by practitioners and used by software developers, practitioners, academicians,
government agencies, and defense industry.
3. Enterprise Application Systems: This section reviews and categorizes the current state of the
art Supply Chain systems and software solutions in use by the Supply Chain practitioners.
4. Supply Chain Information: This section explores the information that is required for Supply
Chain execution, planning, and management. It will provide insight into the information
required for decision making and performance measurement. It also investigates the effect of
information sharing and the current methods and practices of information sharing.
5. Supply chain decisions: This section explores the decisions and the different decision levels
in the Supply Chain that are relevant for Supply Chain execution, planning, and management.
6. Supply chain performance measures: This section discusses the performance measures that
have been used to assess the Supply Chain performance.
7. The semantic web: The semantic web is the future of data, information, and knowledge
sharing in a structured and formal way. This section explores the semantic web and the
semantic web current standards.
8. Ontology: This section explores the Ontology as the state of the art for representing domain
knowledge and the current standard for sharing knowledge between distributed
environments.
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What are the Supply Chain evolutions and what is
the future of the Supply Chain?
What is the first step to effectively manage the
Supply Chain?
What are the current practices used in Supply Chain
definition?
What are the current Supply Chain standards?
What are the current solutions and enabling
technologies?
What is the performance of the enterprise
application systems in the Supply Chain?
What are the Supply Chain processes and their
interdependencies?
What are the Supply Chain decisions and their
interdependencies?
What are the Supply Chain information and their
interdependence?
Where does Supply Chain information reside?
What are the methods used to locate, access, or
extract the information in the Supply Chain?
How are unexpected events or exceptions handled,
e.g. incomplete information?
What are the Supply Chain performance measures
and their interdependencies?
What are the interdependencies between the
information, processes, decisions and performance
measures?
What are the universal standards for information?
What are the methodologies, tools, and standards
used to build Ontologies?
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2.3.8 Ontology

2.3.7 Semantic web

2.3.6 SC Information/Sharing

2.3.5 SC Performance
measures

2.3.4 Supply Chain Decisions

2.3.3 Enterprise Application
Systems

Research Questions

2.3.2 SCOR Model

2.3.1 SC history and trends

Table 1: The Literature Review Framework

2.2 Literature Review
In this research, Supply Chain literature was reviewed. In addition, the literature
reviewed includes of Supply Chain standards, Supply Chain software, Enterprise Integration, and
relevant supply chain case studies. Also, other areas reviewed include: Distributed
Heterogeneous Databases, Ontologies, Software Agents, and Semantic Web Technologies.
Finally, we reviewed related standards, such as Semantic Web Standards recommended by
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and standards by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The literature related to the Supply Chain management revealed much
research that has been carried out from different points of view. The nature and types of Supply
Chain literature that exist are:


Literature review papers and taxonomy papers



Modeling papers: study of specific modeling approaches for specific problems



Empirical and case studies papers



Supply chain success stories

The literature will be discussed under the eight categories corresponding to the research areas
of the literature review framework presented in Table 1.

2.2.1 Supply Chain History and Trends
The general Supply Chain literature was reviewed along with literature focusing on
information sharing, integration and collaboration. The review of the general literature
(Anderson & Delattre, 2002; Croom et al., 2000; Dawson, 2002; Ross, 2003; Tan, 2001) of
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Supply Chain management and related areas enabled us to quickly track the Supply Chain
management history and evolution. A summary of the Supply Chain management advancements
and trigger events from Post World War II to date are summarized in Figure 1. Also, the history
tracks the general focus of management and the general features of the enterprises and the
Supply Chain.
From the history of Supply Chain management, we can infer that enterprises are focusing
more on the Supply Chain as a competitive strategy and a “must” to survive in today’s dynamic
business environment. Supply Chain management originated from decentralized logistics
management after the Second World War and became centralized logistics management, which
became integrated logistics management, which became Supply Chain management, and finally
became integrated-collaborative-electronic Supply Chain management, and is projected to be a
Virtual Enterprise in the future. The main triggers for this transformation are globalization,
outsourcing, the increasing power of the customer (there are six billion customers worldwide),
specialization, and increasing focus on core competencies. Also, transformation is occurring
because of the exponential growth of the enabling information technologies including Supply
Chain management systems, enterprise application systems, and the internet. The growth of
information technology can also be inferred from the growth of Supply Chain management
systems initiatives, starting from Materials Requirement Planning (MRP), followed by
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRPII), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Warehouse
Management System (WMS), Transportation Management System (TMS), Advanced Planning
and Scheduling (APS), etc. and the exponential progress of internet based electronic commerce
including Business to Business (B2B), Business to Customer (B2C), and Auctions or Customer
to Customer (C2C).
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By tracing the Supply Chain management history and integrating it with the advancement
in enabling information technologies, it can basically infer that the future advancement of Supply
Chain management relies on developing standardized Supply Chain management systems that
utilize the internet, semantic web, and information technologies to integrate and enhance the
performance and adaptability of the whole Supply Chain through collaboration and
unconstrained information sharing. However, the first step in achieving a Supply Chain
management standard is to unify the definition of the Supply Chain, so that all the supply chain
partners can share the same understanding. The only Supply Chain gold standard available today
is the Supply Chain Operations Reference model (SCOR model). The SCOR model, its
evolution, and its contents will be discussed in detail in the next section.
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Figure 1: The History of Supply Chain Management
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2.2.2 Supply Chain Operations Reference Model
In the last 10 years, massive efforts have been carried out by practitioners, academicians,
and other entities to contribute to the Supply Chain and its management research and
development. One of the highly significant efforts was the formation of the Supply Chain
Council (SCC) (SCC, 2003d), as a not-for-profit organization. The SCC was initiated in 1996 by
two leading consulting firms, Pittiglio Rabin Todd & McGrath (PRTM, 2003) and Advanced
Manufacturing Research (AMR, 2003). Initially the council started with about 70 voluntary
member companies. Today, the Supply Chain Council has over 1,000 corporate members
dispersed all over the world. The main operations and headquarters of the Supply Chain Council
are located in the United States with offices in Pennsylvania. The Supply Chain Council has a
chapter in Europe, operating from Norway, a chapter in South East Asia operating from
Singapore, a Chapter in Japan operating from Tokyo, in addition to chapters in South America,
South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand.
Most of the Supply Chain Council members are practitioners from different industrial
sectors, including manufacturing, defense, aerospace, distribution, and retail. The members list
includes BP Chemicals, Caterpillar Inc., Coca-Cola, FedEx, HP, Intel, and Lockheed Martin.
Also, the Supply Chain Council has other types of members such as technology suppliers,
software developers, academicians, government agencies, and international organizations. The
members list includes Oracle, i2 Technologies, Microsoft Business Solutions, MIT, UCF, Navy,
DOT, UNICEF, and World Bank.
The main goal of the Supply Chain Council is to amalgamate the Supply Chain practices
in order to develop an effective tool for the Supply Chain community. The Supply Chain Council
developed the Supply Chain Operations Reference model (SCOR-model), a reference model that
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captures generically the Supply Chain, including supply chain processes, performance measures,
and best practices. The SCOR model was first released in 1997 and is now in its sixth version.
The Supply Chain Council is continuously updating the SCOR-model to keep up to date with the
changing environment and advancement in the research, development, and technology associated
with the Supply Chain’s current and evolving practices. The SCOR model is the only Supply
Chain reference model available in the world. It is considered as the Supply Chain gold standard.
The SCOR-model is a reference model described in about 300 pages. According to the
Supply Chain Council (SCC, 2003d), the SCOR model amalgamates three concept in a single
framework, which are business process reengineering, benchmarking, and best practices (as
shown in Figure 2). The business process reengineering methodology will capture and define the
current or the “as is” Supply Chain. The benchmarking starts by quantifying the performance of
the “as is” supply chain and comparing it to best performers of similar Supply Chains. The best
practices will point to the means that will drive the Supply Chain to the performance of the best
performers. The best means can include a practice, a software solution, automation mechanism, a
new business model, or a new technology.
According to Stephens (2001) the scope of the SCOR model spans from ordering or
forecasting to delivering the orders. The SCOR model also covers the after sales services and
warranty services through defining the returns of any defective parts or excess products.
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Figure 2: The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model Framework

The SCOR-model (SCC, 2003b) is formed around five Supply Chain management
processes. These processes are planning processes, sourcing processes, making or producing
processes, delivering processes, and returning or post delivery processes, as shown in Figure 3.
Planning processes include the discovery of the available upstream supply, the required
or projected downstream demand, and the means to achieving equilibrium between the available
supply and the identified demand. Planning processes include the identification of available
resources (e.g. available or unutilized internal capacity) internally for the core competency items
and externally for outsourced items (e.g. available or unutilized suppliers’ capacity). It also
includes the identification of existing and new sources of downstream demand and customers
and the priority of satisfying this demand. The result of the planning processes is an action plan
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to satisfy the demand based on the fulfillment priority. The Sourcing processes include all the
processes that handle the sourcing of the required supply or resources from upstream supply
chain partners. It provides the linkage between the sourcing party and its upstream sources. The
making or production processes are the processes that make or produce the item that has to fulfill
the demand; these processes apply only to some of the Supply Chain partners (e.g. manufacturers
and assemblers). The Delivering processes include all the processes that handle the delivery of
the requested items (e.g. finished product) to its downstream customer. It provides the linkage
between a Supply Chain partner and its customers. The after sales or return processes include all
the processes that handle returning defective products or excess products. It also handles the
return and delivery of malfunction products for repair and installation of spare parts. The SCOR
model processes cover four business models from the product’s type perspective, which include
products that are ordered from a stock, products that are produced when ordered (Make-toOrder), products that are designed when ordered (Engineer-to-Order), and retail products. The
separation of these four models is very efficient because each of these models has unique
features and processing procedures.
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Figure 3: The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model Processes
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Make

SCOR processes are defined in a generic way, thus enabling users to define the Supply
Chain as a series of processes. This description can be used internally and externally across the
enterprise, across different locations, and supply chain partners. However, users have to define
the relationships that are extended beyond their enterprise, i.e. relationships to suppliers’
processes and customers’ processes. Also, they have to define the relationships that exist
between their departments or functional units.
As discussed earlier, five processes compose the first level of the SCOR model; these
five Supply Chain management processes can be further decomposed into sub-processes which
are defined at the model’s second level, and then the second level processes can be further
decomposed to a third level which is the model’s level three processes. According to the SCC
(SCC, 2003d), the SCOR model three levels of details are:


The SCOR Model First Level (Level One):
The first level of the SCOR model, called the top level, defines the scope and content of

the Supply Chain management processes at the highest level, i.e. strategic level. This level’s
processes include: Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Return. A snapshot from the model’s
description of each process is:


Plan: Assess local and Supply Chain resources; aggregate and prioritize demand and
demand requirements; plan for the Supply Chain, plan for sourcing, plan for production,
plan for distribution and delivery, and plan for after sales services and returns.



Source: Execute sourcing plans, receive materials, inspect received material, and
authorize payment for materials or finished goods that were outsourced to upstream
suppliers.
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Make: Execute production plans, request and receive material or WIP, design,
manufacture, assemble, and test product; and pack



Deliver: Execute delivery plans, order management processes, selection of carriers,
delivery and invoicing of the product.



Return: Execute return plans, return defective products, warranty services, and return
excess products.



The SCOR Model Second Level (Level Two):
The Second level of the SCOR model, called the configuration level, categorizes the

Supply Chain processes into three categories: Planning processes, Execution Processes, and
Enable Processes. The planning processes include all the necessary processes to execute the
Supply Chain. The planning processes include: Plan Supply Chain, Plan Source, Plan Make, Plan
Deliver, and Plan Return. The execution processes are all the processes that change the state of
the sourced material into finished products delivered to the customer. The execution processes
include: Source, Make, Deliver, and Return. Also, the execution processes are categorized in the
SCOR model based on the product type. The Source, Make, and Deliver processes are
categorized into three types: Make-to-Stock product, Make-to-Order product, and Engineer-toOrder product. A fourth type, Retail product, is defined for the Deliver processes. The Return
processes are categorized into three different types based on the type of product. These are
defective products, MRO (Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul) products, and excess products.
The Enable processes include all processes that manage the planning and execution processes.
The Enable processes include Enable Plan, Enable Source, Enable Make, Enable Deliver, and
Enable Return.
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The SCOR Model Third Level (Level Three):
The third level of the SCOR model, called the decomposition level, decomposes the

second level processes into their equivalent sub-processes. Each process at level three is
abstractly defined, the process inputs and outputs are identified, the process is linked to its
adjacent performance metrics, and the process best practices are listed. The third level is the
highest level of detail defined in the scope of the SCOR model. The SCC acknowledged that
these three levels of details might not define the Supply Chain at a sufficient level of detail for
analyzing the Supply Chain and implementing the council-recommended best practices. The
third level processes can be further decomposed into their subsequent sub-processes.


The SCOR-Model Performance Measures:
The SCOR-model categorized the Supply Chain performance measures into five

categories. These five categories are Reliability, Responsiveness, Flexibility, Cost, and Asset
Management. The SCOR model considers each category as a performance attribute that can be
used individually to evaluate any Supply Chain performance that lies within this attribute. At
level one of the SCOR model, performance metrics are defined for each attribute. The
performance attributes, their definition, and their equivalent level one metrics according to the
(SCC, 2003c) are:


Supply Chain Delivery Reliability (%): This is the performance attribute that represents
the delivery performance of the Supply Chain. The highest delivery reliability (i.e. 100%)
will be achieved if the Supply Chain is always delivering the right quantity of the right
products or materials to the right destination and recipient in the ultimate expected
condition and packaging with the right documents. The reliability performance metrics at
level one are the delivery performance to customer commit date (%), delivery
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performance to customer request date (%), fill rates (%), and perfect order fulfillment
(%).


Supply Chain Responsiveness (Time Units): This is the performance attribute that
represents the speed of a Supply Chain to fulfill a customer’s order. The responsiveness
metric at level one is order fulfillment lead time (time units).



Supply Chain Flexibility (Time Units): This is the performance attribute that represents
the flexibility and agility of the Supply Chain to respond to any upstream or downstream
changes. The flexibility performance metrics at level one are response time (time units)
and production flexibility (time units).



Supply Chain Costs (Currency Units, e.g. US$): This is the performance attribute that
represents the costs of operating a Supply Chain. The cost performance metrics at level
one are cost of goods sold (currency units), total Supply Chain management costs
(currency units or % of revenues), value added productivity (currency units), and
warranty and returns processing costs (currency units).



Supply Chain Assets Management Efficiency (Time Units or Number of Turns): This is
the performance attribute that represents the efficiency of managing the assets that
support the Supply Chain, either fixed assets or working capital assets. The asset
management efficiency performance metrics at level one are cash to cash cycle time
(time units), inventory days of supply (time units), and asset turns (number of turns per
period)
The performance metrics at level one are computed based on level two performance

metrics, and level two performance metrics are computed based on level three performance
metrics. However, the current version of the SCOR model provides minimal guidance on these
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computations. The performance attributes and their equivalent level one performance metrics
are computed and used to benchmark the Supply Chain performance against the best Supply
Chains. The benchmarking can be done by using scorecards that will include the level one
metrics, the Supply Chain under study metrics’ values and the competitor’s Supply Chain values
or the best in class performers. The scorecard is used to identify the gaps in the performance
between the Supply Chain understudy and the other Supply Chains or scenarios and the
investment required to fulfill these gaps. The SCC provides average and median values of level
one performance metrics for best in class Supply Chains. However, they provide two values for
each performance metric for two types of industries, discrete industries and process industries.
They also provide a list of the specific industries that lie in each industry type.
The SCOR model has been extensively used since its development in the late 90s. The
Supply Chain council website includes over 140 SCOR model success stories (SCC, 2003a).
Most of the success stories used the SCOR model to define the Supply Chain, used the SCOR
model processes, or used the performance measures defined in the model. For example, IBM
used the SCOR model to define their laptop product ThinkPad’s Supply Chain and then build an
on-demand Supply Chain. They reported savings of $5.6B. These savings were achieved as they
used the model to define their existing Supply Chain using the SCOR model processes, and
measured the Supply Chain performance using SCOR performance metrics. By using SCOR,
they identified opportunities to enhance the Supply Chain performance through integration,
automation, and synchronization of their processes. The performance of alternative scenarios of
the Supply Chain was measured and the best scenarios were selected. The new Supply Chain
gains include using common processes among the 35,000 sales representatives of the ThinkPad,
synchronized processes across the entire Supply Chain, and visibility across the Supply Chain.
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However, the contribution of the SCOR model to IBM objectives was limited. The amount of
their effort beyond the scope of SCOR model is considerable.
Although, there are many papers and case studies that cite SCOR in the literature, none of
the literature involving SCOR considers the modeling aspect of the SCOR model or the model’s
structure. All of the published work uses the aspect of what the SCOR model is modeling, and
takes its content and its structure for granted.
It should be clear that this research is not criticizing the SCOR model and its contents. As
a matter of fact, the SCOR model is a unique and an excellent Supply Chain reference model that
successfully assisted corporations and Supply Chain communities worldwide since its first
release in the late 1990s. However, based on practical deployment and industrial engineering
critical analysis of the SCOR model, some opportunities have been discovered to expand and
improve the SCOR model.
First, The SCOR model is an ad hoc Business Process Reengineering (BPR) model,
evident by its structure that does not follow any of the standardized or well structured business
process modeling techniques such as the Integrated Definition (IDEF) family or Unified
Modeling Language (UML) business modeling extensions.
The SCOR model does not provide an explicit view of the workflow, material flow, or
information flow. In fact, these flows are either missing or implicit in the model; a separation of
the flows will convey a better understanding and definition of the Supply Chain.
The SCOR model does not provide a comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain. We
propose that a comprehensive definition should include Supply Chain processes, performance
measures, and best practices which are defined in the SCOR model, in addition to material flows
and transitions, information and information flows, interdependencies, objects flows and
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transitions, information resources and enterprise application systems, decisions and decision
making processes, and the interactions between all these different elements of the comprehensive
definition.
The SCOR model does not consider the information resources or enterprise application
systems that may exist in the Supply Chain. It is understood that the SCOR model is a generic
model, but information resources can be defined generically. These systems are considered the
current engine for any planning, execution, or management activity in modern enterprises. The
information resources and enterprise application systems cannot be separated from the processes,
and the Supply Chain definition. In order to effectively plan, execute, manage, or even automate
the Supply Chain processes, a great deal of consideration has to be directed towards information
resources. The information resides in each resource, the data structures and schemata of this
information, the information resources technical properties, and their complex interactions.
The SCOR model is delivered to the user in a 300 page document. It is believed that this
format hinders the share-ability of the model, and makes it difficult for the user to automate the
Supply Chain definition based on the model.
In spite of its shortcomings, SCOR model is very powerful in expressing the Supply
Chain processes and their relationships. It will be very useful to utilize the SCOR model as a
base for research and development in the academic community. In fact, using the SCOR model
will provide academicians with the practical sense of the Supply Chain and will provide
practitioners with the advancements in academic research.
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2.2.3 Enterprise Application Systems
Enterprises invested enormously in information technology to be able to manage the
Supply Chain and the massive amount of information in the Supply Chain, which to a great
extent replaced the physical inventory. According to AMR Research (AMR, 2003), “The
Enterprise Software market is projected to be $70.6 billion by 2006, with 19% ($13.6 billion)
spending in Supply Chain solutions.” However, their investments in information technology
have not paid off in most cases, and instead produced information technology-related problems.
AMR Research (AMR, 2003) reported that about 65% of large enterprises installed Supply
Chain systems and only 20% of these enterprises realized a positive impact due to these software
systems. According to a recent Forrester Research (Forrester, 2003) survey on the Supply Chain
system’s Return On Investment (ROI) in manufacturing firms, only 41% of the companies they
surveyed had encountered a slightly positive return. Another survey by Nucleus Research
(Nucleus-Research, 2004) indicated that a group of companies that are using the same Supply
Chain system purchased from one of the leading software vendors, did not reach any ROI after
using it for almost two and half years.
One possible reason might be the way the software was implemented, fitted, and
deployed into the enterprise and the Supply Chain as a whole. As a matter of fact, most of the
software was acquired and implemented for particular reasons which might include overcoming
a specific problem, performing specific tasks, or automating a group of routine activities. It is
agreed that the acquisition and implementation of any Supply Chain software system must be for
particular reasons, but it is believed that these reasons must take into consideration the Supply
Chain as a whole. This way the investment will be clearly justified from the beginning and the
impact of the software implementation will be recognized in the global-domain of the problem
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rather than its local or sub-domain, i.e. the whole Supply Chain rather than a specific problem
that is isolated from the rest of the Supply Chain problems. In our opinion, the only way to reach
this level of knowledge before making a multi-million dollar investment decision is to define the
Supply Chain in a way that will identify and define the enterprise application systems in the
Supply Chain. This will ultimately yield an integrated view of the Supply Chain processes,
information, software systems, and their interdependence. This will help in several ways,
including the knowledge of the existing systems in the enterprise and the entire Supply Chain
and the knowledge of the redundancies and gaps with the current software systems. This may
also yield solutions that require no additional investments. If it was concluded that a new system
is needed, then the new system will be defined and integrated with the Supply Chain definition.
This will provide the insight and the knowledge of the impact of this new system in the Supply
Chain and the integration requirements at the user’s level.
The Supply Chain application systems and solutions can be categorized into the following
four types:


Utilization of systems that have been developed “in house” by the enterprise or “evolved” for
solving specific or general problems. On average, these systems cost the enterprise 20-30%
of the resources budgeted for operations (AMR, 2003).



Utilization of models developed by strategic consulting firms (Accenture, 2003, McKinsey &
Co.) to develop policies and procedures by using ad-hoc model manipulations.



Utilization of Supply Chain management software that includes static and customized
optimization models using techniques such as linear programming, mixed-integer non-linear
optimization, which have been recently introduced by several Supply Chain management
software vendors e.g., i2 Technologies and Manugistics.
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Utilization of solutions developed by the academic community, some of which have never
been commercialized. Some of these solutions have been practically utilized either by the
enterprise, indirectly through software vendors that implemented the solutions in their
software, or through consulting firms that integrated the solutions in their service kit.
Enterprises small, medium, or large in size are massively investing in Supply Chain

solutions proportional to their size and needs. They are investing in information technology
(Software, Hardware, Communication, Internet, etc.) and in integrating their enterprise
application systems and database management systems with their supply chain partners in order
to enhance the overall supply chain performance. However, their supply chain partners are
always changing and they are left with massive amounts of software that besides their
deficiencies, are very difficult to manage. In a recent web cast by (Parker, 2003) the Vice
president of the Enterprise Commerce Management (ECM) division (at AMR, 2003) stated
“enterprises are investing millions of dollars in software to the extent that one company
optimized the number of software systems they have to 1500 systems! These heterogeneous
systems created islands of information and conflicting automation that will cost millions to
integrate and resolve the conflicts. Also, will consume most of the IT budget to maintain and
these integrated systems are not suitable for decision making.”
Based on this, it is believed that the enterprise application systems have to be integrated
within the Supply Chain definition so that a user will know the required information, and how to
get this information, and in which enterprise application system (or systems) this information
resides. The next step will be to identify which enterprise application systems are redundant and
which are vital for Supply Chain management.
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According to AMR Research (AMR, 2003) and Forrester Research (Forrester, 2003), the
Supply Chain management encountered two trigger transformations related to enterprise
application systems. The first transformation involved enterprise application systems that
automated routine tasks and events, assisted planers and schedulers, and provided constraintbased optimization. The second transformation involved the integration of demand planning and
optimization algorithms within the enterprise application systems. It also allowed the users to
use the enterprise applications systems to conduct “what if” analysis. What if analysis enabled
the users to create several scenarios and preview their outcomes based on historical data.
However, in a dynamic environment like the supply chain, dependency on historical data is
neither accurate nor practical. It is anticipated that the third transformation will provide the user
with the capability to conduct a “what is” analysis, e.g., what is the current production capacity
of supplier 1 and his suppliers?.
However, it was thought that an enabler step should exist before the third transformation,
i.e. before asking “What Is”. This enabler step is meta-information (knowledge) about the
information required to conduct the “What Is” analysis. Also, this knowledge or metainformation should be integrated with the end-to-end Supply Chain processes. The metainformation should provide the user with “the required information to conduct a specific “what
is” analysis. It also should provide the user with the relationships between this required metainformation and the end-to-end Supply Chain processes and information, and should provide the
user with the location of this information and the means to extract it. In order for the metainformation to provide this assistance, it should be integrated with the Supply Chain definition; it
should also include an integrated view of the Supply Chain processes, decisions, information,
information resources, materials, and objects.
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2.2.4 Supply Chain Decisions
The literature classified the Supply Chain decisions according to time and scale
(Gunasekaran, 2003; Huang et al., 2003; Schneeweiss, 2003). Time considers the time scope of
an investment decision or the time to implement the decisions. Scale considers the dollar amount
of an investment or the number of processes required to implement the decision. A broad
classification of decisions (based on Huang et al., 2003) is: strategic decisions (long term
decisions – 6 months to 2 years), tactical decisions (Medium-term – 2 weeks to 6 months), and
operational decisions (short term – daily to 2 weeks). It is common to find different time frames
in different sources, which indicates a lack of unification and inaccuracy. Also, real-time
decisions are rarely considered in the literature, or are mixed with operational decisions. Real
time decisions are the kind of decisions that have to be made instantly or within a very short time
frame (minutes to hours). These decisions are made in response to an unplanned event
occurrence, or decisions that redirect operations that were decided upon at a higher level. In the
current dynamic environment, decentralization of decision making and employee empowermentmade real-time decisions are vital in any Supply Chain. In this research, all the levels of
decisions will be considered and defined. The Supply Chain decisions with examples can be
summarized as:
1- Strategic Decisions: decisions that directly determine the enterprise and its supply chains
long term implementations and directions, e.g. Supply Chain network design, location of
new warehouse or production facility, etc.
2- Tactical Decisions: decisions that involve a subset of the Supply Chain (as opposed to the
whole Supply Chain). Tactical decisions are made to realize the strategic decisions, e.g.
production plan, product and distribution planning, materials requirement planning, etc.
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3- Operational Decisions: decisions that involve a subset of the processes at the tactical
level. Operational decisions are made to realize the tactical decisions. They are usually
decisions involving daily operations, e.g. economic reorder quantity (EOQ), production
schedule, Daily shipments, etc.
4- Real-Time Decisions: decisions that involve a subset of the processes at either the tactical
or operational level, solely or in response to an unplanned event. Real-time decisions are
made to realize the operational decisions, e.g. rerouting a truck from its route instantly,
because an accident occurred and a delay will be encountered if the driver will not
reroute by taking the next exit.
The number of decisions and decision variables in the Supply Chain are enormous. But
tracking these decisions is vital for effective Supply Chain management. Several authors listed
the decisions in the Supply Chain at each level. Huang et al. (2003) reviewed over 50
publications and investigated the following major Supply Chain decisions that affect the Supply
Chain dynamics:
1- Strategic: facility location, supplier selection, outsourcing, pricing.
2- Tactical: capacity allocation, production plan, distribution plan, inventory allocation,
safety stock, transportation plan.
3- Operational: replenishment, routing, operations scheduling.
Other authors categorizes the decisions according to major decision areas. For example
they (Du et al., 2003; Sahay, 2003; Schneeweiss, 2003; Tan, 2001; Tan et al., 2002) categorized
decisions as procurement decisions, manufacturing or production decisions, distribution
decisions, and logistics decisions. On the other hand, according to AMR (2003), Supply Chain
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software vendors classified the decisions in the Supply Chain based on functionality, inspired
from their software code functionality, as follows:
Supply Chain planning


Supply Chain configuration and design



Supply Chain network design



Demand forecasting



Sales and operations plan



Supply, manufacturing and distribution plan



Transportation plan

Supply Chain execution


Fulfillment decisions



Order-to-delivery decisions



Operational schedule

Supply Chain collaboration and event management


Collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (CPFR)



Collaborative transportation and logistics decisions



Co-managed inventory decisions

The number of decisions in individual enterprises has increased over time. In the 1960s
decision variables were in hundreds, where now the number is more in five or six digit figures.
As the number of decision variables increases, the relationships and interactions between the
variables also increases in number and complexity. Consequently, the decision making,
algorithms, optimization techniques, decision support systems, solutions, and modeling were
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extended and became more sophisticated in order to address the change in size and complexity of
problems and decision making processes. At the same time, the information and knowledge
associated with such an increase also was magnified.
The literature is short in identifying the decisions in the Supply Chain as a whole and at
high level of details. None of the literature has referred to categorizing or identifying the
decisions following the SCOR model processes. None of the literature classified real-time
decisions.

2.2.5 Supply Chain Performance Measures
Generally, Supply Chain performance measures include the qualitative and quantitative
measures of effectiveness and efficiency of a specific Supply Chain performance. Measuring the
performance of the Supply Chain is complex, but is critical in assessing the performance of a
specific Supply Chain. Supply Chain performance metrics values will provide an objective
approach on which the supplies chain managers and the decision makers can strategize, direct,
and make valuable decisions.
Most of the Supply Chain performance measurement literature (Beamon, 1999; Chan &
Qi, 2003; Hoek, 2001; Kaplan & Norton, 1992; Stewart, 1995; Tan & Handfield, 1998)
discussed the importance of a performance measurement system or carried out at a low level of
detailed categorization of performance measures and metrics from a particular perspective, or
proposed a performance measurement assessment approach. The literature is brief in developing
complete performance measures and metrics for an integrated Supply Chain. The researchers
also called for further research in Supply Chain performance measurement. Few efforts have
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contributed to identifying a wide view of Supply Chain performance measures and metrics. Of
these efforts, Gunasekaran et al. (2001) identified performance metrics in the areas of planning,
sourcing, making, assembly, delivery, and customer service level. The measures were broadly
classified to financial and non-financial measures. In Gunasekaran et al. (2001), they developed
a framework to identify the performance measures in a Supply Chain based on a review of the
literature related to the Supply Chain. They stated that the framework gives an insight to the
performance metrics that should be used, where they can be used, and who will be responsible
for their values. The framework provides a list of the performance metrics; however, it is not
comprehensive. The framework shows where it can be used and who will use it, only in terms of
process and management level. An extension of the Gunasekaran et al. (2001) research has been
carried out recently by himself among other researchers (Gunasekaran et al., 2004), where they
used the original framework developed in Gunasekaran et al. (2001) in an empirical study
aiming to prioritize the performance measures and metrics according to their importance from a
sample of surveyed practitioners.
Based on the Supply Chain performance measurement literature reviewed, the following
shortcomings in performance measures can be highlighted:


The literature identified the performance measures at a low level of detail.



There is no mapping or interdependence between the performance measures at the same
level or at different levels of decision. There are no measures for real-time decisions.



There is no alignment between performance measures of the Supply Chain and that of
individual enterprise in the Supply Chain.



The 200+ performance measures defined within the scope of the SCOR model were
never explored in the literature.
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2.2.6 Supply Chain Information and Information Sharing
Information has a “must exist” role in the planning, execution, management, and event
handling of any Supply Chain. The information role can be traced back to the 1970s, when there
was an overall need to “replace” the physical inventory by “something else” immediately and to
bring down the costs and losses encountered by holding physical inventory. At the same time
computers and their applications were becoming increasingly popular. Since then, information
has played a vital and essential role in the Supply Chain domain.
Information in any Supply Chain is originated and owned by different entities, i.e. supply
chain partners. Pieces of information are distributed along the Supply Chain in different systems,
forms, levels of detail, semantics, etc. Any planning, execution, decision making process,
modeling or performance assessment in the Supply Chain requires information to be available
collectively. Due to several factors (e.g. technology, syntactic interoperability, structural
interoperability, semantic interoperability, trust, sharing modes, etc.), the sharing and collection
of this information became a challenge and a vital Supply Chain management issue, at times a
barrier. In this section, a review of the literature that studied the Supply Chain from the
informational point of view will be discussed.
The literature is rich in analyzing the impact of sharing versus not sharing the information
across the Supply Chain. It has been proven that sharing information is significant and vital for
better decision making and consequently for enhancing the Supply Chain and individual
enterprise’s performance. A variety of authors (Motwani et al., 2000; Prasad & Tata, 2000;
Swaminathan et al., 1997; Thonemann, 2002; Yu et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2002) concluded that
the sharing of information minimizes Supply Chain costs and enhances its performance. Similar
studies (in particular Yu et al., 2001) investigated that the effect of information sharing on
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Supply Chain performance is tremendous. For instance, one of the current major problems in the
computer industry Supply Chains, in particular Intel Microprocessors Supply Chain, is due to
information sharing that directly impacted the bullwhip effect. Cachon & Fisher (2000), Lee et
al. (1997), and Tan et al. (1999) studied this phenomenon among others and concluded that
there are many factors that impact the bullwhip effect, one of which is the level of timely
information sharing between Supply Chain partners and the accuracy of this information.
Generally, timely and accurate information sharing is anticipated to reduce this effect.
The most significant effort in surveying the Supply Chain information has been carried
out by Huang et al. (2003), where he categorized the Supply Chain information into six
categories: product, process, resource, inventory, order, and planning. However, this
categorization was focusing on the impacts of sharing Supply Chain information and does not
include all the Supply Chain information.
It is believed that the problem is not only enabling information sharing or implementing
the means to share information. It is far beyond that. From this research perspective, information
flow and information interdependence are the most important factors that must be considered
first. This is because the flow and interdependence of information will be the dominant
determinant of which information is shared and the party with which the information should be
shared. Then, the availability of the information should be investigated, followed by the location
of the information (i.e. the enterprise application system that it resides in or the human resource
that has/own the information). The next step will be identifying the syntax, structure, and
semantics of the information and the system/person in which the information resides. The ideal
case scenario is that every thing is standardized. Unfortunately, this is not realistic. In reality,
there are heterogeneity and lack of interoperability at all its levels ranging from the syntactic
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level, to the structural level, and semantic level. In order to tackle this problem in an intelligent
and practical manner, these aspects have to be included in existing standards and pointing from
standards to the information required. As mentioned, the only existing Supply Chain standard is
the SCOR model; thus, all of the information, information flow, and interdependencies have to
be generated based on this standard. It is worth mentioning that no articles were found related to
the impact of the SCOR model on information and information sharing in the Supply Chain. In
general, the literature was short in defining Supply Chain information and in identifying
information flows and information interdependence. None of the literature reviewed identified
the general characteristic of the Supply Chain information, the syntax, structure, or semantics of
this information, and the enterprise application system on which the information resides.
Information sharing between Supply Chain partners was very slow and inefficient in the
1960s due to the methods and medias of sharing the information. During this period the
information was shared through regular mail and facsimile. It remained slow until the early
1970s, when a group of enterprises mutually exchanged invoices and orders. Enterprises that
implemented these methods of information sharing realized the economic edge behind them.
This system is the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). By the early 80s, EDI standards were
developed. According to Fu et al. (1999), the main drawback of the EDI is its deployment cost.
Also other drawbacks according to Fu et al. (1999) and Sanchez & Perez (2003) are the
limitation of the EDI including, limited types of data to be shared (e.g. no images can be shared),
it never allowed sharing information between application systems, and never covered the whole
supply chain because only large companies can afford it. However, it is still in use today.
As the Internet evolved, the business world began to realize the benefits of the Internet
from the Supply Chain perspective, in particular, to replace the EDI by deploying more
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economical and practical solutions and to create new information sharing models. Today, the
Internet is a universal communication medium for exchanging data and information. According
to Cagliano et al. (2003) and Fu et al. (1999), the Internet positively impacted the Supply Chain,
with many businesses adopting e-commerce in order to gain full benefit from the Internet, in
particular, the World Wide Web. The resultant e-commerce business models on the Internet are
B2B (Business to Business), B2C (Business to Customer), and C2C (Customer to Customer).
Nagurney et al. (2002) emphasize that the introduction of electronic commerce has unveiled new
opportunities in terms of research and practice in Supply Chain analysis and management.
According to Reuters (2000), B2B transactions reached as high as $4.8 trillion dollars by the end
of 2003.
It is believed that the methods and medium to share information across the supply chain
is very important. It appears that the utilization with the Internet as a free-global communication
media for data and information sharing will be effective as a building block for more efficient
and effective Supply Chain systems. The only problem of the Internet, in particular the World
Wide Web, is its lack of a standard and formal data representation. This problem was overcome
after the discovery of the semantic web. The semantic web will be discussed in detail in the next
section.

2.2.7 The Semantic Web
As concluded in the last section, the use of the internet is growing exponentially and the
Supply Chain community utilization of the Internet is increasing. Thus, there was always a high
demand for a structured and well accepted standard language for data and information sharing
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over the internet. HTML is a well accepted language, however it is not well structured. There
was a need to develop a structured language to be a universal data exchange standard. In 1998,
The W3C (W3C, 2003b) formally approved the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), which has
subsequently become an ISO standard. W3C stated that XML will be the base for the next
generation of the Internet and will have a great impact on e-commerce. However, XML will not
replace HTML, but it will complement it. Whereas, HTML is unstructured and is used for
formatting the display of the data and information, XML is structured. These two powerful
languages will be combined to form the XHTML language, where this new language is basically
HTML reformulated in XML.
XML is a set of tags (open and closed) for designing text formats for structured data that
are easy to generate and read by a computer. Information formatted in XML can be exchanged
across platforms, programming languages, and applications, and can be used within a wide range
of development tools. XML is "extensible", i.e., developers create a set of "tags" depending on
the requirements or the data to be described. XML is optimized for delivery over the Internet, in
particular the WWW. Because of the flexibility required in XML documents, there was a need
for a standard to define the grammar and to validate the XML documents. This has been realized
by using XML Schema document in conjunction with the XML document. This way the XML
document holds the data and the XML schema defines the structure and the grammar of this data.
The data in XML documents must be accessed using a particular software module. The
software module is capable of reading XML documents and provides the access to their content
and structure that is defined in its XML schema document. XML and related XML-based
standards cut down the cost of integration by providing enterprises with a set of standards-based
technologies to describe, query, and transform data. At the same time, XML provided software
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vendors with a universal standard that could be used to build their software systems. XML and
its related unlimited extensibility standards make it easier to accommodate changes driven by the
evolving and progressive Supply Chain requirements, in particular to integrate any type of data
sources from structured to semi-structured data. XML is useful to exchange data between
applications, when both applications know the data and its structure. However, XML and its
schema do not provide any interpretation or semantics of the data contained in the document.
The next logical step is to develop a language that can be used to interpret the data and represent
the semantics. The W3C developed the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and RDF
Schema.
According to W3C (2003a), RDF represents a data model or metadata, i.e. a common
framework for expressing information that can be seamlessly exchanged between applications.
RDF can manage XML data as well as non-XML data, structured data, and semi-structured data.
RDF Schema provides information about the statements in the RDF. The RDF can represent
anything using triples; these triples are Objects, Attributes, and Values. This means with RDF an
object can be defined, a property or attribute of this object can be specified, and a value of the
object’s property can be assigned. The RDF was enough to start deploying the semantic web
dream, but the RDF had very simple semantics and did not contain enough vocabulary. The RDF
schema has been developed to provide the semantics and add the necessary vocabulary to
describe the RDF triples and their relationships. However, the RDF schema was not rich
enough to describe everything, and on the web “everything” has to be described. That was the
main motive to build Ontologies over RDF and RDF Schemas. Ontologies add more vocabulary
and semantics to describe anything and “everything”. Ontology is a description of the concepts,
relationships, set of terms, and languages of a specific domain. Ontology models all the entities
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and relationships in any domain. It defines the attributes of an entity and inheritance
relationships as in object-oriented programming. Ontologies will enable communication between
computer systems in a way that is independent of their technologies, platforms, information
structures, and the application. The current Ontology standard language is the Web Ontology
Language. The addition of Ontologies completed the circle to realize the semantic web.
The Semantic Web is envisaged as a place where data can be shared and processed by
automated tools as well as by humans. The key lies in the automation and integration of
processes through machine-readable languages, which seems very challenging from a supply
chain perspective. The semantic web architecture (according to Berners-Lee, 1998) is shown in
Figure 4.

Rules

Trust
Proof
Self
Data
description
Logic
document
Ontology
RDF + RDF Schema
XML + XML Schema
Unicode
URI
Data

Figure 4: The Semantic Web Architecture (Berners-Lee, 1998)

According to W3C (2003b) the building blocks of the semantic web are:


Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): provides the foundation of the Semantic Web
through assigning a unique identifier for any internet web resource and for any object
connected to the internet. For example, an ERP system object can have its own URI.
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XML: provides the syntax for structured documents, as attribute and value. However, it
entails no semantic constraints on the meanings.



XML Schema: provides structure restrictions of XML documents. It also extends XML
language with the necessary data types.



RDF: provides the data model or metadata for objects, relations between them, and
simple semantics, as object, attribute, and value. The RDF data model is represented in
XML based syntax.



RDF Schema: provides the necessary vocabulary to define classes and properties, it also
provides semantics for generalization-hierarchies of these classes and properties.



OWL: provides the Ontology layer by adding more vocabulary for describing classes and
properties, relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer types of properties,
characteristics of properties.
The next section will primarily focus on Ontology as a methodology to capture the

knowledge in any domain, and to represent this knowledge in an explicit and formal way. It also
provides the ability to encode it in a universal standard language, e.g. OWL, which will enable
unlimited sharing of the knowledge, embedded in this Ontology.

2.2.8 Ontology
In the mid 1980s, the American and European governments were motivated to fund
projects to build large scale knowledge bases based on Ontologies. The motivation was to
discover new ways to develop knowledge bases and intelligent systems more efficiently,
economically, and in less time. The goal was to build intelligent systems without constructing
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knowledge bases from scratch, but instead by assembling standardized reusable components. By
the 1990s, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) (DARPA, 2003) started
its knowledge sharing effort towards this goal by utilizing Ontologies. Based on our literature
review, we discovered that since the beginning of the 1990s significant progress has been
achieved. In fact, the basis required for achieving this ontology based breakthrough has been
realized and greatly framed.
The word Ontology was first introduced in philosophy. In philosophy, it is defined as the
nature and organization of reality (Guarino, 1995). The computer science community adopted
the word Ontology from philosophy in the 1980s. According to Chandrasekaran et al. (1999)
Ontology is “a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.” It captures the
knowledge based on a generic methodology. The captured knowledge conveys a commonly
agreed understanding of the domain under consideration, and this knowledge can be shared and
reused across different platforms, applications, groups, and/or software tools. The Ontology
should be equally readable and understandable by the machine, software agents, and human.
In the literature there are three broad approaches for building and using Ontologies: a topdown approach, a bottom-up approach, and middle out approach. In a top-down approach, The
Ontology is built first as a foundation and then the knowledge base is built upon this foundation.
On the other hand, in a bottom-up the knowledge base is built first then the Ontology is derived.
The middle out uses parts of the other approaches in an iterative constructive way. All these
approaches have been successfully used in the development of Ontologies and knowledge bases.
The use of a specific approach depends on the application and the intended use. According to
Uschold & Grüninger (1996), Ontologies can be informal if they are expressed in natural
language; semi-informal if they are expressed in a structured form of natural language; semi47

formal if expressed in an artificial and formally defined language; and formal if they are defined
in a language with formal semantics, theorems and proofs.
There are different components that form an Ontology. According to Gruber (1995a),
there are five components: classes, relations, functions, axioms and instances.


Classes (or concepts): Represent anything; it could be the description of a process,
function, action, strategy, reasoning process, etc. The classes are usually organized in
taxonomies.



Relations: Represent a type of interaction between classes or concepts of the domain.
For example subclass-of, superclass-of, metaclass-of, etc.



Functions: Represent a special case of relations. For examples part-of and quantity-of-afinished-product.



Axioms: Represent sentences that are always true. They can be included in an Ontology
for several purposes, for example to define the meaning of an Ontology component, to
define constraints on the values of attributes.



Instances: Represent the value of an attribute, function, or axiom for a specific class.



Attributes: Represents the properties of a class, it can be similar to a functions or axioms.

According to Chandrasekaran et al. (1999), Fernandez-breis & Martiinez-bejar (2002),
Fernández et al. (1997), Uschold & Grüninger (1996), and Wand (1996), there are seven
different types of Ontologies which are knowledge representation, general, core, domain, task,
domain-task, and application Ontology. In this research, four different types of Ontologies will
be used. These types are core Ontology, domain Ontology, domain-task Ontology, and
application Ontology. The core Ontology captures and represents generic concepts; these
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concepts can be used and reused in different domains. The domain Ontology captures and
represents the concepts in a specific domain and the relationships between these concepts. The
domain-task Ontology captures and represents the concepts necessary to perform specific tasks
in a predefined domain. The application Ontology captures and represents the necessary concepts
and relationships of a particular application in a predefined domain. All the different types of
Ontologies provide the necessary vocabulary to describe the concepts or classes, the
relationships, the properties, and the instances that take place in a domain, and the theories and
principles in that domain. The Ontology literature (Eriksson et al., 1994; Farquhar et al., 1997;
T. R. Gruber, 1995b; Pundt & Bishr, 2002; Uschold & Grüninger, 1996) provided best practices
on building domain Ontologies. They advised that Ontologies should provide the meaning of
terms through objective and explicit definitions. Ontologies should be well documented and
preferably formal. They should be complete, sufficient, but not confusing. They are preferred to
be modular, coherent, extensible, and reusable. The use of standard Ontology languages and
definitions are beneficial for the share-ability of the Ontology.
There are several Ontologies developed. The most significant ones discovered in the
course of this research are Enterprise Ontology (AIAI, 2003; Uschold et al., 1998), PSL
Ontology (NIST, 2003; Schlenoff et al., 2000), and TOVE Ontology (Fox et al., 1996; TOVE,
2003). Enterprise Ontologies define and organize the relevant knowledge in an organization.
This Ontology was developed in a joint project between the University of Edinburgh, IBM,
Loyd's Register, Logica UK Limited, and Unilever. The Enterprise Ontology project is not
currently active. The PSL (Process Specification Language) Ontology provides the definitions,
the concepts, and a neutral representation for manufacturing processes. The main objective of
this Ontology is to enable the exchange of process information in a standardized way between
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application software, e.g. simulation software and a production scheduling software. The PSL is
in its second version now, and is an ISO standard (ISO, 2003). The TOVE (Toronto Virtual
Enterprise) Ontology provides a set of integrated Ontologies for the modeling of both
commercial and public enterprises. This Ontology provides a terminology that can be shared,
used, and understood by software applications and software agents; it also provides a set of
definitions and semantics. The TOVE Ontology project is currently not active. These three
Ontologies were developed before the realization of the semantic web and its standards. These
Ontologies were constructed using knowledge representation languages such as KIF (Knowledge
Interchange Format) that were not widely accepted nor standardized. These three Ontologies
were not constructed over existing standards; they were developed to be forced as a standard.
This might be the reason that these efforts did not become popular and their current progress is at
a stand still.
In the literature, there are different methodologies associated with building Ontologies.
They can be broadly classified as building Ontologies from scratch, reengineering and merging
Ontologies, and automatic building (through learning) Ontologies.
Building Ontologies from scratch means that a human effort will be utilized to construct
and build the Ontology; the human effort will define the concepts in conjunction with domain
experts. There are several methods recommended in the literature to build Ontologies from
scratch. Most of them were developed as a result of an Ontology project, for example Uschold &
Grüninger (1996) methodology adopted in the Enterprise Ontology (AIAI, 2003) project, and the
Grüninger & Fox (1995) methodology used in the TOVE project. Also Fernández et al. (1997)
presented the METHONTOLOGY that was used in building chemicals Ontology. One of the
most cited methodologies is Grüninger & Fox (1995) methodology. This methodology is a
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formalized method. First, they identify the application and the main reason to build the Ontology
(motivation scenarios). Then, they develop a list of questions in natural language and others that
the Ontology will answer (competency questions). Finally, they extract the main concepts, their
properties, relationships between concepts, and axioms (terminology). Another methodology for
building Ontologies from scratch was developed based on the practices gained during building
the Enterprise Ontology by Uschold & Grüninger (1996). The methodology starts with the
identification of the goals and objectives of the Ontology, capturing the concepts and
relationships of the domain, coding the Ontology in an appropriate Ontology language, verifying
and validating the Ontology, and finally documenting the Ontology.
Reengineering and merging Ontologies is changing and using an existing Ontology or
combining two existing Ontologies. In this case the conceptual model of the Ontology is
retrieved and mapped to another conceptual model of a different Ontology. The combined
conceptual model is then used to develop a new Ontology.
Automatic building of Ontologies (also known as Ontology learning) is done by using
information retrieval and knowledge extraction mechanisms encoded in machine learning
algorithms then inserting the extracted knowledge or information into the Ontology using
automated or semi-automated procedures. Automatic building of Ontologies can significantly
reduce the effort necessary to build Ontologies through automating the knowledge acquisition
process. The Ontology can be built from scratch or over an existing Ontology using several
sources. Maedche & Staab (2001) classified Ontology learning methodologies according to the
learning source. The learning sources can be text, dictionary, knowledge base, semi-structured
schemas, or relational schemas.
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Automatic building of Ontologies from semi-structured schemas (e.g. XML document),
include two different methods. The first method was developed by Papatheodorou et al. (2002),
where the Ontology taxonomies are automatically built using data mining approaches from XML
or RDF. The methodology starts by collecting and processing data from semi-structured files,
extraction of keywords, and evaluation. The second method was developed by Volz et al. (2003).
They captured the semantics from an XML schema by parsing the symbols into concepts and
roles and building a tree grammar based on these concepts. Both methodologies are complex,
need considerable validation, and did not consider building on existing Ontologies. In fact,
building Ontologies from semi-structured documents is complex and requires specialized tools.
This research discovered a tool called Ontobuilder (Ontobuilder, 2003). It builds Ontologies
from XML or HTML, and the Ontology is exported to XML. This tool will be considered for
further study within the scope of this research.
There are few methods in the literature that builds Ontology from a database. A method
was developed by Kashyap (1999) where the Ontology was built based on the knowledge
embedded in the database (data and schema). The steps of this methodology include abstraction
of details, identifying relevant information, grouping the information in multiple tables,
identifying the relationships based on the Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram, mapping the
database schema to the Ontology, and finally refining the Ontology using queries. The
application of this method is to integrate several data sources by integrating the data structure of
these sources in the Ontology. Another method was developed by Rubin et al. (2002). The
method mainly automates the process of creating the instances and attributes of the Ontology
from the database. The steps in this methodology include the creation of an Ontology model for
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the domain, generating an XML schema from the Ontology, developing an XML document from
the database, and defining the XML document by the XML schema.
In order to build an Ontology, the Ontology language selected has to be mastered first
(like any programming language). However, there are Ontology building tools that provide a
usable environment for building the Ontology without directly coding the Ontology in a specific
language. The tools available can be classified as building, merging and integrating, annotating,
evaluating, learning, storing, and querying of Ontologies. In this research, the tool for building
the Ontology will be carefully selected against several factors. The tool should provide a
graphical user interface. It should be W3C compliant and provide the functionality to encode the
Ontology into standard Ontology languages, in particular, DAML+OIL and OWL. It should
provide the flexibility to extend it programmatically, i.e. open source. It should be supported by a
well established organization. The only tool that matched and exceeded these requirements was
“Protégé 2000”
Protégé is a standalone Ontology development environment developed at Stanford
University (Stanford-Medical-Informatics, 2000). Protégé has a highly usable graphical user
interface and can be used to acquire knowledge from different sources. It is an open source; thus,
it can be extended. It is implemented in java; thus it is platform independent. Protégé is one of
the tools compliant to W3C and semantic web standards and one of the few recommended by
W3C.
The review of Ontology literature revealed that it is still in its infancy phase, and many
issues need to be resolved and researched. The Ontology is primarily used because of its great
ability and expressiveness to capture the knowledge in a particular domain. The Ontology is able
to represent the captured domain knowledge in a formal, structured, explicit way thus conveying
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a unified understanding of the particulars of that domain between humans, computers, and both.
The Ontology can be encoded in a language that is standardized; thus, it can be universally
shared. As stated earlier, an Ontology is a collection of concepts (or classes), relationships,
properties, and instances. These concepts (or parts of the Ontology) can be reused across
different parts of the domain. If constructed in a generic way it can be reused and then
customized for a specific application.
The use of Ontologies in this research is motivated by their various characteristics
discussed and because no Supply Chain Ontology exists. An Ontology is anticipated to solve
existing Supply Chain problems, such as a formal and explicit representation of a comprehensive
Supply Chain definition, a mechanism that will enable the Supply Chain knowledge to be shared
and reused within the Supply Chain community and Supply Chain application systems. Also, an
Ontology may solve many Supply Chain integration problems. Ontologies will allow seamless
integration of heterogeneous information systems. A Supply Chain Ontology will provide the
expressiveness, means, and semantics to capture a comprehensive Supply Chain definition and
domain knowledge. It will represent this knowledge in a unified, explicit, and formal format. It
will enable the knowledge to be shared, which is one of the Supply Chain necessities by nature.
An Ontology will provide the capability to extract specific Supply Chain views or knowledge,
such as information view. It will provide the capability to extract specific Supply Chain
knowledge that spans over different views, such as the information required for a particular
Supply Chain processes. It will provide the capability to add more Supply Chain views, such as
Supply Chain activity-based costing. An Ontology will enable the knowledge to be machine
understandable regardless of the machine platform or technology. Finally, the Ontology will
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enable the reusability of specific concepts in a restricted way, such as reusing the Supply Chain
Ontology and restricting the concepts for perishable food Supply Chains.
In order to build a Supply Chain Ontology that will be sustained and successfully
deployed in the Supply Chain community, it has to be constructed based on current commonly
shared knowledge. This is one of the lessons learned from the Ontology literature, in particular,
Ontology building projects. The constructed Ontologies were built based on concepts that were
not previously shared within the domain in which this Ontology was to be used; instead, the
knowledge was defined by the Ontology developer or the developing team in a generic way (i.e.
the terms, definitions, concepts, vocabulary, relationships, etc.), then the Ontology was built
using non-standardized Ontology language, and finally the Ontology was distributed hoping that
the domain would utilize it. This approach of building a reusable Ontology is neither an effective
nor successful approach, evident by the current status and usage of these Ontologies. Also by
referring to the definition of the Ontology which stated that “Ontology is a formal and explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization”, where the shared conceptualization should exist first
then the Ontology, not the other way. The approach that will be used in this research starts by
identifying the shared and broadly accepted concepts and knowledge in the Supply Chain then
formalizing these concepts and knowledge by constructing the Supply Chain Ontology using a
standardized Ontology language. The only shared and broadly accepted concepts and knowledge
in the Supply Chain is the SCOR model. Thus, it will be used as the core for the Supply Chain
Ontology. The Ontology will be built using the OWL, which is a current semantic web and W3C
standard.
After building the core Ontology based on the SCOR model, it is anticipated that the
Supply Chain community will accept this Ontology as the formal and explicit representation of
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the SCOR model. It was discussed earlier in this chapter that the SCOR model has some
deficiencies and shortcomings. One such deficiency is that the SCOR model is delivered to the
Supply Chain community in a 300 page document. It is believed that the Ontology as a
representation format will enhance the share-ability of the model, and the Ontology will make it
easier for the users to define the Supply Chain based on the SCOR model in an automated way.
Due to other drawbacks in the SCOR model, mentioned earlier, the Supply Chain
Ontology cannot be based solely on the SCOR model. Thus, another layer of the Ontology will
be built over the core Ontology and will include all the new concepts that will be used to enhance
the SCOR model to overcome its deficiencies and shortcomings. This Ontology will be called
the middle Ontology, which will explicitly and formally define all the concepts extracted from
the comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain, in particular, the concepts from Supply Chain
material flows and transitions, information and information flows, interdependencies, objects
flows and transitions, information resources and enterprise application systems, decisions and
decision making processes, and the interactions among the various elements.
The core Ontology and the middle Ontology are generic Supply Chain Ontologies.
However, in order to enable the Ontology to be used by specific users for specific Supply
Chains, another layer of the Ontology had to be constructed. This layer will be called the
dynamic Ontology. The dynamic Ontology will be used to define specific Supply Chain or
Supply Chain partners, to extend or constrain the core and the middle Ontology, and to specify a
particular source of information schema or enterprise application system. The next logical step is
to integrate the three layers in a coherent unified Ontology. Building the Ontology in different
layers will make the Ontology more adapatable in the Supply Chain domain and easier to
maintain.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 identified various research opportunities that can be
targeted within the Supply Chain management area. Perhaps the most glaring of those issues
facing the Supply Chain community and practitioners in particular, is a need for a methodology
to comprehensively define today’s Supply Chain. This will be realized by addressing three
research opportunities which will be the focus and the main objectives of this research. These
research opportunities are:


Developing a comprehensive Supply Chain definition: A comprehensive
definition defines, in a generic way, different Supply Chain views that go beyond
the traditional process view provided by the SCOR model and its primer BPR
framework. The alternative views will provide a comprehensive definition that
explicitly defines Supply Chain processes, information, information flow,
workflow, materials flow, objects flow, information resources, interdependencies,
performance metrics, best practices, Supply Chain networks, multi-tier processes,
functional units, and all their complex interactions.



Developing the Supply Chain Map: The map provides a comprehensive and
generic Supply Chain definition by combining the different Supply Chain views
in a single coherent view. The map is understandable and easy to use and is
digitized in a convenient and usable way. The Supply Chain Map is sharable and
is encoded in an ontology using a universally accepted ontology language.



Developing the Supply Chain Ontology: The ontology provides the structure,
expressiveness, and the means to deliver the Supply Chain Map in a shareable,
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efficient and practical way that fits the Supply Chain dynamic, information
intensive, geographically dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. The Supply
Chain Ontology enables the users to define their Supply Chain map in an
automated fashion; it is generic and at the same time reusable and customizable.
The user is able to add new Supply Chain views, as the ontology is extensible.
The ontology can be used to define Supply Chains of any size, because the
ontology is scalable.

3.1 The Research Methodology
A Supply Chain is a collection of several independent enterprises that partner together to
achieve specific goals by complementing each other. Each enterprise in the Supply Chain has
several elements that constitute the enterprise. These elements include organization structure,
functional units or departments, processes, information, information resources and software
systems, materials, and objects. Each enterprise in the Supply Chain, individually, manages these
elements in addition to their flows, their interdependencies, and their complex interactions.
When these enterprises constitute the same Supply Chain, it is not only important to model the
various elements in each enterprise, but more important to capture the interactions among the
elements of one enterprise with elements of other enterprises. The current Supply Chain
modeling tool, i.e. SCOR model, ignores these elements and their interactions and only defines
the Supply Chain as a series of processes.
We believe that an adequate definition of the Supply Chain will be realized, if the Supply
Chain is comprehensively defined at four different levels. These levels are the Supply Chain
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level, the enterprise level, the enterprises’ elements level, and the interaction level. At the Supply
Chain level, the various enterprises are defined, e.g. suppliers, customers, suppliers’ suppliers. At
the enterprise level, the enterprise elements are defined, e.g. functional units, software systems.
At the enterprises’ elements level, each element in the enterprise is explicitly defined, e.g.
software system information content, functional unit processes. At the interaction level, the flows
and interdependence between the elements are defined, e.g. software system A receives
information X from software system B; or supplier 1 process A has information output X that is
an input to warehouse 1 process B.
In order to achieve this comprehensive definition that covers the four levels of the Supply
Chain, there is need for a methodology that can capture and define generically all the constituent
parts of the Supply Chain, the individual enterprises, the individual elements in each enterprise,
the constituents of each element, and the flows, interdependencies, and the complex interactions
within each element and between the elements. This methodology will comprehensively define
the supply chain by explicitly defining the following ten elements:


Processes: This involves an explicit definition of all planning, execution, and
management processes in the Supply Chain. These processes must span from
customer requirements and orders to the receipt of the order to the after-sales
services.



Material Flow: This entails all the materials, their transitions, and their flows in the
Supply Chain (upstream to downstream) that add value to the final product. The
material flow should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Information and Information Flow: This is an explicit definition of all the information
necessary to plan, execute, and manage the Supply Chain, the information to measure
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the performance of the Supply Chain, and the information necessary for the flow of
the materials or other objects (e.g. Orders or Invoices) across the Supply Chain. The
information, information flow, and information interdependencies should span from
suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.


Information and Processes Interdependencies: This defines the interdependencies
between the information, between the Supply Chain processes, and between the
information and the processes. It should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’
customers.



Objects Flow: This is an explicit definition of all the objects such as orders and
invoices, their transitions, their flows, their interdependencies and interactions across
the Supply Chain. It should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’ customers.



Information Resources and Application Systems: This involves an explicit definition
of all the information resources and enterprise application systems that exist in the
Supply Chain, the information that resides in these systems, the date structure or
schemata of this information, and the information resource interactions with the
Supply Chain processes. It should span from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’
customers.



Decisions: These are decisions involved in the Supply Chain that are necessary for
the planning, execution, and management of the Supply Chain, the information
required for these decisions, and the decision making processes.



Complex Interactions: This includes all the interactions between the Supply Chain
partners, Supply Chain partners’ functional units, Supply Chain processes, material,
objects, information, decisions, information resources, and enterprise application
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systems. The interaction should cover from suppliers’ suppliers to customers’
customers.


Performance Measures: These are all the necessary performance metrics that will
enable the enterprise to measure and benchmark itself and its Supply Chain
performance.



Best Practices: This involves the best practiced technique, business model, or
technology that can affect the performance of the Supply Chain processes and the
effectiveness of managing it. Also the interdependence and prerequisites of these best
practices has to be identified and defined.

The integration of these ten elements will enable a comprehensive definition that covers,
in a generic way, the Supply Chain element level and the interaction level. The definition at the
enterprise level can be realized by specifying the elements of each enterprise in the Supply
Chain. The definition at the Supply Chain level can be realized by specifying the roles, high level
interactions, and relationships between the enterprises in the Supply Chain. The amalgamation of
the four levels will provide a Supply Chain Map that represents a comprehensive definition of
the Supply Chain at the four different levels.
The current Supply Chain standard, SCOR model, provides a methodology that only
considers three elements of the ten elements required as the basis for a comprehensive Supply
Chain definition. The methodology developed in this research provides the additional seven
elements. The ten elements will then be integrated into the Supply Chain map. Also, the Supply
Chain Council delivered the SCOR model to the Supply Chain community as a 300 page
document. Their approach puts a greater effort on the user to define their Supply Chain. In this
research, delivering a methodology with the additional seven elements in a document will be
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impractical and infeasible to use. To overcome this problem, the proposed methodology will be
delivered to the user in a convenient and easy to use manner.
Supply Chains are dynamic at any of the four different Supply Chain definition levels,
i.e., the Supply Chain level, the enterprise level, enterprises’ elements level, and interaction
level. The dynamism at the Supply Chain level is encountered because enterprises that constitute
the Supply Chain will be changing over time, e.g. enterprises leave the chain or new enterprises
join the chain. The dynamism at the enterprise level is encountered because elements in the
enterprise are changing over time, e.g. new functional units such as a factory or a new
information resource or enterprise application system may be added. The dynamism at the
enterprise element level is encountered because the specification or the definition of the element
may change over time, e.g. a change in the schema of an information resource, a change in the
semantics may occur. The dynamism at the interaction level is encountered because the flows
and the interdependence between the elements may change over time, e.g. a change in the
information flow, processes interdependencies may happen. For this reason, the proposed
methodology and the Supply Chain Map should technically function in a dynamic environment.
Thus the methodology has to enable a quick and easy re-definition of the Supply Chain at any of
the four levels.
It is thought that the most convenient and practical way to deliver the integrated views,
i.e. the Supply Chain Map, is to encode it in a computer based tool. The tool provides a
comprehensive, generic, sharable, automated, customizable, extensible, and scalable Supply
Chain Map. The tool should be able to structure, deliver, and bundle the Supply Chain Map in a
way that will be efficient and practical in the Supply Chain’s dynamic, information intensive,
geographically dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. Also, the Supply Chain Map should
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be structured in such a way that will allow it to be extended and enhanced with additional views
or elements in an automated fashion. It is believed that the best way to enable this functionality is
to provide the user with a set of generic reusable components, where each component will
contain the ten elements of the Supply Chain and their interactions. Since these components are
generic and reusable, they can be used to define any Supply Chain. The Supply Chain will be
defined by reusing a component for each Supply Chain partner and customizing the component
of each Supply Chain partner to define its specifics.
It is thought that, Ontologies will be the most suitable way to implement the computer
based tool. The use of Ontologies is motivated by its properties and the variety of its use cases
and applications. The ontology will be called The Supply Chain Ontology. The Supply Chain
Ontology provides a formal and explicit representation of the Supply Chain definition. it
provides the expressiveness, means, and semantics to capture the needs for a comprehensive
Supply Chain definition and embed the Supply Chain domain knowledge. And it will represent
this knowledge in a unified, explicit, and formal format. Also, Ontologies are primarily operating
in a dynamic environment, i.e. the semantic web, thus providing the capability to easily define
and re-define the Supply Chain using automated procedures. The Supply Chain Ontology will
provide the mechanism that enables the Supply Chain definition and domain knowledge to be
shared and reused within the Supply Chain community and Supply Chain application systems,
which is one of the Supply Chain necessities because of its nature.
The Supply Chain Ontology will be built on three layers. The first layer, core ontology,
will be solely based on the SCOR model. Another layer of the Ontology will be built over the
core Ontology to include all the Supply Chain views developed, i.e. the Supply Chain Map. This
Ontology layer is called the middle Ontology, which explicitly and formally defines all the
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concepts extracted from the different Supply Chain views and the comprehensive definition
methodology of the Supply Chain. The Supply Chain Ontology core and middle layers are
generic. However, in order to enable the Ontology to be used in the Supply Chain dynamic
environment by specific users for specific Supply Chains, another layer of the Ontology will be
constructed. This layer is called the Dynamic Ontology. The dynamic Ontology will be used to
define specific Supply Chain and Supply Chain partners, to extend or constrain the core and the
middle Ontology, to specify a particular source of information schema or enterprise application
system in an automated way. The three layers of the Supply Chain Ontology will provide the
required capability to realize a Supply Chain definition methodology that is comprehensive,
generic, sharable, automated, customizable, extensible, and scalable. The three layers of the
ontology will be merged to form a single coherent ontology and will be coded using the current
standard ontology language.
The Research methodology that was used to realize the comprehensive definition
methodology, the Supply Chain map, and the computer based tool is shown in Figure 5. A
detailed description of each part will be presented in a separate section.
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Figure 5: The Research Methodology

3.2 Analysis of the SCOR Model
The methodology used to analyze the SCOR model and its content consists of reviewing
the documentation of the model, analyzing the model structure, analyzing the model core
processes and their structure, reviewing the performance measures and metrics, analyzing the
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relationship between the metrics and the processes, and reviewing the different methodologies
used to implement the SCOR model.
Due to the reasons stated earlier, SCOR model is neither complete nor adequate to define,
manage, or assess a Supply Chain. This research will tackle the completeness and adequacy of
the SCOR model and develops a methodology to complement the SCOR model. Also, the
enhanced version of the SCOR model will be bundled and delivered to the users in a more
convenient way than the document provided today.
The SCC developed SCOR to be an industry independent, top-down model. As stated
before, the SCOR model is based on three different methodologies, including business process
reengineering (BPR), benchmarking, and analysis of best practices. However, since the prime
was the BPR, it makes SCOR a process centric model. The processes in the SCOR model are the
processes that are found in any Supply Chain. The processes are defined generically to capture
any Supply Chain of any type. The analysis of the SCOR model revealed that the model contains
the following:


Definition of the Supply Chain processes



Standard descriptions of Supply Chain processes



The relationships between the processes



Standard performance metrics of the processes



Best practices that produce best-in-class Supply Chain performance

The SCOR model is structured around these five Supply Chain processes: Plan, Source,
Make, Deliver, and Return. The five SCOR management processes are decomposable into three
levels of details (SCC, 2003b). A list of Level two processes, processes types, and processes
categories are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The SCOR Model Processes at Level Two

The third level of the SCOR model, called the process decomposition level, decomposes the
second level processes into their equivalent sub-processes. At this level, the planning and
execution processes at level 2 is decomposed to 126 processes. Also, the Enable processes will
be decomposed to 42 Enable processes. Thus, the total number of processes at level 3 is 168.
The decomposition of a level 2 process S1: Source Stocked Product to level 3 processes is
shown in Figure 7. At level 3, the Supply Chain operations strategy can be defined and
enhanced. Each process at level 3 is abstractly defined, the process inputs and outputs are
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identified, the process is linked to its adjacent performance metrics, and the process best
practices are listed. An example of a level 3 process is shown in Figure 8. The third level is the
lowest level of detail defined in the scope of the SCOR model. The SCC denotes that these three
levels of detail might not define the Supply Chain at a sufficient level of detail for analyzing the
Supply Chain and implementing the council-recommended best practices.

Figure 7: An Example the SCOR model at Level Three
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Figure 8: An Example of SCOR Model Documentation

The third level processes can be further decomposed to their subsequent sub-processes; in
this case, it will be at level four, level five, and so on. An example of the SCOR model processes
decomposition is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: The Decomposition of SCOR Processes below Level Three
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As shown above, the SCOR model is an ad hoc BPR model, as evident by its structure
that does not follow any of the standardized or well structured business process modeling
techniques such as the IDEF family or UML business modeling extensions. Moreover, the
SCOR model does not provide an explicit view of the workflow, material flow, or information
flow. In fact, these flows are either missing or implicit in the model processes; a separation of the
flows will convey a better understanding and definition of the Supply Chain.
The SCOR model does not provide a comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain. It is
believed that a comprehensive definition should include Supply Chain processes, performance
measures, and best practices which are defined in the SCOR model, in addition to material flows
and transitions, Information and Information flows, Interdependencies, objects flows and
transitions, information resources and enterprise application systems, decisions and decision
making processes, and the interactions between all these different elements.
The SCOR model does not consider the information resources or enterprise application
systems that may exist in the Supply Chain. It is understood that the model is a generic model,
but information resources can be defined generically as well. The information resources are
considered the current engine for planning, execution, or management activities in modern
enterprises. The information resources and enterprise application systems cannot be separated
from the processes, and the Supply Chain definition. In order to effectively plan, execute,
manage, or even automate the Supply Chain processes, a great consideration has to be directed
toward information resources. The information resides in each resource, the data structures and
schemata of this information, the information resources technical properties, and their complex
interactions.
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Also, there are no performance metrics defined in the SCOR model that will enable the
assessment of information flow, information interdependencies, and information resources. It is
believed that since these elements are an integral part of the Supply Chain, it would be useful to
introduce performance metrics for the information resources. Finally, the SCOR model lacks
issues that are of great importance today, for example safety and security measures and explicit
Transportation processes.
The next sections will discuss the part of the methodology that is concerned with the
extraction of different Supply Chain views based on the SCOR model.

3.3 Extracting the Supply Chain Views
The generation of different generic Supply Chain views is not a straightforward
task; in fact, it is extremely complex. Also, the generation of the different views are restricted by
the available models and modeling techniques. In order to simplify this task, a very simple
common-sense Q&A approach has been used. There are three main questions: (1) What are the
required Supply Chain views? (2) What are the models that can derive these views? and (3) What
are the available modeling techniques to develop these models?
A comprehensive review of available business modeling techniques and information
modeling techniques was carried out. The focus of this review was to find standardized models
and modeling techniques that will be able to capture and generate the required Supply Chain
views. Two suites of models were found that will cover most of the modeling requirement. These
two suites are the Integrated DEFinition (IDEF) family (KBSI, 2003) and Unified Modeling
Language (UML) family (OMG, 2003). The review of the specifications of both suites
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concluded that both suites will offer similar modeling capabilities. The suites will provide
process flow models, functional models, material and objects flow models, information and
information flow models, and schema models.
Other modeling techniques that will be used to develop the other views are the Supply
Chain network diagram, geographical maps, the thread diagram, cross-functional diagram,
product structure, and objects structure. Finally, the interdependence modeling requirement will
be fulfilled by the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) which has been used successfully in
information intensive projects (Fayez et al., 2003). The Supply Chain definition, the required
Supply Chain views, the required models, and the available standardized modeling technique are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2: The Required Views and the Available Modeling Techniques
Definition
Level
Supply Chain
Level
Enterprise
Level
Element
Level

Description

View

Model

Techniques

Enterprises
Supply Chain Network
constitute the
Supply Chain
The Elements in Multi-tier view
the enterprise
Functional Units

Network Model

Supply Chain Network

Geographical Map

Geographical Map

Thread Diagram

Element
definition and
constituents

Processes Sequence

Process Model
Thread Diagram
Process Flow

Information

Information model

Thread Diagram
IDEF0 or UML activity diagram or Crossfunctional diagram
IDEF0 or UML activity diagram
Thread Diagram
IDEF3 Process flow or UML Sequence diagram
IDEF1 or UML class diagram and UML Object
diagram
Bill of Material or Product Structure
IDEF3 State Transition or UML State chart
diagram
Object Structure
IDEF3 State Transition or UML State chart
diagram
Extension to the Supply Chain Network
IDEF1 or UML class diagram and UML Object
diagram
IDEF1X or ER diagram or UML Object diagram

Processes

Functional Model

Bill of Material
Materials

Materials flow model
Objects Structure

Objects

Objects flow model
Network Model

Information Resources

Information model
Schema model
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Definition
Level
Interaction
Level

Description

View

Flows and
Supply Chains Interaction
interdependence
between all the Enterprises Interaction
levels and the
elements
Functional Units
interactions
Processes Flow
Processes Interdependence

Model

Techniques

Network Model
Geographical map
Network model
Thread Diagram
Cross-functional model
Thread Diagram
Process Flow model
Interdependence model
Information flow
model

Extension to the Supply Chain Network
Overlapping Geographical Map
Supply Chain Network
Thread Diagram
Cross-functional diagram or DSM
Thread Diagram
IDEF3 Process flow or UML Sequence diagram
DSM
IDEF1 or UML class diagram and UML Object
diagram

Information
Interdependence

Interdependence model

DSM

Material flow

Materials flow model

Material Interdependence

Interdependence model

Objects flow

Objects flow model

Objects Interdependence
Information Resources
interdependence
Multi-element
interdependence

Interdependence model

IDEF3 State Transition or UML State chart
diagram
DSM
IDEF3 State Transition or UML State chart
diagram
DSM

Interdependence model

DSM

Multiple models

Multiple DSMs

Information flow
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It is believed that any view generated signifies a formal representation of a
specific aspect of the Supply Chain. The ultimate use of any of these views is to answer
specific questions, where the answers will collectively build the comprehensive definition
of the Supply Chain. The Supply Chain views and the modeling techniques used are:


Functional View:
IDEF0 model will be used to generate a function model of the Supply Chain.
It is basically a structured and formal representation of the Supply Chain
functions and of the information and objects which integrate those functions.



Processes and Process Flow View:
IDEF3 Process Flow Description will be used to capture and generate the
dynamic behavior of the Supply Chain and the logic sequence of Supply
Chain processes.



Material/Object Flow View:
IDEF3 Object State Transition Description will be used to capture and
generate the transitions of materials and objects in the Supply Chain



Information View:
IDEF1 will be used to generate an information model of the Supply Chain,
which represents the information and data required to plan, execute, enable, or
support these functions.



Information Resources View:
IDEF1 developed to generate the information view will be extended to include
information resources such as enterprise application systems. The model will
identify the information residing in these information resources and how they
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are related to the Supply Chain information flow. Also IDEF1x will be used to
model the Schema of the enterprise application systems that has relational
schema.


Network View:
Geographical maps and Supply Chain networks will be used to capture the
Supply Chain. The Supply Chain network is formed of connected nodes,
where each node represents a Supply Chain partner. The network is
constructed around a focus enterprise.



Multi-tier view:
Supply Chain multi-tier diagram will be used to capture the interaction of
Supply Chain partners in more details than the Supply Chain network. The
organization chart will capture the organization structure of a Supply Chain as
a virtual enterprise. The multi-tier diagram will capture the upstreamdownstream structure of the Supply Chain.



Cross-functional view:
Cross-functional diagram will be used to capture the Supply Chain elements
within the functional units of individual enterprises in the Supply Chain.



Interdependence View:
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) will be used to capture the
interdependence and the complex interactions in the Supply Chain.

In order to provide insight on the models that will be used and their relation to the
Supply Chain definition levels, a new version of Table 2 is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: The Selected Modeling Techniques
Definition
Level
Supply Chain
Level
Enterprise
Level
Element
Level

Description

View

Enterprises
Supply Chain Network
constitute the
Supply Chain
The Elements in Multi-tier view
the enterprise
Functional Units
Element
Processes
definition and
constituents
Processes Sequence
Information
Materials
Objects
Information Resources

Model

Technique selected

Network Model

Supply Chain Network

Geographical Map

Geographical Map

Thread Diagram
Functional Model
Process Model
Thread Diagram
Process Flow
Information model
Bill of Material

Thread Diagram
Cross-functional diagram
IDEF0
Thread Diagram
IDEF3 Process flow
IDEF1
Product Structure

Materials flow model
Objects Structure
Objects flow model
Network Model
Information model
Schema model

IDEF3 State Transition
Object Structure
IDEF3 State Transition
Supply Chain Network - Extension
IDEF1 - Extension
IDEF1X
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Definition
Level
Interaction
Level

Description

View

Flows and
Supply Chains Interaction
interdependence
between all the Enterprises Interaction
levels and the
elements
Functional Units
interactions
Processes Flow
Processes Interdependence
Information flow
Information
Interdependence
Material flow
Material Interdependence
Objects flow
Objects Interdependence
Information Resources
interdependence
Multi-element
interdependence

Model

Techniques

Network Model
Geographical map
Network model
Thread Diagram
Cross-functional model
Thread Diagram
Process Flow model
Interdependence model
Information flow
model

Supply Chain Network - Extension
Geographical Map - Extensions
Supply Chain Network
Thread Diagram
Cross-functional diagram
Thread Diagram
IDEF3 Process flow
DSM

Interdependence model

DSM

Materials flow model
Interdependence model
Objects flow model
Interdependence model

IDEF3 State Transition
DSM
IDEF3 State Transition
DSM

Interdependence model

DSM

Multiple models

DSM - Extension
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IDEF1

3.3.1 Functional View
IDEF0 is used to develop functional models, where each function can be represented in a
rectangular box with arrows going into or out from it. These arrows represent the inputs, outputs,
mechanisms (resources carrying out the function), and controls (e.g. constraints or guidelines).
These are called the function ICOMs (Inputs-Controls-Outputs-Mechanisms). The general
representation of the functions using IDEF0 is shown in Figure 10. Also, the representation of
each ICOMs is separated using different arrows. For example, the inputs and outputs in Figure
10 use different arrows to represent different input categories and their corresponding output
category such as information input and information output. The IDEF0 representation is
contrasted with the current representation of the SCOR model shown in Figure 11. In this figure,
a process is represented in a rectangular box with arrows representing inputs and outputs only.
Also, the inputs and outputs are not categorized; instead they are superimposed over each other.
The controls and the mechanisms are not included in the model. The SCOR model representation
is a less formal and more confusing representation of the Supply Chain processes and functions.
Thus, we propose an IDEF0 for the Supply Chain based on the SCOR model. The IDEF0 is
represented in diagrams connecting processes at the same level of detail together. Each process
can be decomposed further to its corresponding sub processes, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10: IDEF0 Representation of the Processes

Figure 11: The SCOR model Representation of the Processes
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Figure 12: IDEF0 Hierarchical Decomposition
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3.3.2 Process and Process Flow View
IDEF3 process flow description is used to capture and generate the dynamic behavior of
the Supply Chain and the logic sequence of Supply Chain processes based on the SCOR model.
The IDEF3 is composed of simple steps to capture and structure the Supply Chain processes
based on descriptions and to graphically represent them. These descriptions will be in the form of
Supply Chain planning or execution scenarios. The description can be from different perspective,
e.g. supplier perspective or customer perspective for the same series of processes. The Supply
Chain process knowledge will be captured and organized in a scenario. The basic IDEF3 unit is
called Unit Of Behavior (UOB) which can be a function, process, task, or activity. The UOB can
be decomposed to other UOBs and can be cross referenced to SCOR model processes or IDEF0
Supply Chain functions. The means to capture the processes and their logic sequence is through
the process schematics. The process schematics include a suite of symbols that can be used to
represent the captured process knowledge. The symbols of the IDEF3 process schematics are
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: IDEF3 Process Schematic Symbols
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The UOB symbol is basically a rectangular box. The box or UOB label is the process
or activity name (It has to be unique.). Also, in the box there is a Node Reference number,
and IDEF Reference number to refer the process to/from other IDEF models. The link that
will be used is a simple precedence link, which has a regular connection and does not
constrain instances of the UOBs. The next link is the constraint precedence link which adds
some constraints over the simple link. These constraints include instance constraints, which
constrain the precedence of instances of two connected UOBs. The last link is a user-define
link or relational link. The junctions are: AND to be used for parallel processes, OR for
alternative processes where at least one of them should be used, Synchronous AND for
parallel processes when the instances must start or end at the same time, Synchronous OR for
alternative processes when the instances must start or end at the same time, and XOR for
alternative processes where exactly one of them should be used. An example of IDEF3
Process flow diagram is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: An Example of IDEF3 Process Flow Diagram
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In the example shown above, after process 1 there are two parallel processes: process 2 and
process 3. After process 2 there are two alternative processes: process 4 and process 5 where at
least one of them should be executed. If process 4 and process 5 both execute, then their
instances must start simultaneously. After process 3, processes 6 and 7 will start in parallel as
well as their instances.

3.3.3 Materials/Objects Flow View
IDEF3 object state transition description is used to capture and generate the materials and
objects view and the object transitions in the Supply Chain process in conjunction with the
processes; the object can be material, Order, etc. The description is represented in a diagram that
includes object states in terms of property values, restrictions, and object state transition arcs and
referents. The properties of the objects can be described as IDEF1 attributes and referenced to
the IDEF1 model. The means to capture the objects and their logic transition is through the
object schematics. The object schematics include a suite of symbols that can be used to represent
objects and object transitions. The symbols of the IDEF3 object schematics are shown in Figure
15. An example of IDEF3 object state transition diagram is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15: IDEF3 Object Schematic Symbols

Figure 16: An Example of IDEF3 Object State Transition Diagram

In the example shown above the object is a raw material, which transitions to a
semi-finished product after process 1. After process 2, the semi-finished product becomes
either a scrap or a finished product.
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3.3.4 Information View
IDEF1 is used to capture and generate models that represent the information in the
Supply Chain. The IDEF1 model will identify the information that is required to be managed in
order to plan and execute the Supply Chain. The IDEF1 model development includes defining
information entities and entity classes. The IDEF1 defines the entity as any object physical or
abstract that has properties and characteristics and the entity class represents the common
knowledge that is known about a group of entities that share similar properties. After defining
the entities and classes, the relationships and relation classes between entities and entities classes
are defined. The relationship is a kind of connection between two entities, and the relation class
describes the relation between a group of entities in an entity class and group of entities either in
the same class or in another class. The output of this step is representative of the relationships
and relation class of an enterprise or a Supply Chain represented in an IDEF1 Entity Class
Diagram. The different relationships can be identified using an IDEF1 diagram, as shown in
Figure 17. It is also important to define key classes for each entity class and attribute classes. The
key class has several attribute classes, where an attribute class is the means to uniquely identify
each member of a certain entity class. The attribute is the individual property of an entity which
is composed of a name and a value.
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Figure 17: The IDEF1 Diagram Representation of Classes and Relationships

The IDEF1 will be developed based on SCOR; thus, it will be used to identify what data
and information is managed within the scope of the SCOR model. The IDEF1 will identify the
problems due to the lack of specific data and information within the scope of the SCOR model
and identify the critical data and information to be included in the extended version of the SCOR
model. An example of modeling the Supply Chain information using the IDEF1 is shown in
Figure 18. The Supplier information is referenced to one of the products (Part A) which in turn is
referenced to the products information image (Product). The Order information is related to the
product information. The output of this IDEF1 is a view of the information within an individual
enterprise and extended to the Supply Chain.
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Figure 18: An Example of IDEF1 Representation

3.3.5 Information Resource view
The IDEF1 developed was extended to include information resources such as databases
and enterprise application systems, such as enterprise resource planning or warehouse
management systems. The model will identify whether the information resides in these
information resources and how they are related to the Supply Chain information flow. The
enterprise application systems will be viewed as a resource that provides an information service.
The service deliverable is a piece of information that is essential for planning, executing, or
making a decision. These information resources will be distributed over the Supply Chain, and
each Supply Chain partner will own a group of information resources.
The information resources will be identified by a name, where the name will be
composed of the Supply Chain partner name (owner) and the unique name of the system (e.g.
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SAP_ERP). Other information about the system has to be defined such as the geographic
location, the digital location, the schema, and the information that resides in this system. For
example, assume that we want to extend the IDEF1 example in Figure 18 to include information
resources such as ERP system. The extended IDEF1 diagram is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: An Example of Extended IDEF1 to Represent Information Resources
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In this example, the Information resources have been added to the IDEF1 diagram. The
example shows local information resources (company information resources) and external
information resources (supplier information resources). The local information resources
information image is related to one of the types (ERP system). The ERP system information
image is related to the type of information it contains, in this case the product information. The
supplier information image is related to the supplier information resources, and then the
information source is related to a specific information resource (Supplier ERP system). The
Supplier ERP system is related to the information that resides in this system. Finally, the
information that resides in the supplier ERP system is related to the information images locally,
in this case Part A information.

3.3.6 Network View
The Supply Chain network is a graphical representation of the Supply Chain as shown in
Figure 20. The network is formed of connected nodes, where each node represents a Supply
Chain partner. Each node can be a single entity node (i.e. sole supplier for the part) or multiple
entities node (i.e. multiple suppliers competing for the same part). The Supply Chain network
view will be used to capture the Supply Chain of a specific product or where multiple products
overlap. The Supply Chain network will be developed based on the product structure or the bill
of material of the product of interest. The Supply Chain network has a two-dimensional level of
detail: the first level is the upstream divergence where, as the divergence increases, the number
of Supply Chain tiers increase; the second is the level of detail of each network node where, as
the node level of detail increases, the number of processes for each Supply Chain partner
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increases. It should be obvious that as the complexity of each of these two dimensions increase,
so does the complexity of the Supply Chain.

Figure 20: An Example of Supply Chain Network View

3.3.7 Multi-Tier Process View
A Multi-tier thread diagram is used to define the multi-tier process view. The multi-tier
diagram will capture the upstream-downstream structure of the Supply Chain processes, where
the structure will be based on the Supply Chain network view and the processes will be based on
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the SCOR model. An example of a multi-tier thread diagram is shown in Figure 21. The example
shows a four-tier Supply Chain or in other words, 2 tiers upstream and 2 tiers downstream
Supply Chain of an enterprise. This enterprise is the focus of the study. The diagram represents
the material flow of a product. The material flow is tracked from the raw material supplier
(Supplier’s supplier) to the final form of the product delivered to its end user (Customer’s
customer). The material flow starts at Supplier Supplier’s A making product A and Supplier B
making product B, where both deliver their products to supplier C, which in turn produces
product C from these two products. Supplier’s supplier D produces product D and delivers it to
supplier E that produces E. The Focus enterprise sources 2 products, product C from supplier C
and product D from supplier E, then making product F from these two products, and delivers
product F to 2 customers A and B. Each customer produces two different products using product
F. Customer A produces G and delivers it to customer’s customer C. Finally, customer B
produces H and delivers it to customer’s customer D.
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Figure 21: An Example of Supply Chain Multi-Tier Thread Diagram Representation

3.3.8 Cross Functional View
The Cross-functional diagram is used to capture the Supply Chain processes within the
functional units and/or areas of individual enterprises in the Supply Chain. An example of a
functional diagram is shown in Figure 22. The left column shows the functional area. An
example of major functional areas is shown below. Each functional area can be further
decomposed into sub areas. The first row shows the Supply Chain partners. The second row (for
some partners) shows the Supply Chain partners’ different locations (e.g. warehouse, Plant, etc.).
The second row can be further decomposed to show subunits within the location, if necessary for
the analysis. In the matrix, the Supply Chain processes will be constructed where each process
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will be in the intersection between partner location and functional area. This will be very useful
when Supply Chain partners’ processes are distributed over different locations, which is the case
in most enterprises. Also, it will be useful to track the locations of the enterprise application
systems of Supply Chain partners.

Figure 22: An Example of Supply Chain Cross Functional Diagram

3.3.9 Interdependence View
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) is used to develop interdependence models. Any
Supply Chain involves a series of dependent elements, e.g. processes, information, etc. which
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demand a considerable amount of resources. These resources need considerable coordination,
interaction, and information sharing. The information interdependencies vary according to the
level of details and the scope of the Supply Chain. There is a portfolio of methods and techniques
that have been used to model and analyze Supply Chains. However, these methods and
techniques either consider the workflow or the information flow. The analysis of workflow and
information flow separately may result in inconsistencies, rework, and delays. The Design
Structure Matrix (DSM) is one method that combines both workflow and information flow.
The SCOR model processes and other Supply Chain elements will be used to build a
DSM. The Supply Chain DSM will be analyzed in terms of workflow and information flow. The
Supply Chain processes execution sequence will be identified using some optimization
algorithms. These optimization algorithms will be developed and applied to the Supply Chain
DSM.
The DSM provides a simple, compact, and visual representation of a series of dependant
processes that support solutions to decomposition and integration problems in the form of a
matrix. The matrix contains a list of all constituent processes and the corresponding information
exchange patterns. DSM development starts by identifying the processes involved and the
information interdependencies among the processes. Once all this information is developed, the
processes will be listed in the order in which they are executed. For example, in the simplified
DSM shown below in Figure 23, reading along row B tells us that Process B receives
information from Processes A and D. Reading down column B reveals that Process B gives
information to Process C.
The DSM clearly reveals the workflows and information flows. As shown in As shown in
Figure 23, all the X's below the diagonal denote “feedforward” information exchanges in which
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information from earlier processes is available for later processes. Process B, for instance, needs
information from Process A, which is executed/completed before B; thus, there will be no
information exchange problems. On the other hand, an X above the diagonal denotes “feed
backward” in which information from a subsequent process may force a delay, a rework, or an
assumption of a prior process. Process B, for instance, needs information from Process D, which
is executed/completed after B. Executing process B may require securing the information from
process D, making a guess about the required information, or assuming the missing information
from process D.

Figure 23: A Simplified DSM Example

This scenario is one of the motives to analyze the workflow and information flow in the
Supply Chain using the DSM in conjunction with the other views of the Supply Chain. The ideal
case is when there is no feedbackward information flow. This ideal case is rarely encountered in
real-life situations, however, especially for Supply Chains. This is due to the inherent
interdependencies between the Supply Chain processes.
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There are four different types of process dependencies that can be found in any series of
dependent processes.


Sequential processes (Dependent)



Parallel or Concurrent processes (Independent)



Coupled processes (Interdependent)



Contingent processes (Conditional)

The different types of process dependencies are shown in Figure 24 in a block diagram
representation and in a DSM representation.
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Figure 24: Process Dependencies Representation in Block Diagram and DSM
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The next section will discuss the part of the research methodology that will be carried out
to integrate the different models and views to develop a single comprehensive view. The
comprehensive view will be known as the Supply Chain Map.

3.4 Developing the Supply Chain Map
The different Supply Chain views were developed separately, one view at a time. The
different views and their descriptions are shown in Table 4. The views were used to derive the
ten elements that will enable the comprehensive definition of the Supply Chain at the four levels,
as discussed earlier. Since each view is explicitly defining specific aspects of the Supply Chain, a
comprehensive definition will be realized by integrating these views. The integration of the
views will form the Supply Chain Map.

Table 4: The Different Supply Chain Views and their Description
Supply Chain
Views

Functional

Business Process

Description of the view
Provide a structured and formal representation
of the Supply Chain functions and of the
information and objects which integrate those
functions.

Captures and generate the dynamic behavior of
the Supply Chain and the logic sequence of
Supply Chain processes.
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Method
used

Outcome of the view/model

IDEF0

Process and activities Inputs,
Outputs, Controls, and
Mechanisms

IDEF3

Processes logic sequence,
workflow alternative paths,
and processes relationships.
Flows and transitions of
materials and objects with
respect to processes

Supply Chain
Views

Method
used

Description of the view

Outcome of the view/model
Information model,
Information flow, Data
Structure, and Information
relationships

Information

Provide the structure of the information and
data required to plan, execute, enable, and
support Supply Chain processes

Information
Resource

Provide a view of the information sources
across the Supply Chain and the information
resides in these information resources and their
relationship with the Supply Chain information
flow

Extension
of IDEF1

Resource model, Information
and data structure reside in the
resource and their relationship
with other information

Network

Provide a graphical representation of the Supply
Chain partners and their relationships

Network
Diagram

Supply Chain network,
product outsourcing structure

Multi-Tier

Captures the Supply Chain partners (upstreamdownstream) processes and their relationships

Thread
Diagram

Supply Chain processes &
their relationships, Material
flow

CrossFunctional

Captures the Supply Chain processes within the
functional units and/or areas of individual
enterprises in the Supply Chain

Functional
Diagram

Interdependence

Captures the information and work flows in the
Supply Chain and will enable to point out the
interdependence between and among these
activities

DSM

IDEF1

Supply Chain functions
organization, processes
responsibilities
Information flow, workflow,
Information and processes
Interdependence,

The above models developed along with the SCOR model will be transformed to a series
of questions and answers. The questions will be developed based on the four levels of the Supply
Chain definition and the ten elements required for a comprehensive supply definition. It is
anticipated that the questions will be within the scope of what each view provides and what a
user defining the Supply Chain with this methodology might ask. However, some of the
questions might span over several models and views. The answers will be resolved from the
developed models. It is conceivable that the answer to a question is resolved from a single view
or several views.
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3.5 Developing the Supply Chain Ontology
It is thought that the most convenient and practical way to deliver the comprehensive
Supply Chain definition methodology and the Supply Chain Map was to encode them in a
computer based tool. The tool should be able to structure, deliver, and bundle the Supply Chain
definition methodology in a way that will be efficient and practical. Also, the tool should be
structured in a way that will allow it to be extended and enhanced based on extension of the
SCOR model, Supply Chain map, or any other specific Supply Chain requirements, i.e.
additional processes, views, or elements.
It is expected that an Ontology-based tool will provide these requirements. The use of
Ontologies as the base of the tool was motivated by its properties and the variety of its use cases
and applications discussed in Section 2.2.8. It is also though that it is the right time to deliver to
the Supply Chain community a Supply Chain Ontology.
The Supply Chain Ontology will provide the capability to integrate the SCOR model and
the different Supply Chain views in a coherent representation. The Ontology is constructed to
enable the user to extract a specific Supply Chain view or knowledge, such as information view.
It also provides the capability to extract a specific Supply Chain knowledge that spans over
different views, such as the information required for a specific Supply Chain process. Supply
Chain Ontology enables the Supply Chain map to be machine understandable regardless of the
machine platform or technology. Finally, Supply Chain Ontology will enable the reusability of
specific concepts in a restricted way, such as reusing the Supply Chain Ontology or part of it for
a specific Supply Chain, e.g. perishable food Supply Chains.
The Supply Chain Ontology development approach is shown in Figure 25. It has been
considered that in order to build Supply Chain Ontology in such a way to be sustainable and
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successfully deployed in the Supply Chain community; it has to be constructed based on the
current commonly shared knowledge. This is one of the lessons learned from the Ontology
literature, in particular, previous Ontology projects. The constructed Ontologies were built based
on concepts that were not previously shared within the domain in which this Ontology was used;
instead, the knowledge was defined by the Ontology developer or the developing team in a
generic way, i.e. the terms, definitions, concepts, vocabulary, relationships, etc. Then, the
Ontology was encoded using non-standardized Ontology coding languages. This approach of
building a reusable Ontology is neither an effective nor a successful approach, as evident by the
current status and usage of the Ontologies developed following this path. Also, a drawback of
this approach can be seen by referring to the definition of the Ontology. The Ontology is defined
as “a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.” It is clear that the
definition means that the shared conceptualization should exist first then the Ontology will be
used as the means to formalize it and to make it explicit, not the other way around.
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Figure 25: The Ontology Development Approach

In this research, the approach that was used started by identifying the shared and broadly
accepted concepts and knowledge in the Supply Chain, then formalizing these concepts and
knowledge by coding the ontology using a standardized widely accepted Ontology language.
The only shared and broadly accepted concept and knowledge within the Supply Chain
community is the SCOR model. Thus, it was used as the core for the Supply Chain Ontology. By
building the Supply Chain Ontology core concepts based on the SCOR model, success is
anticipated. This is because the Supply Chain community will accept it as the formal and explicit
representation of the SCOR model but delivered in a more usable and practical form. In fact, the
way that the Supply Chain Ontology will be delivered to the user is a critical success factor. It is
believed that the Ontology as a representation format will enhance the share-ability of the model.
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Also, the Ontology will make it easier for the users to define their Supply Chains in an
automated way. Up to this point, the Supply Chain Ontology core represents the SCOR model.
Thus, another layer of the Ontology was built over the core Ontology to include all the Supply
Chain views developed, i.e. the Supply Chain Map. This layer is called the middle Ontology,
which explicitly and formally define all the concepts extracted from the different Supply Chain
views and the comprehensive definition methodology of the Supply Chain. It was of great
importance to build the middle layer over the SCOR model, i.e. core ontology; this will enable
smooth penetration of the new concepts defined in the middle layer to the Supply Chain
community, and ultimately accepting it as a value added extension of the SCOR model.
In fact, the Supply Chain core and middle Ontologies are generic. However, in order to
enable the Supply Chain Ontology to be used in the Supply Chain dynamic environment by
specific users for specific Supply Chains, another layer of the Ontology was constructed. This
layer is called the Dynamic Ontology. The dynamic Ontology is used to define in an automated
way a specific Supply Chain, Supply Chain partners, and their elements by extending or
constraining the core and the middle Ontology, e.g. to specify a particular source of information
schema or enterprise application system. Another reason for building the Ontology in different
layers is to make it easier to maintain. The last step in the ontology development effort was to
integrate the three ontological layers in a coherent unified Ontology and to encode it in a
standard ontology language that can be used by any user in the Supply Chain community today.
The Ontologies was developed using Protégé software. Protégé is a free open-source software
tool that was developed at Stanford University for building Ontologies and knowledge based
systems. Protégé was used to merge the three layers of the ontology and to code the ontology
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into OWL which is the current semantic web and W3C standard. The methodology used to
develop the different ontology layers will be discussed in the next sections.

3.5.1 Core Ontology
The core ontology development methodology is based on a static ontology development
methodology that is built from scratch and will use the output from reviewing and analyzing the
SCOR model. The Ontology was built using the Protégé ontology development environment and
was coded in OWL, which is the current semantic web and W3C standard. The methodology
used to develop the core ontology is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: The Core Ontology Development Methodology
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3.5.2 Middle Ontology
The Middle ontology development methodology is based on a static ontology
development methodology that is built from scratch and will use the output from integrating the
different Supply Chain views, i.e. the Supply Chain Map. The Middle Ontology was also built
using the Protégé ontology development environment and was coded in OWL. The methodology
used to develop the middle ontology is shown in shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: The Middle Ontology Development Methodology

3.5.3 Dynamic Ontology
The outer ontology development methodology will follow the dynamic ontology
development methodology. The dynamic ontology is a set of automated procedures by which the
user will define his/her Supply Chain at the four levels. As discussed earlier, the four levels are
the Supply Chain level, the enterprise level, the enterprises’ elements level, and the interaction
level. The core and middle ontology defines these four levels in a generic way. It is believed that
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the most usable way of the Supply Chain ontology is to provide the user with a set of generic
reusable ontological components. These generic components contain the generic Supply Chain
concepts, i.e. the four levels of the definition, the ten elements of the Supply Chain
comprehensive definition, and their interactions. Since these components are generic and
reusable, and they can be used to comprehensively define any Supply Chain.
In order for the user to define a specific Supply Chain, specific Supply Chain partners,
and specific partner elements, he/she will reuse the existing core and middle ontology
components. The automated procedures in this case will enable the user to reuse existing
components from the core and the middle ontology by copying these components and then
dropping them in the dynamic ontology. The user will then specify the generic components for
the specifics of his/her Supply Chain. For example, if Generic Process A will be copied, an exact
copy of this process, its interdependencies, information inputs, outputs, etc. will be generated
from the core and middle ontology. Then, the user will drop the copied Generic process A in the
dynamic ontology, i.e. under the Supply Chain partner who executes this process. Then, the user
will specify a name for the process that will convey its specifics, e.g. Supplier_1_process_A.
Another important component of the dynamic ontology is to use it to define an
information resource schema. This part of the outer ontology will be automatically built from a
relational schema or semi-structured data. The user will specify the location of the information
resource. A communication will be established between the information resource and the Supply
Chain ontology. Then, the schema will be imported to the dynamic ontology. Finally, the user
will interact with the information resource schema and the dynamic ontology to assign the
information resource to a specific Supply Chain partner.
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3.5.4 Merging the Three Layers of the Ontology
The last step in the ontology development effort was to integrate the three ontological
layers in a coherent unified Ontology. Protégé was used to merge the three layers of the
ontology.

3.5.5 Ontology Coding
The merged ontology will be coded using the current semantic web and W3C ontology
standard language. This language is Web Ontology Language (OWL). The OWL provides the
Ontology layer of the semantic web in a standardized way. The use of the OWL will enable the
delivery of the Supply Chain ontology in standard format that can be used by any user in the
Supply Chain community today.

The methodology will be implemented in the next chapter, followed by a case study. A
hypothetically manufacturing Supply Chain will be used to develop a case study to show the
strength and ease of use of the developed Supply Chain comprehensive definition methodology.
The manufacturing Supply Chain will be defined using (1) the SCOR methodology and (2) the
proposed ontology-based methodology. The two methodologies will be evaluated and
benchmarked based on important Supply Chain definition aspects, which are the
comprehensiveness of the definition and the ease of use of the methodology.
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CHAPTER FOUR: IMPLEMENTATION
The objective of this chapter is to implement the suite of models and views to aid in the
development of the Comprehensive Supply Chain Definition, integrate the views to develop the
Supply Chain Map, and develop the Supply Chain Ontology. The four levels of the supply chain
definition framework are shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: The Supply Chain Definition Levels
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The four levels shown above represent all the components required to define the supply
chain. The supply chain level is the highest level and it contains the Enterprise level. The
Enterprise level is at a lower level and it contains the element level. The elements level is the
lowest level and it contains the definition of each element. For example, at the supply chain level
suppliers will be identified and defined; at the Enterprise level, suppliers’ Enterprises will be
defined in terms of functional units and their elements; at the elements level the suppliers’
elements will be defined. The fourth level, i.e. interaction level, spans over these three levels,
with details that match each level’s details. For example, at the supply chain level the
interactions among the supply chain partners are defined where at the Enterprise level, the
interaction between the functional units is defined. At the elements level, the interaction between
each element is defined. However, at the elements level, the interaction is defined in two
dimensions, vertical and horizontal dimension. The vertical dimension defines the interaction
between the different elements of the same supply chain partner or same functional unit, e.g.
interaction between My Objects and My Materials. On the other hand, the horizontal dimension
defines the interaction between the same elements for different supply chain partners or
functional units, e.g. interaction between My Materials and Suppliers’ Materials. In this research
the four levels have been defined, integrated, and digitized as generic components, so that users
can reuse these predefined components and their predefined interactions to define a supply chain
and have the ability to share the definition within an Enterprise or with supply chain partners.
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The implementation roadmap of the Supply Chain Definition, the Supply Chain Map, and
the Supply Chain Ontology is as follows:
(1) Defining the supply chain at the Supply Chain level


Supply Chain Network (Network & Geographical Map)

(2) Defining the supply chain at the Enterprise level


Enterprise elements view (Extended Supply Chain Network), Multi-tier view
(Thread diagram), & Functional Units (Cross-functional Diagram).

(3) Defining the supply chain elements at the Enterprises’ Elements level


Processes (IDEF0) & Process flow (IDEF3 Process), Information &
Information flow (IDEF1), Information Resources (Extended IDEF1),
Materials (Product Structure), Material Flow (IDEF3 Material Transition) and
Objects flow (IDEF3 Object Transition).

(4) Defining the interaction and interdependencies at the Interaction level.


Process interdependencies (DSM), Information Interdependencies (DSM)

(5) Developing the Supply Chain Map


Integration of (1), (2), (3), & (4)

(6) Developing the Supply Chain Ontology


Core Ontology (SCOR model), Middle Ontology (Supply Chain Map),
Dynamic Ontology (User Interface – Automating (1) to (5))
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4.1 Defining the Supply Chain at the Supply Chain Level
All supply chain partners and their interactions are identified at this level. The most
convenient way to define the supply chain at this level is to build a supply chain network or a
geographical map. The supply chain network representation consists of interconnected nodes,
where each node represents a supply chain partner and each connection represents an interaction.
At this level of details, the interactions represent a flow between the interconnected nodes. A
generic supply chain network is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: A Generic Supply Chain Network

This research categorizes the supply chain partners into six different categories: the Focus
Enterprise, Suppliers, Suppliers’ Suppliers, Customers, Customers’ Customers, and Carriers. A
Focus Enterprise is the entity for which a supply chain is defined; there is only one focus
Enterprise. A Supplier is the immediate material or service provider of the Focus Enterprise; a
Focus Enterprise can have many Suppliers. A Supplier’s Supplier is the immediate material or
service provider of the Suppliers; a Supplier can have many Suppliers. A Customer is the
immediate consumer of the material or service provided by the Focus Enterprise and a Focus
Enterprise can have many Customers. A Customer’s Customer is the immediate consumer of the
material or service provided by the Customer and a Customer can have many Customers’
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Customers. A Carrier is the provider of the transportation service to move the material between
any two supply chain partners; a supply chain partner can have many carriers. A Carrier can be
an independent business entity, i.e. 3PL (third party logistics) or 4PL (fourth party logistics), or
implicit in a supply chain partner which implies that the supply chain partner is the provider of
the carrier services. The Carrier can be assigned by any supply chain partner; therefore it is
designated as Assignee_Carrier, e.g. Supplier_Carrier.
The supply chain network is built around the Focus Enterprise, e.g. My Enterprise. My
Enterprise is connected to suppliers, customers, and carriers, the suppliers are connected to their
suppliers (suppliers’ suppliers) and their carriers, and the customers are connected to their
customers (customers’ customers) and their carriers. The Supply Chain network will be built
based on the structure of the product, i.e. My Product, of the Focus Enterprise. The supply chain
network in this case represents the value-added flow of My Product. My Product’s raw materials
will flow from upstream suppliers’ suppliers through carriers to suppliers. The raw materials will
then flow from the suppliers to My Enterprise, after which My Product is realized. My Product
will then flow through carriers to the downstream customers, where immediate customers may
add value to My Product. This new product may flow again through carriers to the customers’
customers, and so on.
The user will define this level through a graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 30.
The graphical user interface provides the user with several maps that can be used as a
background and a stencil that contains supply chain shapes. The user will drag/drop shapes from
the stencil to the map, where a shape can represent a supply chain partner. The user will specify
each dropped shape role in the supply chain, i.e. Focus, customer, supplier, carrier, etc. The user
then connects the shapes (supply chain partners) to define the interactions.
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Figure 30: A Screenshot of Defining the Supply Chain using Geographical Maps

As shown above, the definition of the supply chain at this level is accomplished through
the identification of the different supply chain partners and their interactions. The next level is to
define each of the supply chain partners in terms of their functional units and their elements.

4.2 Defining the Supply Chain at the Enterprise Level
The functional units and elements of the Enterprises that constitute the supply chain are
identified at this level. A functional unit is any independent unit or department within the
Enterprise that adds value for the supply chain. A functional unit can be a warehouse, a factory, a
POS (point of sale), a storage facility, a transit station, a purchasing department, etc. A generic
representation of a single Enterprise is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: A Generic Representation of a Single Enterprise

The supply chain network at the Enterprise level can be represented as interconnected
nodes, where each node symbolizes the supply chain partners. For example, Figure 32 displays a
supply chain network that consists of My Enterprise, a Supplier or Carrier, and a Customer or
Carrier.
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Figure 32: An Example of a Generic Supply Chain at the Enterprise Level

Another scenario is to identify the elements in each Enterprise at the functional unit level.
In this case the functional units will be considered as an independent business unit that
constitutes the Enterprise, where each unit has its own elements. A generic representation of a
single Enterprise with three functional units is shown in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: A Generic Representation of an Enterprise with Multiple Functional Units

The supply chain network at the functional unit level can be represented as
interconnected nodes, where each node symbolizes the supply chain partners and their functional
units similar to Figure 33. For example, Figure 34 displays a supply chain network that consists
of My Enterprise with three functional units, a Supplier with two functional units, and a
Customer with four functional units.
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Figure 34: An Example of a Generic Supply Chain at the Functional Unit Level

The functional units and the elements are defined at a high level in a generic way to be
reused, assigned, customized, and designated to a specific supply chain partner.
A representative example of the first scenario for a single Enterprise would be:
My Enterprise is a Manufacturing Enterprise. It has one product, three functional units
(two factories and a warehouse), Processes (Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Transport),
Information (Process information, Product Information, Objects Information), two information
resources (ERP and APS), and Objects (Orders and Invoices). Since the definition is at the
Enterprise level, the Functional units’ elements will not be identified; instead, the elements will
be identified at the Enterprise level. The elements will be designated as My_Product,
My_FunctionalUnits (Sub: My_Factory_1, My_Factory_2, My_Warehouse), My_Processes
(Sub: My_Plan, My_Source, My_Make, My_Deliver), My_Information (Sub: My_ Process
information, My_Product Information, My_Objects Information), My_Information_Resources
(Sub: My_ERP, My_APS), My_Objects (Sub: My_Orders, My_Invoices)
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A representative example of the second scenario for a single Enterprise would be:
Consider the example described for scenario 1 except at the functional unit level. Since
the definition is at the functional unit level, the Functional units’ elements will be identified for
each functional unit. The designation will be similar to that of scenario one but instead of
My_Element, will be MyFunctionalUnit_Element. For Example My_Processes (Sub:
My_Factory_1_Processes (SubSub: My_Factory_1_Plan, My_Factory_1_Source, etc.)
It should be obvious that the supply chain definition at the Enterprise level is far more
complicated than the definition at the supply chain level. This complexity stems from the need
for defining the elements at the Enterprise level as well as the elements at the functional unit
level. As we proceed to the third and fourth levels of the definition, the complexity will increase
significantly. In order to allow the user to define the supply chain comprehensively in a
convenient and easy manner, this research will use the multi-tier view to define the supply chain
at the Enterprise level. The multi-tier view captures the flow of processes and materials at high
level and represents it in a thread diagram. An example of a thread diagram is shown in Figure
35. The thread diagram is generated based on the supply chain defined at the supply chain level
and the Enterprise level. However, for the user convenience, the thread-diagram will be
generated automatically based on the supply chain geographical map defined earlier.
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Figure 35: A Screenshot of the Thread Diagram Generated from the Geographical Map

4.3 Defining the Supply Chain at the Element Level
The supply chain elements are defined at this level. Recall that the elements are
Processes and Processes Flow, Information and Information Flow, Information Resources,
Materials and Materials Flow, Objects and Objects Flow, Performance measures, and Best
practices. A summary of the supply chain elements, the views or models, and the selected
modeling techniques is shown in Table 5; the table displays them in their development order.
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Table 5: The Supply Chain Elements and their Modeling Techniques
Element

Example

Processes

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver, Return, and
Transport Processes

Materials
Objects
Information

Raw material, Products,
Parts, Spare Parts
Orders, Invoices,
Signals
Demand, Sales Forecast
Order Quantity

Information
Resources

ERP system, DBMS

Performance
Measures

Delivery Lead Time

Best Practices

Automated Order
Management System

View or Model
Functional Model

Technique Selected
IDEF0
Process based Thread
Thread Diagram
Diagram
Process Flow
IDEF3 Process flow
Bill of Material
Product Structure
Materials Flow model IDEF3 State Transition
Objects Structure
Object Structure
Objects Flow model
IDEF3 State Transition
Information Model
IDEF1
Information Flow
IDEF1
Network Model
Extended SC Network
Information Model
Extended IDEF1
Schema Model
IDEF1X (Relational DB)
Assigning Metrics to
Process Metrics
Processes
Assigning Practices to
Process Practices
Processes

The elements and their vertical interactions are defined in a generic way to be used for
any supply chain partner. These generic elements were customized and designated for specific
supply chain partners and their horizontal interactions were defined. However, the elements did
not lose their generality by customization and designation. For example the supply chain
processes include “Make” process and “Deliver” process. The Make and Deliver processes were
defined generically. Then, the interaction between the “Make” and “Deliver” were defined, i.e.
their vertical interactions. The “Make” and “Deliver” processes were duplicated to generate
different versions, one for each supply chain partner category. The different versions of the
“Make” and “Deliver” processes was customized and designated to reflect its supply chain
partner as follows: MyMake, MyDeliver, Supplier_Make, Supplier_Deliver Customer_Make,
Customer_Deliver etc. Then, the horizontal interactions were defined between the Make and
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Deliver processes of each supply chain partner, e.g. the interaction between My Deliver and
Supplier_Deliver. All the elements and their interactions have been defined, customized, and
designated similar to the example just discussed. However, the elements, their vertical
interaction, and their horizontal interaction have been realized through the development of the
different supply chain views, as follows:

4.3.1 Process and Process Flow View
The IDEF3 process flow description was used to generate the supply chain process flow
view. The process flow view captured the supply chain processes and the logic sequence of these
processes. The processes used to generate this view are the processes defined in the SCOR model
three levels of details. However, new processes have been added and integrated with the SCOR
model processes that were deemed necessary for the comprehensive definition. The SCOR
model defined five processes at level one. In this research, the Transport process has been added
at this level. The Transport process includes all the processes necessary to move materials from a
source to a destination. The addition of this process is essential to capture the movement of
material between the supply chain partners. Carriers, 3PLs, and 4PLs are considered one of the
most important supply chain partners in today’s supply chains and their core role is usually
transportation related. Transport process will be the base to define carriers, 3PLs, and 4PLs
supply chain elements and to streamline their specific elements with other supply chain elements.
The transport process will enable adding to the supply chain definition new important concepts
such as Intermodal, freight, routing, airports, seaports, railways, containerization, etc.
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The IDEF3 process flow has been developed for three levels of details corresponding to
the SCOR model three levels. The IDEF3 process flow description Level one is shown in Figure
36. The Figure shows the processes carried out by My Enterprise as well as supply chain
partners’ processes. These processes are recursive in any supply chain, which means that each
supply chain partner will handle all or some of these processes and these processes are
interacting with each other. For example, if the supply chain partner is a manufacturer, the plan,
source, make, deliver, and return processes will be essential. Another example, if the supply
chain partner is a warehouse then the make process will not be essential. And if the supply chain
partner is a carrier, only the transport process is necessary.
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Figure 36: The IDEF3 Process Flow at Level One
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The IDEF3 process flow description at Level two is shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38,
where Figure 37 represents the planning and enabling processes and Figure 38 represents the
execution processes.

Figure 37: The IDEF3 Process Flow at Level Two – Plan and Enable
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Figure 38: The IDEF3 Process Flow Description at Level Two – Execute
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Each process shown in the IDEF3 process flow description Level two will be
decomposed to their sub processes at level 3. However, the process flow at level three is different
than the flow at level two. The flow is different because the interactions among the processes at
level three are different from their master processes at level two. The intensity and complexity of
the processes flow is higher at level three. This is because the number of processes increased
(from 34 to 210 processes) as well as the flow and the interactions among them. The IDEF3 was
used to capture the flow and the logic sequence of the processes only. Another view was needed
to capture more knowledge about the processes. For this reason, the IDEF0 was used to model
the supply chain processes.

The IDEF0 Function model is used to generate the supply chain process/function view.
The function view uses the processes from IDEF3 process flow description and captures their
inputs, outputs, mechanisms (resources carrying out the function), and controls (e.g. constraints
or guidelines). The logic sequence of the processes is not important in the IDEF0 model because
this view focuses on the process as a function. The IDEF0 focuses on the inputs where these
inputs can be information, materials, or objects and the corresponding output which can be also
information, material, or objects. Moreover, the IDEF0 focuses on the mechanisms which are
the resources required to execute the process or the function including human resources,
information resources, hardware elements and machines, and other systems necessary for the
execution. The IDEF0 also focuses on the controls necessary for the process or function
execution. These include the rules governing the process, the constraints of the process, inputs,
outputs, or mechanisms, the requirements necessary for the execution which can be inputs
requirements or mechanisms requirements, and the policies of the function which is usually
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derived from a higher level policy such as the company or department policy. This model has
been developed for three levels of details corresponding to the SCOR model three levels. The
IDEF0 model Level one is shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: The IDEF0 Process Flow Description at Level One
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4.3.2 Materials and Materials Flow
The materials in the supply chain can be generally classified into Incoming Materials and
Outgoing Materials. The Incoming Materials are all the materials that is received by a supply
chain partner from outside sources.. The Outgoing Materials are all the materials that will be
delivered and transported to any other supply chain partner. The Incoming or Outgoing Materials
in the supply chain are: Raw material, WIP material, Finished Product, Parts or subassemblies,
Ingredients, and MRO material. There are two important views related to the materials that are
required for the supply chain definition. The first is the material structure view, which identifies
the material and its structure across the supply chain. The second is the material flow view,
which identifies the flow and the different transitions of the materials with respect to the
processes flow.
The product structure is the most popular framework to define the materials and products
in the manufacturing domain. The traditional product structure is a hierarchical diagram, similar
to the organization structure, which displays the product, the product subassemblies and parts
required to realize the product, the material required to realize the subassemblies and parts, and
annotating if the part/material is make or buy. For Example, a Product (My Product) structure is
shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: A Traditional Product Structure of My Product

The Traditional product structure shown above can be read as follows: My product is
assembled from four parts, Part A, B, C, & D. In order to produce one unit of My Product, we
need 3 units of Part A, 2 units of Part B, 1 units of Part C, and 2 units of Part D. Also, Part B and
C will be outsourced to external sources or suppliers. And Part A and D will be produced in My
Enterprise. Part A is assembled from two parts, Part A1 and Part A2. In order to produce one unit
of Part A, we need 2 units of Part A1 and 2 unit of Part A2. Part A2 will be outsourced to
external sources or suppliers and Part A1 will be produced in My Enterprise. In order to produce
one unit of Part A1, we need 100 lbs of Raw Material A11. Raw Material A11 will be outsourced
to external sources or suppliers. Finally, Part D is produced from Raw Material D1. In order to
produce one unit of Part D, we need 200 lbs of Raw Material D1. Raw Material D1 will be
outsourced to external sources or suppliers.
In order to represent the material for a supply chain, the traditional product structure has
to be extended as shown in Figure 41. The extension will enable the product structure to capture
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and display more information about the material that is relevant to the supply chain. The
extension includes the structure of the product not only from the upstream (Supplier) structure,
but also the downstream (Customer) structure, i.e. the customers and customer’s customers
perspectives. It includes information on each part to indicate if the material is sourced or
produced, and identifies the supplier or the functional unit from which this material will be
realized. Information about the production model of the materials is defined by designating the
part as make-to-stock, make-to-order, or engineer-to-order.
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Figure 41: An Extended Product Structure of My Product
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The example of the extended product structure in Figure 41 will be read top-down from
My Enterprise and My Product perspective in two steps: downstream and upstream:
(1) Downstream Structure: Product Y is my customer’s customer product, which is made-toorder in his/her factory. In order to realize one unit of Product Y, it needs 10 lbs. from
Raw Material Y2 and 3 units from Part Y1. My customer’s customer is outsourcing Raw
Material Y2 from a supplier (customer’s customer supplier) which produces-to-stock this
part in his/her factory. Also, the customer’s customer is outsourcing Part Y1 from a
supplier; this supplier is My Customer. My Customer produces Part Y1, which is the
same as Product X. In order to produce one unit of Product X (= Part Y1), it needs 2 units
from part X2 and 5 units from Part X1. My Customer outsourcers Part X2 from a supplier
(customer’s supplier), which produces-to-stock this Part (Part X2) in his/her factory.
Also, My Customer outsources Part X1 from a supplier; this supplier is My Enterprise.
My Enterprise produces-to-order Part X1 in My Factory 1. Part X1 is the same as My
Product.
(2) Upstream Structure: My Product is produced-to-order in My Factory 1. In order to realize
one unit of My Product, it needs 3 units of Part A, 2 units of Part B, 1 units of Part C, and
2 units of Part D. Part A will be produced-to-stock in My Factory 2. In order to realize
one unit of Part A, it needs 2 units of Part A1 and 2 unit of Part A2. Part A2 will be
outsourced to supplier 4 and Part A1 will be produced in My Factory 2. In order to
produce one unit of Part A1, It needs 100 lbs of Raw Material A11, which is made to
stock, and outsourced from supplier 5. Supplier 5 outsources Raw material A11 (which is
the same as Raw material A111) from Supplier’s Supplier 4, which produces this material
to stock in his/her factory. Part B will be outsourced to supplier 1, which produces this
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part to order in his/her factory. In order to realize one unit of part B, it needs 2 units of
part B1 and 50 lbs of raw material B2. Part B1 is produced to order in supplier’s 1
factory. In order to realize one unit of Part B1, It needs 30 lbs. of Raw material B111.
Supplier 1 outsources Raw material B111 to Supplier’s Supplier 2, that makes it to stock
and keeps it in his/her warehouse. Part B2 is outsourced to Supplier’s Supplier 1, and so
on.
As shown above, the extended product structure is more suitable to capture and define the
material in a supply chain. The second material view is the material flow view, which identifies
the flow and the different transitions of the materials with respect to the processes flow. The
materials flow captures the flow of the material from upstream (e.g. Suppliers’ Suppliers) to
downstream (customers’ customers) with respect to the flow of the supply chain processes. The
material transition captures the transition of the material from one form to the other and
identifies the processes that trigger this transition. At the supply chain level, the transition is
from Incoming material to Outgoing material, as shown in Figure 42. The transitions at lower
level of details include transition from raw material to WIP material or products, from WIP to
finished material or products, from parts or subassemblies to finished products, from sourced
material to stored material, from received material to rejected material, from finished product to
ready to deliver material, from ready to deliver material to ready to ship material, from ready to
deliver material to batched material, from ready to ship material to shipped material, from
shipped material to delivered material, etc.
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Figure 42: The Material Transition at the Supply Chain Level

IDEF3 state transition model was used to capture and generate the materials flow and
transition in the Supply Chain in conjunction with the processes. The IDEF3 material state
transition has been developed for three levels of details corresponding to the IDEF3 process flow
three levels of details. In a simple context, the material state transition shows the state of the
material before the process and after the process, and this has been done for all the processes at
levels one, two, and three. The IDEF3 material state transition Level one is shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: The IDEF3 Material State Transition at Level One
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4.3.3 Objects and Objects Flow
The Objects in the supply chain can be generally classified into Incoming Objects and
Outgoing Objects. The Incoming Objects are all the Objects that will be received from other
supply chain partners, regardless of the object state. The Outgoing Objects are all the Objects
that will be sent to any other supply chain partner, regardless of the object state. At the supply
chain level, the transition of objects is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44: The Objects Transition at the Supply Chain Level

Incoming and Outgoing Objects in the supply chain are the Inquiries, Quotes, Orders,
Invoices, Payments, and Signals. The inquiries are questions about a product or service such as
availability of product, price, etc.. An inquiry is usually sent from downstream (Customer) to
upstream (Supplier). Incoming inquiry is from the upstream perspective and outgoing inquiry is
from the downstream perspective. In a supply chain, incoming inquiries may generate outgoing
inquiries. For example a customer sends an inquiry to My Enterprise asking questions about My
Products (Incoming Inquiry). In response, My Enterprise may send inquiries (Outgoing Inquiry)
to suppliers to ask questions that are necessary to respond to the customer inquiry.
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The quotes are special responses to the inquiries that generally include product quantity,
price, and delivery time frame; an inquiry can be called a request for quote. The quotes are
usually from upstream to downstream. An incoming quote is from the downstream perspective
where an outgoing quote is from the upstream perspective. In a supply chain, incoming quotes
can generate several outgoing quotes. Inquiries and quotes are related; an incoming inquiry will
generate an outgoing quote and outgoing inquiry will generate an incoming quote.
Orders are commercial documents that are used to request specific quantity of a product
or service. An Order is usually sent from downstream to upstream. Incoming Orders are from the
upstream perspective and outgoing Orders are from the downstream perspective. In a supply
chain, incoming Orders may generate outgoing Orders. For example a customer sends an order to
My Enterprise asking to supply certain quantity of My Products (Incoming Order to My
Enterprise),. In response My Enterprise may generate and send Orders (Outgoing Order to My
Suppliers) asking the suppliers to supply certain quantities of raw materials and parts necessary
to fulfill the customer order. There is a one to one relationship between incoming and outgoing
orders when they are the same. For example, an incoming order to My Enterprise from a
particular customer for a particular request is the same as an outgoing order from this particular
customer to My Enterprise. Orders and quotes are related as an outgoing quote may generate an
incoming order and an incoming quote may generate an outgoing order. Orders and Materials are
related where an incoming order will generate an outgoing material and outgoing orders will
generate incoming material. The Order information is the determinant of the material, the
material specification, and quantity. The Order information usually includes a unique number to
specify the order called Order ID. The relationship between the order and the material is usually
linked by the Order ID and Material ID. Material ID is usually a unique number to specify the
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material; however, it can be in different forms such as a Product ID, Part ID, Serial Number,
SKU, RFID, and ISBN for books, etc. depending on the material and the source or destination of
the material.
Invoices are the itemized statement of money to be paid for the ordered material when the
material are shipped or received. Invoices are usually from upstream to downstream. An
incoming Invoice is from the downstream perspective and an outgoing Invoice is from the
upstream perspective. Invoices, Materials, and Orders are related as an incoming material to My
Enterprise will be accompanied by an incoming invoice and a copy of My outgoing order (=
Incoming order to supplier). Similarly, an outgoing material from My Enterprise will be
accompanied by an outgoing invoice and a copy of the customer’s outgoing order (= Incoming
order to My Enterprise).
Payment is the amount of money paid in response to the invoice. A Payment is usually
sent from downstream to upstream. Incoming Payments are from the upstream perspective and
outgoing Payments are from the downstream perspective. Payments and Invoices are closely
related as an incoming invoice generates an outgoing payment and an outgoing invoice generates
and incoming payment.
A Signal is a piece of information that is communicated between two entities and triggers
an event. There are different signals in the supply chain including Procurement signal,
Replenishment signal, Product Pull signal, Material Status signal, and Object Status signal.
Signals, unlike other objects, are mutually exchanged between upstream and downstream
entities. In a supply chain, an incoming signal may generate an outgoing signal.
A Procurement signal is a signal sent from a particular downstream entity to a particular
upstream entity and triggers the purchase of a specific material. A procurement signal is usually
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accompanied by an order. A Replenishment signal is a special procurement signal that is sent
from a particular downstream entity to a particular upstream entity and triggers a delivery of
specific quantity of the material to be replenished. a replenishment signal is not necessarily
accompanied by an order. A Product Pull signal is a special case of an order from make-to-order
products and is sent from a downstream entity to a particular upstream entity and triggers the
production of a specific quantity of a specific product. Material Status signals are signals to
inform particular supply chain partners or functional units about the status of the material. Some
examples include, “Material Shipped” signal which is a signal that is sent from upstream entity
to downstream entity, “Material Ready to Ship” signal which is a signal sent from a supply chain
partner to a carrier. Finally, Object status signals are signals to inform particular supply chain
partners or functional units about the status of the objects. For example, Order received signal is
a signal to inform downstream entities that the order is received. The different types of Signals
are related to each other as well as to other supply chain objects.
There are two important object views required for the supply chain definition. The first is
the Objects structure view, which identifies the objects and their structure across the supply
chain, as shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: The Supply Chain Objects Structure

The second is the object flow view, which identifies the flow and the different transitions
of the objects with respect to the supply chain processes flow. A snapshot of the Objects flow at
level one is shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 46: A Snapshot of Supply Chain Objects Flow at Level One

4.3.4 Information and Information Flow
The information in the supply chain can be generally categorized to incoming
information and outgoing information. The Incoming information is the information that is
received by a supply chain partner from any other supply chain partner. The Outgoing
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information is the information that is sent from a supply chain partner to any other supply chain
partner. The information sent or received is always relevant to the supply chain planning,
execution, and management. The information include information about the supply chain, about
the Enterprises that constitute the supply chain, and about the supply chain elements. The
information about the supply chain elements include information about the processes and their
informational inputs and outputs, information related to the materials, their flows, and their
transitions, information related to the objects, their flows, and their transitions, information
related to the information resources, and the information related to performance measures, and
practices. There are two important information views that are required for the supply chain
definition. These views are the information view and the information flow view.
The first information view captures and generates a comprehensive list of all the
information and their characteristics that are relevant to the supply chain. This view is
summarized in Table 6.

Table 6: A Summary of the Supply Chain Information
Information

Information about

Supply
Chain

My Enterprise
My Carriers
Suppliers
Suppliers Carriers
Suppliers’ Suppliers
Suppliers’ Suppliers Carriers
Customers
Customers Carriers
Customers’ Customers
Customers’ Customers Carriers

Functional
Units

My Functional Units
My Carriers Units
Suppliers Units
Suppliers Carriers Units

Attribute Name
Supply Chain Partner ID
Name
Location
Contact Information
Functional Units IDs
Incoming Materials IDs
Outgoing Material IDs
Information Resources IDs
Processes IDs
Incoming Objects IDs
Outgoing Objects IDs
Functional Unit ID
Supply Chain Partner ID
Functional Unit Name
Locations
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Information

Processes

Information
Resources

Materials

Objects
Information

Information about
Suppliers’ Suppliers Units
Suppliers’ Suppliers Carriers Units
Customers Units
Customers Carriers Units
Customers’ Customers Units
Customers’ Customers Carriers Units

SCOR Model Processes
Transportation Processes
Supporting Processes

My Information Resources
Supply chain Partners Resources
Enterprise Application Systems
Database Management Systems

Raw Material
WIP
Parts
Subassemblies
MRO Material
Finished Product

Inquiries
My Incoming Inquiries

Attribute Name
Contact Information
Incoming Materials IDs
Outgoing Material IDs
Information Resources IDs
Processes IDs
Incoming Objects IDs
Outgoing Objects IDs
Process ID
Process Name
Process Description
Information Input
Information Output
Sub-Processes IDs
Meta-Process IDs
Material Input: Material IDs
Material Output: Material IDs
Objects Input: Objects IDs
Objects Output: Objects IDs
Information Resource ID
Information Resource Type
Location: Supply Chain Partner ID
Location: Functional Unit ID
Schema: Schema ID
Information Contents: Information ID
Access Rules
Output Format
Vendor Information
Material ID
Material Type
Material Production Model
Material Suppliers
Material Customers
Material Carriers
Material Ingredients or Parts
Material Master Part
Output of Process
Input to Process
Incoming Material: Order ID
Outgoing Material: Order ID
Inventory Levels
Inventory Target Levels
Inventory Locations
Inventory Availability
Reorder Point
Safety Information
Packaging Information
Storage Information
Demand Information
Inquiry ID
Material ID
Inquiry Date
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Information

Information about
My Outgoing Inquiries
SC Partners’ Incoming Inquiries
SC Partners’ Outgoing Inquiries

Quotes
My Incoming Quotes
My Outgoing Quotes
SC Partners’ Incoming Quotes
SC Partners’ Outgoing Quotes

Orders
My Incoming Orders
My Outgoing Orders
SC Partners’ Incoming Orders
SC Partners’ Outgoing Orders

Invoices
My Incoming Invoices
My Outgoing Invoices
SC Partners’ Incoming Invoices
SC Partners’ Outgoing Invoices
Payments
My Incoming Payments
My Outgoing Payments
SC Partners’ Incoming Payments
SC Partners’ Outgoing Payments
Signals

Attribute Name
Inquiry Type
Inquiry Contents
Inquiry Incoming From
Inquiry Outgoing to
Related Incoming Inquiries IDs
Related Outgoing Inquiries IDs
Quote ID
Quote Date
Quote Type
Quote Contents
Inquiry ID
Quote Incoming From
Quote Outgoing to
Related Incoming Quotes IDs
Related Outgoing Quotes IDs
Order ID
Order Date
Order Type
Material ID
Order Quantity
Inquiry ID or Quote ID
Order Incoming From: Partner ID
Order Outgoing to: Partner ID
Related Incoming Orders IDs
Related Outgoing Orders IDs
Invoice ID
Invoice Type
Invoice amount
Payment Terms
Order ID
Invoice Incoming From
Invoice Outgoing to
Payment ID
Payment amount
Invoice ID
Payment Incoming From
Payment Outgoing to

My Incoming Signals
My Outgoing Signals
SC Partners’ Incoming Signals
SC Partners’ Outgoing Signals
Including:
Replenishment Signals
Procurement Signals
Product Pull signal
Material Status signal

Signal ID
Signal Type
Signal Contents
Object ID
Signal Incoming From
Signal Outgoing to
Related Incoming Signal
Related Outgoing Signal
Related Incoming Objects
Related Outgoing Objects
Related Incoming Materials

Object Status signal

Related Outgoing Materials
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Information

Information about

Performance
Measures

SCOR Metrics
Transportation Metrics
Safety Metrics
Security Metrics

Best
Practices

SCOR Best Practices
My Best Practices
SC Partner Practices

Attribute Name
Metric ID
Process ID
Supply Chain Partners ID
Functional Unit ID
Related Metrics: Metrics IDs
Sub-Metrics: Metrics IDs
Meta-Metrics: Metric ID
Metric Value
Best in Class Metric Value
Practices ID
Practice Type
Process ID
Supply Chain Partners ID
Functional Unit ID
Alternative Practices: Practices IDs
Related Practices: Practices IDs
Pre-requisite Practices: Practices IDs

The above Table lists all the supply chain information that will support the definition of
the supply chain. The first column in the table shows the categories of the supply chain
information, the second column describes the different items in each category, and the last
column discloses the attributes of the information. Each category has an attribute that will be
considered as a unique identifier. The unique identifier is the first attribute listed for each
category. For example the Processes unique identifier is the Process ID. The unique identifier is
used to define relationships between the different categories by listing the unique identifier of a
category in another category. For example, the unique identifier of the material category is the
Material_ID; also it is listed in the Order category to reflect the existence of the relationship
between Materials and Orders.
The second view is the information flow view which captures and generates the flow of
information between and within the different information objects in the supply chain at the
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supply chain level, the Enterprise level, and the elements level. The second view was captured
using IDEF1 model. A snapshot of the IDEF1 Model is shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47: A Snapshot of the IDEF1 Model

4.3.5 Information Resources
The software systems will be viewed as an information resource that provides
information services. The service delivers a piece of information that is essential for planning,
execution, or management of the supply chain. In fact, these information resources are
distributed over the Supply Chain, and each Supply Chain partner owns different parts of
information resources. Information resources are the databases and Enterprise application
systems that contain the supply chain information. Information resources are generally used to
manage and process the supply chain information. The information resources in the supply chain
are unique and each has its own application. For example Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is
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a popular information resource that is used to store and manage the information across the
Enterprise and its functional units. This information includes inventory information, production
information, etc. Other information resources include warehouse management systems,
transportation management systems, advanced planning and scheduling, customer relationship
management, order management system, etc. However, the core of these information resources is
simply a database. In the context of this research, we were not interested in surveying the types
and the characteristics of the information resources that exists in the market. Our goal was to
categorize the information resources based on generic features and define the means to identify
the relevant supply chain information that may reside in one of these systems. This will enable
the user to define the information resources and point to the supply chain information contained
in each resource. However, in order to accomplish that, the user must be able to extract the
information or data structure, i.e. the schema of the information resource and map it to the supply
chain information in a convenient way. Since the information model was represented in an
IDEF1 model, then the IDEF1 information model was extended to include the schema
information of the information resources. The extended model not only identifies the information
that resides in the information resources but also the structure of this information that is
embedded in the information resources schemas and their relation to the Supply Chain
information flow. A snapshot of the extended IDEF1 model is shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 48: A Snapshot of the Extended IDEF1 Model

4.4 Defining the Supply Chain at the Interaction Level
The supply chain at the interaction level includes all the complex interaction, flows, and
interdependencies that spans over the three supply chain definition levels, i.e. supply chain level,
Enterprise level, and elements level. The interactions and the flows have been identified while
defining the other three levels, e.g. material flow, interactions at the supply chain level, etc.
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However, the interdependencies have not yet identified at the three levels. As a result, an explicit
interdependence view at the elements level was necessary to capture the interdependencies
among elements. The design structure matrix (DSM) was used to capture and generate views of
the interaction and interdependencies in a convenient way. There are different types of DSM that
can be used to model the interdependence. In this research, the binary DSM was used to capture
the interdependence in the supply chain. A binary DSM captures the interdependence existence
by populating the matrix with 0’s and 1’s, where a 1 indicates the existence of interdependence.
The DSM was used to model the information flow as well as the workflow in the supply
chain. The main objective at the element level was to determine the interdependence between the
supply chain processes and information. The Supply Chain DSM was developed as an activitybased binary DSM based on the supply chain processes, where the supply chain processes and
their information inputs and outputs were used to build the matrix. The DSM shows in a dense,
visual, and simple format the information flow as well as the workflow in the supply chain and
the interdependence between and among them. It also provides the edge to distinguish the
different types of flows in the supply chain which are dependent (sequential), independent
(concurrent or parallel), interdependent (coupled), and conditional (contingent).
The DSM was formatted as a 250x250 matrix, where the 250 represents the number of
processes and information within the scope of the interdependency analysis.
The processes and information were listed in the first column (left to the matrix) and
numbered serially. The processes and information were ordered following the Plan, Source,
Make, Deliver, Transport, and Return. Each process and information was entered in a separate
row. The processes and information serial numbers were listed in the first row (above the matrix)
to identify the columns, where each column represents a process.
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The information and work flow between the processes was entered in the matrix. The
information and work flow between any two processes was entered as “1” in the intersection cell
of the two processes if there is a dependency and left empty if there is no dependency. The
completed matrix indicated the interdependency between the processes and the information in
the supply chain. An empty row indicates that this element does not receive any information
from other element, i.e. no dependency, and an empty column indicates that this element does
not give any information to any other element, i.e. no dependency. Also, the dependency
direction was taken into consideration, i.e. whether the dependency is forward or backward. As
stated earlier, forward dependency is encountered if the process is dependent on a process that
was already executed and backward dependency is encountered if the process is dependent on a
process that will be executed at a later stage. In the matrix, forward dependencies were
determined when the 1’s are below the diagonal and backward dependencies were determined
when the 1’s are below the diagonal.
The intensity of the interdependency between the different elements in the matrix was
analyzed by identifying the total number each element gives and receives from other elements in
the matrix. The summation of the 1’s in each column provided the total number of elements that
receives information from the element represented in this column. The summation of the 1’s in
each row provided the total number of elements that gives information to the element represented
in this row. Also, the intensity of interdependency took into consideration the dependency
direction, where the summations have been separated by forward and backward.
The intensity of interdependency was used to prioritize, i.e. sort, the elements defined in
the matrix based on their importance. For example, for a process, the highest number in the rows
indicates that this process receives information from a larger number of processes than any other
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process. The highest number in the columns indicates that this process gives information to a
larger number of processes than any other process in the matrix. The priority was given to the
process that gives information to the most processes in the matrix. A snapshot of the developed
DSM is shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49: A Snapshot of the Supply Chain DSM

4.5 Implementing the Supply Chain Map
The Supply Chain Map integrated all the views and models developed for the supply
chain at the four levels. In order to develop the map, each view was translated to a series of
questions. The answers of these questions are the knowledge captured and generated from each
view. The questions and answers from each view realized a multi-view of the supply chain. The
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questions and answers provide the required knowledge to comprehensively define any supply
chain within the scope of the developed supply chain views. However, the map can be extended
by developing a new supply chain view and then adding the knowledge captured from this view
in a similar way. A snapshot of the questions and the view or views that provide the answer is
shown in Table 7.

Table 7: A Snapshot of the Supply Chain Map Questions and the Corresponding Views
Supply Chain Map Questions
What are the materials for which the supply chain will be
defined?
Who are my Customers?
What are the outsourced materials?
Who are my Suppliers?
Who are my Carriers?
How many tiers will be included in the definition?
Who are my Customers’ Customers?
Who are my Suppliers’ Suppliers?
Who are my Supply Chain partners’ carriers?
What is the level of details at the Enterprise level?
What are my functional units?
What are my Supply Chain partners’ Functional units?
What are my Information Resources?
What are my Supply Chain partners’ Information
Resources?
What are the elements to be included in the SC definition?
What are My Supply Chain Processes at the high level?
What are Supply Chain Partners’ Processes at the high
level?
What are the Materials in the supply chain?
What are the materials structure and its production model?
What is the information related to this material?
What is the unique identifier of the material?
What are the incoming and outgoing materials?
What are the processes required to generate this material
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Answer from View or User
Material Structure

Example
My Product

SC Network or
Geographical map
Product Structure
SC Network or
Geographical map
SC Network or
Geographical map
User Defined
SC Network or Geographic
map
SC Network or Geographic
map
SC Network or Geographic
map
User Defined
Extended SC Network
Extended SC Network
Extended SC Network
Extended SC Network

Customer 1, 2, etc.

Extended SC Network, User
defined
Thread Diagram, IDEF3
Level 1
Thread Diagram, IDEF3
Level 1
Object Structure
Extended Product Structure
IDEF1
IDEF1
IDEF3 Material Flow
IDEF3 Material Flow

Objects

Part A, etc.
Supplier 1, 2, etc.
Carrier 1, 2, etc.
2 Tiers
Customer’s 1 Customer
Supplier’s 1 Supplier 1
Supplier Carrier 1
No Functional Units
My Factory
Warehouse, Factory
ERP, WMS
Supplier1_ERP

Plan, Source,
Plan, Source,
Orders, Quotes
Parts, Make-to-Order
Inventory Information
Material ID
Part A, My Product
Make

Supply Chain Map Questions
What are the transitions of the material?
What are the Objects in the supply chain?
What are the unique identifier of this object
What are the information related to this object
What are the incoming and outgoing objects?
What are the processes required to generate this object
What are the transitions of the Object?
What are the objects interdependencies?
What are the supply chain processes?
What is the processes name?
What are the processes inputs?
What are the processes output?
What are the resources required for the process?
How the processes are executed?
What are the processes interdependencies?
What is the preceding process or processes?
What is the following process or processes?
What is the trigger to start this process?
What are the alternative processes?
What are the Concurrent processes?
What are the sub-processes?
What other processes are triggered to start after this
process?
What is the information required to start this process?
What is the information produced from this process?
How many process give information to this process?
How many process receive information from this process?
What is the material status before this process?
What is the material status after this process?
What is the Object status before this process?
What is the Object status after this process?
What is the process performance attributes?
What are the process performance metrics?
What are the decisions related to this process?
What is the information required to execute this process?
What are the characteristics of this information?
Which information resource contains this information?
What is the location of this information resource?
Who is the owner of this information resource?
What is the characteristic of this information resource?
What other information reside in this information
resource?
What is the schema of this information resource?
How to access this information resource?
What are the current practices of this process?
What are the best practices to enhance this process?
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Answer from View or User
IDEF3 Material Flow
Object Structure
IDEF1
IDEF1
IDEF3 Object Flow
IDEF3 Object Flow
IDEF3 Object Flow
IDEF3 Object Flow, DSM
IDEF3 Level 2 & 3, SCOR
model
SCOR model, IDEF3
IDEF0
IDEF0
IDEF0, IDEF1, Extended
IDEF1
IDEF3 Process Flow
DSM
IDEF3 Process Flow
IDEF3 Process Flow
IDEF0, IDEF3 Process
Flow, DSM
IDEF3 Process Flow
IDEF3 Process Flow
IDEF0
DSM, IDEF3 Process Flow

Example
Raw Material
Orders, Quotes
Order ID, Quote ID
Order Quantity
Customer Order
Source
Processed Order
Quotes and Orders
M1, M1.1

IDEF1, DSM, IDEF0
IDEF1, DSM, IDEF0
DSM
DSM
IDEF3 Material Flow
IDEF3 Material Flow
IDEF3 Object Flow
IDEF3 Object Flow
SCOR model
SCOR model
IDEF0
IDEF0, IDEF1, DSM
IDEF1
Extended IDEF1
Extended IDEF1
Extended IDEF1
Extended IDEF1
Extended IDEF1

Order Quantity
Delivery time
13
20
WIP
Ready to ship
Incoming Order
Consolidated Order
Responsiveness
Lead Time
Production Schedule
Unutilized capacity
%
ERP system

Extended IDEF1
User Defined
User Defined
SCOR model

Relational Schema
SQL
Manual
Automate

Deliver
Raw material
Finished Product
Machine
Description
Process A & C
Process A
Process C
Order
Process D
Process G
Process B.1
Process C

Supplier 1
General
Capacity, Inventory

The questions and their corresponding answers were used to realize the Supply Chain
Map. The supply chain map was first developed from My Enterprise perspective then extended
to include the supply chain partners. A snapshot of the Supply Chain Map from My Enterprise
perspective is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50: A Snapshot of the Supply Chain Map from My Enterprise Perspective

The supply chain map extension with the supply chain partners is shown in Figure 51.
Because the complexity of the map increases significantly by considering the supply chain
partners, then it is extremely difficult for the user to interact with the map in the format shown in
Figure 50 or 51. For this concern, the map will be delivered to the user in a convenient and easy
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to use manner by digitizing the map. The map was digitized by encoding it using a standardized
ontology language.

Figure 51: A Snapshot of the Map from Supply Chain Perspective
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4.6 Implementing the Supply Chain Ontology
As mentioned earlier, the ontology was selected because it will provide the structure,
expressiveness, and the means to deliver the Supply Chain Map in a formal, shareable, efficient
and practical way that fits the Supply Chain dynamic, information intensive, geographically
dispersed, and heterogeneous environment. The ontology was developed in three steps. In the
first step the core ontology was developed. The core ontology is solely based on the SCOR
model. The Core ontology includes the SCOR model processes, the definition of each process,
the performance metrics of each process, and the best practices of each process. Since the core
ontology was based on the SCOR model processes, the core ontology is a process centric
ontology. A snapshot of the core ontology is shown in Figure 52.

Figure 52: A Snapshot of the Core Ontology
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The SCOR model was implemented in the core ontology by defining a process class. The
properties defined for the process class are the name of the process, the definition, the process
performance metrics, and best practices. The process-class includes six sub-classes where each
sub-class represents a SCOR process category. The six sub-classes are plan, source, make,
deliver, return, and enable. For each sub-class, other sub-sub-classes were defined which
represents the sub-processes of each of the six processes and correspond to the SCOR processes
at level 2, e.g. make-to-order process. For each sub-sub-class, other sub-classes were defined
which represent their sub-processes and correspond to the third and last level of the SCOR
model. The properties defined at the highest class levels, i.e. process class, are inherited by all
the sub-classes defined. The values of the properties, i.e. ontological instances, are populated
using the knowledge captured from the SCOR model. It is worth noting that the core ontology
was implemented in a way that will enable editing the core ontology as per any changes in the
SCOR model’s future releases.
In the second step, the middle ontology was developed. The middle ontology represents
the supply chain map in an explicit and formal way. The middle ontology concepts include
supply chain partners, functional units, information, objects, materials, information resources,
new processes such as transport processes, process flow, materials and objects flows,
interdependencies, and interactions. The supply chain definition framework shown in Figure 28
was implemented in the middle ontology. The ontology was built by defining classes, subclasses, properties, and instances that represents the supply chain level, the Enterprise level, the
elements level, and the interaction level. For the supply chain level, a class called “My Supply
Chains” was defined where this class includes all the properties required to define the supply
chain at this level. These properties include has_customers, has_carriers, has_suppliers,
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has_incoming material, has_outgoing_materials, etc. The values of these properties render the
definition at the supply chain level. The “My Supply Chain” class has sub-classes, which are My
Enterprise, My Carriers, My Suppliers, and My Customers. For each sub-class further subclasses such as “My Suppliers” class has “My Suppliers Suppliers” and “My Suppliers Carriers”
sub-classes were defined. Moreover, the “My Suppliers Suppliers” class has “My Suppliers
Suppliers Carriers” sub-class. All the sub-classes inherited the same properties as their metaclass, i.e. “My Supply Chains” class. Also, other properties have been added for the sub-classes
to render the definition at the Enterprise level such as has_functional_units, has_processes,
has_information_resources, etc.
As mentioned earlier, at the Enterprise level, the supply chain can be also defined at the
functional unit level of each supply chain partner. For this reason, a class representing the
Functional Units was defined. The “Functional Units” class includes all the properties required to
define the functional units, including has_name, has_location, belongs_to_ partner,
has_incoming_material, etc. The values of the properties render the definition at the Functional
Units level. The “Functional Units” class has subclasses which represents the owner of the
functional unit, e.g. My_Suppliers_Functional_units. Also, to provide the definition at the
Enterprise or functional unit level, classes that represent the different elements were defined.
Each of these classes has their own sub-classes, properties, and instances. However, the
properties that were important at this level were has_name, so that they can be defined for the
Enterprise or the functional unit. The Middle Ontology classes are shown in Figure 53 and their
sub-classes are shown in Figure 54 and 55.
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Figure 53: The Middle Ontology Classes
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Figure 54: The Middle Ontology Sub-Classes
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Figure 55: The Middle Ontology Sub-Classes (Continued)
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At the element level, classes representing each element were defined. The classes include
materials class, objects class, processes class, information resources class, etc. where each of
these classes has their own sub-classes, properties, and instances. The properties of the elements
classes are corresponding to the questions that realized the map which were the questions that the
different supply chain views provided at the element level. For example, the process class has a
property called has_name, where each sub-class and sub-sub-class inherited this property. Each
process ontological instance will contain a value for the has_name property, e.g. Make. As
mentioned earlier, the elements interact horizontally and vertically. For this reason, the
ontological instances of the elements properties were constructed in several steps. First, all the
elements properties were instanced for a single supply chain partner. Second, the interactions
between the elements were defined by instantiating the properties representing the interactions
which realized the vertical interaction. For example, the process class has a property called
interdependency, where each sub-class and sub-sub-class inherited this property. Each process
ontological instance will contain a value for the interdependency attribute, if it is interdependent
with other elements. The values that populated the interdependency attributes were extracted
from the interdependency view generated from the DSM. Third, each element instance was
duplicated nine times, where each duplicate will represent a supply chain partner category, i.e.
Supplier, Carrier, etc. Fourth, the original instance was customized and designated as My
“element’s instance value”, e.g. the Make was designated as My Make. Fifth, each of the nine
duplicates was designated to represent a supply chain partner category. Each of the nine
instances duplicated and designated for each supply chain partner holds the same vertical
interaction between the elements of the original elements. Sixth, the interaction between the
different supply chain partners’ elements were defined by instancing the properties representing
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the interactions between them which realized the horizontal interaction. In this way, any supply
chain can be defined by reusing the predefined generic elements through duplicating,
designating, and customizing these elements for the specific supply chain defined. A snapshot of
the middle ontology is shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56: A Snapshot of the Middle Ontology

As shown the complexity of the relationships in the middle ontology is much greater than
that of the core ontology. However, one of the great advantages of using ontology is its ability to
capture these relationships. The middle ontology was built over the core ontology and the core
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ontology is a process centric ontology. For this reason, all the middle ontology concepts were
constructed relative to the processes. However, since the processes are at the element level, the
integration was done with the concepts at the element level. For example, the material flow was
encoded in the middle ontology with respect to each process, by identifying the material state
before and after the process. If a process did not change the material state, the material before
and after the process will be the same. A snapshot of the process element user interface is shown
in Figure 57.

Figure 57: A Snapshot of the Process Element User Interface
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The final step is the construction of the dynamic ontology. The dynamic ontology is an
ontological layer that will enable the user to define any supply chain at the four levels. Before the
user interacts with the dynamic ontology, he/she will use the geographical map to define the
supply chain in terms of (1) identifying My Enterprise and My supply chain partners and (2)
selecting the processes carried out by My Enterprise and My supply chain partners from a list.
The processes list includes the processes defined in the IDEF3 level 2, e.g. Make-to-Order,
Transport Stocked Product, etc. The thread diagram will be automatically generated from the
geographical map. The thread diagram will contain the processes and their flows across the
supply chain. The user will use the information in the thread diagram that partially defines the
supply chain at high level to interact with the dynamic ontology and provide the comprehensive
supply chain definition. As mentioned earlier, there are two intended uses of the dynamic
ontology: (1) to define the supply chain based on the predefined elements in the middle ontology
and (2) to define an information resource.
Defining the supply chain was done by reusing the predefined generic elements in the
middle ontology and duplicating, designating, and customizing these elements for the specific
supply chain partners, then dropping the finished elements to the dynamic ontology. For
example, a supply chain consists of three suppliers and two customers can be defined by
duplicating the predefined generic elements of the supplier three times, and designating each
duplicate by the supplier name. Also, duplicating the predefined generic elements of the
customer two times, and designating each duplicate by the customer name. This way the supply
chain was defined at all the levels, however, the duplicates will be dragged from the middle
ontology and dropped in the dynamic ontology.
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Defining the information resource was done by establishing a connection between the
ontology and the information resource to be defined. Then, the schema of the information
resource was extracted and imported to the dynamic ontology. The user will then map the
schema to the ontology to finalize the definition of the information resource. In this research only
the relational schema and XML schemas can be extracted. For a relational schema, each table is
extracted as a class, each field is extracted as a property of that class, and each relationship
becomes instance pointer. For example a simple database with two tables is shown in Figure 58.
The database was defined as a data source in the windows ODBC. The connection was
established by entering the data source name. After connecting to the database, the database
schema was displayed. The two tables in the database are the orders table and the products table,
and the fields in each table are also displayed. This way the information resides in the database
resource is identified.
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Figure 58: An Example of Defining Relational Schemas

In this chapter, we have shown how a supply chain comprehensive definition can be
realized in a semi-automated way using the ontology. The methodology in this research provides
an approach that enables the Supply Chain community to define any Supply Chain in a
comprehensive, automated, customizable, extensible, and scalable manner. A case study will be
presented in the next chapter to show the methodology in action and to benchmark the
methodology proposed with the Supply Chain Council methodology, the SCOR model.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CASE STUDY
The objectives of this chapter are two folds. The first objective is to describe the
proposed methodology within the context of a case study. The second objective is to compare
the resulting supply chain definition from the proposed methodology to the definition obtained
from the current industry standard modeling methodology, namely, the SCOR model.
The case study will define the supply chain of My Product, which is manufactured in My
Enterprise. The supply chain of this product will be defined from the perspective of My
Enterprise, and will include suppliers, customers, carriers, suppliers’ suppliers, and customers’
customers. The supply chain will be defined using the SCOR model then using the ontologybased methodology and tools developed in this research.

5.1 An Abstract Definition of the Supply Chain
My Enterprise is a manufacturing enterprise that produces several products. This case
study will include one of these products, which is My Product. My Enterprise has two functional
units, a warehouse and a production facility. The warehouse handles all incoming materials as
well as outgoing materials. The production facility handles all the production of My Product.
Also, there is a storage unit in the production facility to temporarily store incoming or outgoing
materials to support the daily production requirements. My Product is a make-to-order product,
which consists of four subassemblies. The four subassemblies are designated as Part A, B, C, &
D.
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Part A is assembled-to-order in My Production Facility from two parts, Part A1 and Part
A2. Part A1 is made-to-order in My Production Facility, and is produced from Raw Material
A11 (RM_A11). Raw Material A11 is outsourced to Supplier A11 (Sup_A11). Raw Material
A11 is made-to-stock at Supplier A11 Facility and is produced from Raw Material A111
(RM_A111). Supplier A11 outsources Raw Material A111 from his/her Supplier
(SupSup_A111). Supplier’s A11 Supplier assigns a carrier (SupSupCarrier_A111) to transport
the Raw Material A111 to Supplier A11. Supplier A11 assigns a carrier (SupCarrier_A11) to
transport Raw Material A11 to My Enterprise, specifically, to My Warehouse. Part A2 (Part_A2)
is outsourced to Supplier A2 (Sup_A2). The part has a very stable demand and is always in
stock. Supplier A2 assigns a carrier (SupCarrier_A2) to transport Part A2 to My Warehouse. Part
B (Part_B) is a make-to-order from Raw Material B1. Raw Material B1 (RM_B1) is outsourced
to Supplier B1 (Sup_B1). Raw Material B1 is made-to-order from Raw Material B11 (RM_B11).
Supplier B1 outsources Raw Material B11 to a Supplier (SupSup_B11). This Supplier’s
Supplier has Raw Material B11 in stock. Supplier’s B1 Supplier assigns a carrier (SupSupCarrier
_B11) to transport Raw Material B11 to Supplier B1. Supplier B1 assigns a carrier
(SupCarrier_B1) to transport Raw Material B1 to My Enterprise, specifically, to My Warehouse.
Part C (Part_C) is outsourced to Supplier C (Sup_C). Supplier C makes Part C to stock and
assigns a carrier (SupCarrier_C) to transport Part C to My Warehouse. Finally, Part D (Part_D) is
outsourced to Supplier D (Sup_D). Supplier D makes Part D to order and assigns a carrier
(SupCarrier _D) to transport Part D to My Warehouse.
My Product has two customer groups. The first group includes the end users
(End_Customer) of the product; the end users order the product directly from My Enterprise. The
second customer group includes the manufacturing enterprises (Customer) that sources My
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Product and uses it as a subassembly to produce another product. The second customer group
produces Product X to order, and sells it to their customers which are end users (CusCus_X). My
Enterprise assigns a carrier (My_Carrier) to transport My Product to customers, either End
Customer or Customer. The Customer assigns a carrier (CusCarrier_X) to transport Product X to
their customers.
This verbal definition is the first step to define any supply chain either using the SCOR
model methodology or the methodology developed in this research. In the following sections, the
supply chain for this problem will be defined using the SCOR model and the proposed
methodology and the resulting supply chain models will be compared to demonstrate the
contributions of this research..

5.2 Defining the Supply Chain using the SCOR Model
The supply chain partners, their products, and their processes based on the SCOR model
are shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Supply Chain Partners, Products, and their Processes:
Name

Role w.r.t My
Enterprise

Product

Product Type

My Enterprise

The Focus

My Product

To-Order

Sup_A11

Supplier

RM A11

To-Stock

Sup_A2
SupSup_A111

Supplier
Supplier’s Supplier

Part A2
RM A111

To-Stock
To-Stock

Sup_B1

Supplier

RM B1

To-Order

SupSup_B11

Supplier’s Supplier

RM B11

To-Stock
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SCOR Processes
Plan, Source, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable
Plan, Source, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable
Plan, Deliver, Return, Enable
Plan, Make, Deliver, Return
Plan, Source, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable
Plan, Deliver, Return, Enable

Name

Role w.r.t My
Enterprise

Product

Product Type

Sup_C

Supplier

Part C

To-Stock

Sup_D

Supplier

Part D

To-Order

End_Customer

Customer

-

To-Order

Customer

Customer

Product X

CusCus_X

Customer’s Customer

-

Carriers

Carrier

To-Order

SCOR Processes
Plan, Make, Deliver, Return,
Enable
Plan, Make, Deliver, Return,
Enable
Plan, Source, Return, Enable
Plan, Source, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable
Plan, Source, Return, Enable
No Carrier specific Processes
defined in the SCOR model

The last column of the Table 1shows the SCOR model processes that will be used to
define the supply chain. As mentioned earlier, the plan processes include P1 (Plan Supply
Chain), P2 (Plan Source), P3 (Plan Make), P4 (Plan Deliver), and P5 (Plan Return). The enable
processes include EP (Enable Plan), ES (Enable Source), EM (Enable Make), ED (Enable
Deliver), and ER (Enable Return). The execution processes include S (Source), M (Make), D
(Deliver), and R (Return). The execution processes shown above are further categorized
according to the product type of each supply chain partner. For example, My Enterprise is
sourcing a stocked product from suppliers A11, A2, and C and sourcing a make-to-order product
from suppliers B1 and C. Using SCOR terminology, My Enterprise processes will include S1
(Source Stocked Product) and S2 (Source Make-to-Order Product). Also, My Enterprise is
producing My Product which is a make-to-order product; thus, My Enterprise processes will
include M2 (Make-to-Order Product). Finally, My Enterprise is delivering a make-to-order to its
customers, and My Enterprise processes will include D2 (Deliver a Make-to-Order Product).
Each supply chain partner execution processes will be identified in a similar fashion..
The execution processes conveys the product type by using the letter that designates the
processes, e.g. S for Source, followed by a 1, 2, or 3 which represent a stocked product, a maketo-order, or an engineer-to-order respectively. But not all the processes have to be defined. In
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other words, each supply chain partner will handle specific processes which are triggered by the
supply chain partners’ roles and the scope of the supply chain definition. For example, Supplier
A2 handles the processes Plan, Deliver, Return, and Enable and the supplier product is Part A2
which is a stocked product. Thus, the processes of this supplier are P1, P4, P5, D1, EP, ED, and
ER only, which are plan supply chain, plan deliver, plan return, deliver a stocked product, enable
plan, enable deliver, and enable return respectively. However, the SCOR model does not provide
any processes to define the roles of the carriers and transporter, which requires a set of
transportation processes. The supply chain partners, their products, and their SCOR level 2
processes are shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Supply Chain Partners, Products, and their Level 2 Processes:
Name

Role

Product

My Enterprise

The Focus

My Product

Sup_A11

Supplier

RM A11

Sup_A2

Supplier

Part A2

SupSup_A111

Supplier’s Supplier

RM A111

Sup_B1

Supplier

RM B1

SupSup_B11

Supplier’s Supplier

RM B11

Sup_C

Supplier

Part C

Sup_D

Supplier

Part D

End_Customer

Customer

-

Customer

Customer

Product X

CusCus_X

Customer’s Customer

-

Carriers

Carrier
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SCOR Level 2 Processes
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES, EM, ED,
S1, S2, M2, and D2
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES, EM, ED,
S1, M1, and D1
P1, P4, EP, ED, and D1
P1, P3, P4, EP, EM, ED, M1, and
D1
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES, EM, ED,
S1, M2, and D2
P1, P4, EP, ED, and D1
P1, P3, P4, EP, EM, ED, M1, and
D1
P1, P3, P4, EP, EM, ED, M2, and
D2
P1, P2, EP, ES, and S2
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES, EM, ED,
S2, M2, and D2
P1, P2, EP, ES, and S2
No Carrier specific Processes
defined in the SCOR model

As mentioned earlier, the SCOR model is delivered to the user in the form of a document.
The document provide the supply chain processes at level 2 and level 3 processes, where level 3
processes are the decomposition of each level 2 process. Each process in the document is
described in a separate page. The description includes the name of the process, a definition, its
performance metrics, its best practices, the process inputs, and the process outputs. For example,
level 2 process S1 (Source Stocked Product) is described in a separate page in the SCOR model
document followed by a block diagram which includes the sub processes of S1, as shown in
Figure 59. Then each sub process of S1 is described separately as Figure 60 shows the
description of S1.3 (Verify Product). The document does not provide any further guidance to
define the supply chain. However, there is supplementary document that includes an overview of
the SCOR model. This supplementary document provides a brief description of using the SCOR
model processes to define the supply chain. At this point the SCOR model contribution to the
supply chain definition ends. As discussed in earlier chapters, much important information that is
critical for the comprehensive definition of the supply chain is not included when using the
SCOR model. In the next section, the same supply chain will be defined using the methodology
and the tools developed in this research.
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Figure 59: Source Stocked Product Process Sub-Processes
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Figure 60: Description of the Verify Product Level 3 SCOR Model Process

5.3 Defining the Supply Chain using the Proposed Methodology and Tools
As mentioned earlier, the proposed methodology defines the supply chain at four
different levels to render a comprehensive definition. The levels are the Supply Chain level, the
Enterprise level, the enterprise Elements level, and the Interaction level. The methodology was
implemented and encoded in a computer based tool and an ontology that supports the four levels
of the definition. It includes generic components that the users can reuse and customize to define
the supply chain. It also contains sets of templates and automated procedures to facilitate the
definition process. Finally, it provides the users with adequate guidance and support during the
definition process.
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The supply chain described in Section 5.1 will be defined using the developed
methodology and tools. As discussed earlier, the SCOR model was used as the core of the
proposed methodology and the tools. This will provide a partial definition at the supply chain
level. However, since the SCOR model does not include a Transportation process, in this
research the carrier processes were captured through the added transportation processes. Thus,
the supply chain processes are Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, Transport, and Return. The supply
chain partners, their outgoing materials, the processes according to the SCOR model, and the
transport processes are shown in Table 10.

Table 10: The Supply Chain Partners, their Outgoing Materials, and their Processes
Name

Role w.r.t My
Enterprise

Outgoing
Materials

Product
Type

Supply Chain
Processes

Expanded Supply
Chain Processes
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES,
EM, ED, S1, S2, M2,
and D2
P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES,
EM, ED, S1, M1, and
D1

My Enterprise

The Focus

My
Product

To-Order

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver, Return, Enable

Sup_A11

Supplier

RM A11

To-Stock

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver, Return, Enable

SupCarrier _A11

Supplier’s
Carrier

RM A11

To-Stock

Transport

P6, ET, T1

Sup_A2

Supplier

Part A2

To-Stock

Plan, Deliver, Return,
Enable

P1, P4, EP, ED, and D1

SupCarrier_A2
SupSup_A111
SupSupCarrier_A111
Sup_B1

Supplier’s
Carrier
Supplier’s
Supplier
Supplier’s
Supplier Carrier

Part A2

To-Stock

Transport

P6, ET, T1

RM A111

To-Stock

Plan, Make, Deliver,
Return

P1, P3, P4, EP, EM,
ED, M1, and D1

RM A111

To-Stock

Transport

P6, ET, T1

Supplier

RM B1

To-Order

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver, Return, Enable

P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES,
EM, ED, S1, M2, and
D2

Supplier’s
Carrier
Supplier’s
Supplier
Supplier’s
Supplier Carrier

RM B1

To-Order

Transport

P6, ET, T2

RM B11

To-Stock

Plan, Deliver, Return,
Enable

P1, P4, EP, ED, and D1

RM B11

RM B11

Transport

P6, ET, T1

Sup_C

Supplier

Part C

To-Stock

SupCarrier _C

Supplier’s

Part C

Part C

Plan, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable
Transport

P1, P3, P4, EP, EM,
ED, M1, and D1
P6, ET, T1

SupCarrier _B1
SupSup_B11
SupSupCarrier _B11
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Role w.r.t My
Enterprise
Carrier

Outgoing
Materials

Sup_D

Supplier

Part D

To-Order

Plan, Make, Deliver,
Return, Enable

P1, P3, P4, EP, EM,
ED, M2, and D2

SupCarrier _D

Supplier’s
Carrier

Part D

To-Order

Transport

P6, ET, T2

End_Customer

Customer

-

To-Order

Plan, Source, Return,
Enable

P1, P2, EP, ES, and S2

Customer

Customer

Product X

Plan, Source, Make,
Deliver, Return, Enable

P1, P2, P3, P4, EP, ES,
EM, ED, S2, M2, and
D2

My Enterprise
Carrier
Customer’s
Customer
Customer
Carrier

My
Product

To-Order

Transport

P6, ET, T2

-

To-Order

Plan, Source, Return,
Enable

P1, P2, EP, ES, and S2

Product X

To-Order

Transport

P6, ET, T2

Name

My Carrier
CusCus_X
CusCarrier _X

Product
Type

Supply Chain
Processes

Expanded Supply
Chain Processes

Table 10 represents the first step in the definition at the supply chain level. The
information included in the table was used to build the supply chain geographical map shown in
Figure 60. The graphical user interface used to build the map was shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 61: My Enterprise Supply Chain Geographical Map

The definition at the supply chain level provides the basis to define the supply chain at
the enterprise level. At the enterprise level the elements in each enterprise are identified, i.e.
processes, materials, objects, information, information resources, etc. First, the process element
of each supply chain partner is identified as shown in Table 10. Also, the processes and their
flows are represented by a thread diagram at a high level, as shown in Figure 62. The thread
diagram is automatically generated from the geographical map. The thread diagram displays the
supply chain processes based on SCOR model level 2 in addition to the transportation processes,
which captures the carriers’ processes and the physical movement of materials between supply
chain partners.
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Figure 62: My Enterprise Supply Chain Thread diagram
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After identifying the processes of each enterprise in the supply chain, the other elements
will be identified at high level. The elements of each enterprise are shown in Table 11. The
elements identified for each supply chain partner include the functional units, the information
resources, the incoming and outgoing materials, and the incoming and outgoing objects. For
example, My Enterprise has two functional units, a production facility and a warehouse. It has
four information resources including an ERP system, OMS, WMS, and CRM. My Enterprise
incoming materials are RM A11, Part A2, RM B1, Part C, and Part D. My Enterprise outgoing
material is My Product. My Enterprise Objects include Incoming and Outgoing Objects of the
following types: Inquiries, Quotes, Orders, Invoices, Payments, Procurement signals,
Replenishment signal, Product Pull Signal, and Material Status Signal, and Object Status Signal.
The table also shows the number of each supply chain partner type, i.e. the number of customers,
suppliers, and carriers. This number indicates the number and types of interactions between My
Enterprise and other supply chain partners. For example, My Enterprise has two customers
which indicates that my outgoing material (My Product) will be delivered and transported to two
customers. Similarly, it will indicate that the incoming inquiries will be coming from two
different supply chain partners. The elements identified for the other enterprises in this supply
chain are identified in a similar way to the example described above for My Enterprise.
The geographic map in Figure 61, the thread diagram in Figure 62 and the enterprises
elements in Table 11 will be used as the basis to populate the Supply Chain Ontology, in
particular, the dynamic Ontology to complete the task of defining the supply chain.
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Table 11: My Enterprise Supply Chain Elements

Sup_A2

1

SupCarrier_A2

1

SupSup_A111

1

SupSupCarrier
_A111

1

Sup_B1

1

SupCarrier
_B1

1

SupSup_B11

1

1

1

1

1

Warehouse
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs
Production
Facility
Local/Sort
Facility
Production
Facility
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs
Warehouse

My
Product

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

RM
A11

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

TMS

RM
A11

RM
A11

In

Out

In

Out

In

In
Out

In
Out

WMS

-

Part A2

In

Out

In
Out

Out

In

In
Out

In
Out

TMS

Part A2

Part A2

In

Out

In

Out

In

In
Out

In
Out

ERP

-

In

Out

In
Out

Out

In

In

Out

In

Out

In

RM B1

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out
In
Out
In
Out

In
Out
In
Out
In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

Information
Resources
ERP
OMS
WMS
CRM
ERP

TMS
DB

RM
A111
RM
B11

Outgoing
Material

RM
A11
Part A2
RM B1
Part C
Part D
RM
A111

Incoming
Material

Object Status
Signal

1

Material
Status Signal

SupCarrier
_A11

Production
Facility
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs

Product Pull
Signal

1

Replenishment
Signal

1

Procurement
Signal

1

Payments

Sup_A11

Invoices

1

Orders

5

Quotes

2

My
Production
Facility
My
Warehouse

Objects

Inquiries

My Enterprise

Functional Units

Carriers

Suppliers

Customers

Name

Materials

RM
A111
RM
A111

TMS

RM B1

RM B1

In

Out

In

Out

In

WMS

-

RM
B11

In

Out

In

Out

In
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In

In

In

In

In

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In

In

1

SupCarrier _D

1

End_Customer
1

My_Carrier

1

CusCus_X

1

1
1

Production
Facility
Warehouse
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs
Production
Facility
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs

In

Out

In

Out

In

ERP

-

Part C

In

Out

In
Out

Out

In

TMS

Part C

Part C

In

Out

In

Out

In

DB

-

Part D

In

Out

In
Out

Out

In

TMS

Part D

Part D

In

Out

In

Out

In

My
Product

-

Out

In

Out

In

Out

Out

Out

ERP
OMS
WMS

My
Product

Product
X

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

TMS

My
Product

My
Product

In

Out

In

Out

In

ERP

Product
X

-

Out

In

Out

In

Out

TMS

Product
X

Product
X

In

Out

In

Out

In
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In

In

Out

In

In

Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

In
Out

Product Pull
Signal

Replenishment
Signal

Procurement
Signal

Outgoing
Material
RM
B11

Residential
1

Incoming
Material

Information
Resources

Functional Units

Carriers

1

Customer

CusCarrier _X

1

RM
B11

Object Status
Signal

Sup_D

TMS

Material
Status Signal

1

Payments

SupCarrier _C

1

Invoices

1

Orders

Sup_C

Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs
Production
Facility
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs
Production
Facility
Warehouse
Local/Sort
Facility
Hubs

Quotes

1

Objects

Inquiries

SupSupCarrier
_B11

Suppliers

Customers

Name

Materials

In

In

Out

As discussed earlier, the supply chain will be defined using the ontology. The definition
will be provided by reusing the predefined generic elements in the middle ontology to define the
supply chain through duplicating, designating, and customizing these elements for the specific
supply chain partners and then dropping the finished elements to the dynamic ontology. The
steps followed to populate the dynamic ontology are as follows:
First, the supply chain materials are defined in the ontology. This has been done by
reusing the generic instance “Sup_Material”, “SupSup_Material”, and “Cus_Material”, in
addition to the materials that are produced in My Enterprise. Then assigning a name for each
material instance, the name should convey the type of each material including My Product, Part,
and Raw Material and the source of the material including My, Sup, SupSup, and Cus. A
snapshot of the ontological instances of the materials is shown in figure 63.

Figure 63: Supply Chain Materials
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The Supply Chain Partners are defined by reusing the generic instances representing
supply chain partners including My Enterprise, Suppliers, Customers, Carriers, etc. Then, a name
for each instance to convey the specific supply chain partner it represents is assigned. The name
should convey the type of partner and the outgoing material. A snapshot of the ontological
instances of the Supply Chain partners is shown in Figure 64.

Figure 64: Supply Chain Partners

The interaction between the supply chain partners are identified by selecting the
suppliers, customers, and carriers for each partner. The elements are identified by reusing and
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customizing the predefined ontological instances to populate the templates that represent the
different supply chain partners; there is a template for each supply chain partner defined. A
snapshot of the populated template of My Enterprise is shown in Figure 65.

Figure 65: My Enterprise Partners and Elements Customized Template

As shown above, the template includes general information about the supply chain
partner including name, location, contact, and the supply chain in which the partner exists. The
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supply chain partners are selected from the predefined list of the supply chain partners and
inserted in the category that represent their role with respect to the partner under consideration,
e.g. My Enterprise has suppliers: Sup A11, Sup A2, Sup C, Sup D, etc., has customers: End
Customer, Customer, and has carriers: My Carrier. The rest of the information in the template
represents the elements of My Enterprise. The Incoming Materials include Part A2, Part C, Part
D, etc. The Outgoing Materials include My Product, Part A, Part A1, and Part B. The materials
are selected from the materials predefined list. The objects (Incoming and outgoing) are defined
generically to represent the objects of any supply chain partner. The incoming and outgoing
objects are inserted in the template by selecting and customizing the required objects from the
predefined lists of generic objects, as shown in Figure 66. The Incoming Objects include all the
incoming objects to My Enterprise either from upstream or downstream including Incoming
Orders from Customers, Incoming Inquiries from Customers, Incoming Quotes from Suppliers
etc. The Outgoing Objects include all the outgoing objects from My Enterprise either to
upstream or downstream including Outgoing Purchase Orders to Suppliers, Outgoing Quotes to
Customers, etc.
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Figure 66: Supply Chain Objects Instances

The Processes are categorized in the supply chain partners’ templates as: Processes, Input
from Processes, and Output to Processes. The processes are selected from the predefined generic
ontological instances representing the processes, as shown in Figure 67. Recall that the
processes are defined generically to represent any supply chain partner, e.g. My_Processes,
Sup_Processes, etc. The processes for this specific supply chain have been identified from the
geographical map and the thread diagram. My Enterprise Processes include MyP1 (Plan Supply
Chain), MyS1 (Source Stocked Product), etc. My Enterprise processes receive input from other
supply chain partners’ processes including SupCarrierT1 (Transport Stocked Product), SupD1
(Deliver Stocked Product), etc. My Enterprise Processes has output to other supply chain
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partners’ processes including MyCarrierT2 (Transport Make-to-Order Product), CusS2 (Source
Make-to-Order Product), etc.

Figure 67: Supply Chain Processes Instances
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The Information resources of each supply chain partner are identified, defined, and
assigned a name that conveys the type of the information resource and its owner, as shown in
Figure 68. For example, My Enterprise has four information resources My OMS (Order
Management System), My ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), etc.

Figure 68: Supply Chain Information Resources
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The information resources identified will be defined and customized using the
information resources template. An example of a customized information resource template for
My ERP system is shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69: My ERP Customized Template

As shown above, the template includes all the necessary information about an
information resource. The template includes the name, location, and owner within the supply
chain. It includes schema information, access information, and the output format. It also includes
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the information input, contents, and output. Finally, it includes the relationships and interactions
between other information resources. The schema of each information resource is defined in a
similar way as the example discussed in Figure 58. The information resource schema is
identified by establishing a connection between the ontology and the information resource. After
establishing the connection, the schema of the information resource is extracted and imported to
the ontology.
In My Enterprise template, the information input and output are selected from the
predefined list of information and inserted and customized in the template, as shown in Figure
70. My Enterprise Information Input includes Customer Inventory, Customer Procurement
Signal, etc. and Information Output includes My Product Availability, My Supply Chain Plans,
My Product Delivery Dates, etc.
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Figure 70: Supply Chain Information Instances

Each instance selected or defined in the supply chain partners’ templates shown in Figure
65 has its own template, where the user can browse and switch from template to template. For
example, My Product customized template is shown in Figure 71 and the Incoming Orders from
Customers template is shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 71: My Product Customized Template

As shown above, the material templates include general information about the materials
including name, type, production model, and whether it is ingoing or outgoing material. The
template displays the master part of the material (is part of), the material parts (has parts),
subassemblies, or raw material, and the related objects. The template also displays the supplier,
the carrier, and the customers of the material. Also the template displays the relationship between
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the material and the processes. For example My Product will be an input to CusS2 (Source
Make-to-Order Product) process and MyCarrierT2 (Transport Make-to-Order Product) and will
be output from MyM2 (Make-to-Order Product), etc. Finally, the template displays the material
related information.

Figure 72: Incoming Orders from Customers Customized Template
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As shown in Figure 72, the objects template information include object name, related to
which specific material, type of the object, the source of the object, the destination of the object,
a brief description, the information contents, and the information required to process the object.
The template includes the relationships and interactions between the object and other materials
or objects. It also includes the relationship between the object and the supply chain processes.
The processes template includes all the information necessary about the processes. For
example, process MyP1 (Plan Supply Chain) customized process template is shown in Figure 73.
The information include the process name, description, type, interdependency, input and output
from supply chain partners, information input and output, performance measures, and best
practices. It also includes the control, mechanisms, relationships with other processes, and the
interactions with objects and materials. Finally, it includes the sub processes, which will be used
to browse to another level of details. For example, sub process MyP1.1 (Identify Supply Chain
Requirements) customized process template is shown in Figure 74.
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Figure 73: MyP1 (Plan Supply Chain) Customized Process Template
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Figure 74: MyP1.1 (Identify Supply Chain Requirements) Customized Process Template

Other templates include information template, schema template, mechanisms and
controls template, performance metrics template, best practices template, and decisions template.
These templates are customized for the supply chain partners similarly to the templates
discussed.
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As shown, the Supply Chain was defined comprehensively in an easy and convenient
way using the methodology and the tools developed in this research, by reusing the generic
ontological instances and customizing them for each supply chain partner and defining new
instances using automated procedures. The templates were then populated using the customized
and the newly defined instances. The different customized templates provide the comprehensive
definition of the supply chain under study. The user can browse through the templates to extract
or track specific knowledge about the supply chain defined. The ontology can be shared easily by
installing it on a web server and assigning a web address to the ontology, then accessing the
ontology using any web browser. The ontology can be shared either within the enterprise or with
the other supply chain partners. Also, any changes in the supply chain can be implemented easily
in the ontology. For example, assume that My Enterprise decided to include another supplier. In
this case, the user will interact with the ontology to define a new supplier, assign a name to the
supplier that conveys the role and material outsourced to supplier, select the processes of the
supplier, define the supplier’s information resources, assign names for the information resources,
extract the schemas of the information resources, and finally map the schema to the ontology.

The differences between the supply chain definition using the SCOR model versus using
the ontology-based methodology and tools are highlighted below:
(1) The methodology developed in this research conveys an intense and a comprehensive
definition for the supply chain, that was not possible using the SCOR model,
(2) The proposed methodology and tools are highly usable and easy to use.
(3) The proposed methodology and tools support the user while defining the supply
chain. On the other hand, the SCOR model does not provide any support.
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(4) The proposed methodology and tools framework can be easily extended to include
new elements, such as human resources and their responsibilities in the supply chain, other level
of details, etc. In the contrary, this would be very difficult, if at all possible, using the SCOR
model.
(5) The proposed methodology and tools provide a high level of automation to define the
supply chain. In the Contrary, the SCOR model does not provide any automation.
(6) The proposed methodology and tools reduces the time and effort required to define
the supply chain, and at the same time, it provides a comprehensive definition. The SCOR model
requires extensive time and effort to define the supply chain, and the resulting definition is not
comprehensive.
(7) The definition provided by the proposed methodology and tools can be easily redefined to adapt to any changes that may occur due to the dynamic nature of the supply chain.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research proposed a new methodology to define the supply chain in a
comprehensive manner. The methodology has been developed and implemented in a computer
based tool. The tool is ontology based and has been encoded using OWL. This chapter provides a
summary of contributions, draws conclusions, and offers areas for future research.

6.1 Research Contributions
The past research conducted in the area of supply chain definition is limited. The SCOR
model is the only widely accepted framework and methodology to define the supply chain and
the supply chain communities, academicians and practitioners worldwide are defining their
supply chains using the SCOR model. Even though, there is much research in their literature that
has cited the SCOR model, there is no research that studied or questioned the SCOR model
structure and its adequacy to define a supply chain.
As discussed, the SCOR model is an ad hoc BPR model, as evidenced by its structure that
does not follow any of the standardized or well structured modeling techniques such as the IDEF
modeling techniques. The SCOR model defines the supply chain in terms of three elements,
which are the processes, performance metrics, and best practices. It is believed that, it is not
adequate to define the supply chain in terms of these three elements only.
The proposed research was directed towards enhancing the SCOR model structure and
improving its adequacy to make it viable for defining today’s supply chains comprehensively.
The comprehensiveness of the supply chain definition was achieved by defining additional
elements to the three elements of the SCOR model. These elements include materials, objects,
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information, information resources, and decisions, as well as their flows, interdependencies, and
interactions. A well structured definition has been accomplished by developing a framework to
define the supply chain. The framework defines the supply chain at four levels which are, the
supply chain level, the enterprise level, the elements level, and the interaction level. At the
Supply Chain level, the various enterprises constitute the supply chain were defined. At the
enterprise level, the enterprise elements were defined. At the enterprises’ elements level, each
element in the enterprise was explicitly defined. At the interaction level, the flows,
interdependence, and interactions that exist between and within the other three levels were
identified and defined. In this research, several modeling techniques have been utilized to define
the four levels through generating several views and models based on the SCOR model. The
views and models were transformed to series of questions and answers, where the questions
correspond to what a view provides and the answers are the knowledge captured and generated
from the view. The questions and answers were combined in the form of a supply chain map,
which contains the four levels of the supply chain definition. The delivery of the map of the
supply chain to the supply chain community was one of the greatest challenges of this research.
The SCOR model is delivered to the supply chain community in a 300 page document. This
delivery means puts a tremendous burden on the user to use the model and to define the supply
chain. In this research, delivering a document that will contain knowledge that go beyond the
SCOR model knowledge was thought impractical and infeasible. For this reason, the most
convenient and practical way was to deliver the Supply Chain Map encoded in a computer based
tool. That was another challenge in this research. The tool should provide a series of features and
functionalities to render its practicality and feasibility in the supply chain in particular, the
supply chain dynamism, information and knowledge intensiveness, geographic dispersion, and
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heterogeneousness. Based on that, the tool should be comprehensive, generic, customizable,
automated, sharable, extensible, and scalable.
It was shown, that an ontology based tool will provide the expressiveness, means, and
semantics to enable these features and functionalities. Ontologies are capable to formally and
explicitly capture the supply chain definition levels knowledge in a comprehensive and generic
way. The Ontologies were developed of generic components, where users can reuse these
components and customize them to their specifics. Ontologies were designed to operate over the
internet which is an extremely dynamic environment; this unique feature guaranteed the success
of using the Ontologies in the supply chain in such a way that it can be easily shared, adapted,
and automated. The users are able to define and re-define their supply chain at the four different
levels in an easy and automated fashion. Also, Ontologies provided extensibility, where the users
can extend the ontology by defining more supply chain elements or views. Finally, it provided a
scalability feature, where a user can use it to define a large scale as well as small scale supply
chains. This research provided the supply chain community with an easy to use, yet
comprehensive, methodology embedded in an ontology-based tool that can be used to define any
supply chain at any level of details. Our hope is that the proposed methodology and the
ontology-based tool will gain acceptance within the supply chain community because the core is
based on the current and only universally accepted supply chain model and was encoded using
the current semantic web standards.
This research contributed to the body of knowledge by building the first comprehensive
supply chain ontology. The ontology was developed by utilizing and integrating (for the first
time) the existing shared concepts, current standards and technologies, and the evolution of
knowledge in the supply chain, depth and breadth. The ontology was developed using the SCOR
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model as a core, improved and expanded version of the SCOR model built over the core, coding
the ontology using OWL, and building the ontology in different layers. Also, the DSM has been
used for the first time in developing an Ontology. This contribution adds value to ontology
development methodology at the same time extends the applications of the DSM.

6.2 Conclusions
The SCOR model is a unique and excellent model that has been used successfully by
many worldwide corporations since its first release in the late 1990s. However, based on
practical deployment and industrial engineering critical analysis, we have discovered some
shortcomings in the application of the SCOR model, in particular to define the supply chain. The
current SCOR is an ad hoc model which is not adequate for defining the supply chain and its
current practices in a comprehensive way. As mentioned earlier, the SCOR model provides three
elements which are the processes, performance measures, and best practices. However, as
mentioned earlier, additional elements include materials, objects, information, information
resources, and decisions, in addition to their flows, interdependencies, and interactions. Also, the
SCOR model as a process centric model is ignoring several supply chain processes such as
Transportation processes. Transportation processes capture several important supply chain
knowledge including carriers’ processes, Intermodal, 3PLs and 4PLs operations,
containerization, transportation safety, transportation security, etc. Moreover, the performance
metrics defined in the SCOR model do not capture important measures such as safety and
security measures. These measures are considered very important, especially after September 11,
2001.
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In spite of its shortcomings, the SCOR model is very powerful in expressing the Supply
Chain processes and their relationships. It was very useful to utilize the SCOR model as a base
for research and development. In fact, using the SCOR model provided the means to accomplish
this research and to open a new frontier for the supply chain academic community. Also, using
the SCOR model as the core for this research and the developments in this research will provide
the practitioners with an advancements in academic research.
This Research developed a methodology to provide a comprehensive definition and a
generic multi-view of the Supply Chain. It is concluded that, today’s supply chain cannot be
defined using a single view or relying on a single model such as the SCOR model. In the
contrary, the definition should be comprehensive. A comprehensive definition can be rendered
by developing multiple views and models of the supply chain, where each view will explicitly
capture specific aspects of the supply chain to add specific knowledge to the comprehensive
definition. However, generating different supply chain views was not an easy task. It required
tremendous efforts, research, and thoughts to select the modeling technique that will develop a
sound view. The generation of the views was also limited by the available modeling techniques
that will provide the required views. Even the available modeling techniques demanded a lot of
efforts to be mastered to develop accurate models that will achieve its intended use and benefits.
Moreover, the integration of these views was not straight forward; it required a lot of
manipulations and thoughts.
The integrated multi-view was very complicated and confusing, that triggered the
conclusion that it will be impractical to deliver it to the user in this format. Also, it was
concluded that a computer based tool loaded with the knowledge from the integrated views with
a highly usable graphical user interface will isolate the user from the complexity of the integrated
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views. At the same the user interface will enable the user to derive a comprehensive definition of
the supply chain utilizing the knowledge from the integrated views. In fact, Ontology is a
successful approach to capture and model in a comprehensive way the knowledge of a particular
domain. It also allows the knowledge to be reused, shared, and enriched with more knowledge
using templates and automated procedures. However, developing the ontology required
mastering an ontology language and an ontology development environment. It also demanded a
great deal of effort to render a well structured, extensible, scalable ontology at the same time
modular and constructed from generic reusable components. The development of the
methodology embedded in an ontology based tool is very practical and feasible. However, the
development of any ontology is iterative and requires a lot of time and effort to accomplish
successfully.

6.3 Areas of Future Research
With the acceptance of this methodology by the supply chain community, in particular,
practitioners, it will act as the bridge that will cover a large factual gap between the academicians
and the practitioners within the supply chain community. Future research efforts should be
directed towards maintaining the covered gap through enriching and enhancing the methodology
and the Ontology. There are many areas where research efforts can add value to the body of
knowledge. These include:


Extending and enriching the methodology by developing additional models to generate
new supply chain views - for example, simulation modeling and Activity Based Costing
(ABC) are two such cases. For the simulation modeling, the supply chain map can be
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extended by developing an IDEF3 model description that will capture the behavior of the
supply chain and generate necessary knowledge to develop simulation models. For the
ABC modeling, the cost drivers will be identified and defined for the supply chain and
the direct and indirect costs will be incorporated with the supply chain processes defined
in the map.


Extending the ontology based on the new views generated by adding new ontological
concepts - For example, the simulation view will require introducing the Time and
Variability concepts. For the ABC, the cost and its different types should be introduced
in the ontology, in addition to other concepts from financial accounting.



Extending the Ontology with concepts related to safety and security, such as Hazardous
material, Homeland Security procedures and regulations, etc.



Extending the methodology and the Ontology to capture new emerging technologies such
as RFID, Web Services, Electronic seals, Software Agents, etc.



Extending the ontology to be able to capture other types of enterprise application systems
and other relational and XML schemas. This will require a comprehensive survey of
existing enterprise application systems and their schemas.



Developing the means to easily integrate the ontology and its content with existing
standards such as ebXML and BPEL.



Merging the Ontology with other existing Ontologies to increase its semantic capabilities
and provide multi-lingual capability - For example, merging the Ontology with the
WordNet Ontology will provide other meanings for the terms in the ontology. Also,
Merging the Ontology with an existing multi-lingual Ontology will provide the
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methodology in different languages. This will give greater support to global supply
chains.


Other future research might enhance the research methodology and the modeling
techniques utilized in this research. For example UML business modeling extensions may
be used instead of the IDEF.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESSES DEFINITIONS
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The following Tables (Table 12 to 18) display the supply chain processes definitions. The
Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Return definitions were extracted from the SCOR model
documentation (SCC, 2003b). The new processes added in parallel with the SCOR model
processes are defined here as well. The new processes are Plan Transport, Transport Stocked
Product, Transport Make-to-Order Product, Transport Engineer-to-Order Product, Transport
Return Defective Product, Transport Return MRO Product, Transport Return Excess Product,
and Enable Transport.

Table 12: The Supply Chain Plan Processes
#

Process Name

Process Definition

Process Category

The development and establishment of supply chain plans
P1

Plan Supply
Chain

and actions over specified periods of time that represent a

Plan

projected allocation of supply chain resources (upstream

Execute

supply) to meet supply chain requirements (downstream

Enable

demand)
The development and establishment of plans and courses of
P2

Plan Source

action over specified periods of time that represent a
projected appropriation of material resources to meet
supply chain requirements

Plan
Execute
Enable

The development and establishment of plans and courses of
P3

Plan Make

action over specified periods of time that represent a

Plan

projected appropriation of production resources (own

Execute

resources or suppliers’ resources) to meet production

Enable

requirements.
The development and establishment of plans and courses of
P4

Plan Deliver

action over specified periods of time that represent a
projected appropriation of delivery resources to meet
delivery requirements.
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Plan
Execute
Enable

#

Process Name

Process Definition
The development and establishment of plans and courses of

P5

Plan Return

action over specified periods of time that represent a
projected appropriation of return resources and assets to
meet anticipated as well as unanticipated events.
The development and establishment of plans and courses of

P6

Plan Transport

action over specified periods of time that represent a
projected appropriation of transportation resources (Own,
Carriers, 3PLs, 4PLs) to meet transportation requirements.

Process Category

Plan
Execute
Enable
Plan
Execute
Enable

Table 13: The Supply Chain Source Processes
#

Process Name

Process Definition
The procurement, delivery, receipt and transfer of stocked

S1

Source Stocked

raw material items, subassemblies, product and or services

Product

from upstream inventory to downstream inventory for
consumption

S2

Process Category
Plan
Execute
Enable

Source Make-

The procurement and delivery of product that is built to a

Plan

to-Order

specific design or configured based on the requirements of

Execute

Product

a particular customer order.

Enable

The RFP, negotiation, procurement and delivery of
S3

Source

engineer-to-order assemblies or specialized product or

Plan

Engineer-to-

services that are designed and built based on the

Execute

Order Product

requirements or specifications of a particular customer

Enable

order or contract.
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Table 14: The Supply Chain Make Processes
#

Process Name

Process Definition

Process Category

The process of manufacturing in a make-to-stock
environment adds value to products through mixing,
M1

Make-to-Stock
Product

separating, forming, machining, and chemical processes.

Plan

Make to stock products are intended to be shipped from

Execute

finished goods or “off the shelf,” are completed prior to

Enable

receipt of a customer order, and are generally produced in
accordance with a sales/demand forecast.
The process of manufacturing in a make to order
environment adds value to products through mixing,
M2

Make-to-Order

separating, forming, machining, and chemical processes. A

Product

make to order environment is one in which products are
completed after receipt of a customer order and are built or

Plan
Execute
Enable

configured only in response to a customer order.
The process of manufacturing distinct items, such as parts
that retain their identity through the transformation process
M3

Engineer-to-

and are intended to be completed after receipt of a customer

Order Product

order. Engineer to Order includes custom products that are
designed, developed, and manufactured in response to a
specific customer request specified in a contract.
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Plan
Execute
Enable

Table 15: The Supply Chain Deliver Processes
#

D1

Process
Name

The process of delivering a product that is maintained in a

Plan

Stocked

finished goods state (finished products inventory) prior to the

Execute

Product

receipt of a firm customer order. No transportation involved

Enable

Make-toOrder
Product
Deliver

D3

Process Category

Deliver

Deliver
D2

Process Definition

Engineer-toOrder
Product

The process of delivering a product that is manufactured,
assembled or configured from standard parts or

Plan

subassemblies. Manufacture, assembly or configuration will

Execute

begins only after the receipt and validation of a firm customer

Enable

order. No transportation involved
The process of delivering a product that is designed,
manufactured, and assembled from a bill of materials that

Plan

includes one or more custom parts. Design will begin only

Execute

after the receipt and validation of a firm customer order. No

Enable

transportation involved
The processes used to acquire, merchandise, and sell finished
goods at a retail store. A retail store is a physical location that

Deliver
D4

Retail
Product

sells products (and services) direct to the consumer using a
point of sale process (manual or automated) to collect
payment. Merchandising at a store level is the stocking and
restocking of products in designated storage locations (e.g.
shelves) to generate sales in a retail store. No transportation
involved
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Plan
Execute
Enable

Table 16: The Supply Chain Transport Processes
#
T1

T2

Process
Name

Process Definition

Transport

The process of transporting a stocked product that is

Plan

Stocked

maintained in a ready to ship state prior to the selection of a

Execute

Product

transporter, e.g. carrier.

Enable

Transport

The process of transporting a make-to-order product that is

Make-to-

maintained in a ready to ship state prior to the selection of a

Order

transporter, e.g. carrier.

Plan
Execute
Enable

Product
T3

Process Category

Transport

The process of transporting an engineer-to-order product that

Engineer-to-

is maintained in a ready to ship state prior to the selection of a

Order

transporter, e.g. carrier.

Plan
Execute
Enable

Product
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Table 17: The Supply Chain Return Processes
#
SR1

Process

Process Definition

Name
Source

The process, initiated by the customer, of returning material deemed

Return

defective by to the last known holder or designated return center.

Defective

Process includes: customer identification that an action is required

Product

and determining what that action should be, communicating with the
last known holder, generating return documentation, and physically

Process
Category

Plan
Execute
Enable

returning of the defective product. No transportation involved
TR1

DR1

Transport

The process carried out by a transporter, hired by the customer or the

Return

designated return center, for transporting the defective material from

Plan

Defective

the customer site to the last known holder or designated return

Execute

Product

center.

Enable

Deliver

The processes of the last known holder or designated return center

Return

authorizing and scheduling the defective product return and the

Defective

physical receipt of the item by the last known holder or known return

Plan

Product

center and their transfer of the item for final disposition

Execute

determination. Process includes: communication between the

Enable

customer and last known holder or known return center and the
generation of associated documentation.
SR2

Source

The process, initiated by the customer, of returning maintenance,

Return

repair, and overhaul items to a service provider.

MRO

Process includes: customer identification that an action is required

Product

and determining what that action should be, communicating with the
service provider, generating return documentation, and physically

Plan
Execute
Enable

returning or disposing of the product.
TR2

DR2

Transport

The process carried out by a transporter, hired by the customer or the

Return

designated return center, for transporting the maintenance, repair,

Plan

MRO

and overhaul items from customer to the last known holder or

Execute

Product

designated return center.

Enable

Deliver

The processes of the service provider authorizing and scheduling the

Plan

Return

MRO return product and the physical receipt of the item by the

Execute
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#

Process

Process Definition

Name
MRO

service provider and their transfer of the item for final disposition

Product

determination. Process includes: communication between the

Process
Category
Enable

customer and service provider and the generation of associated
documentation.
SR3

Source

The process, initiated by the customer, of returning material deemed

Return

in excess of current requirements to the designated return center.

Excess

Process includes: customer identification that an action is required,

Product

determining what that action should be, requesting authorization
from the designated return center, generating return documentation,

Plan
Execute
Enable

and physically returning the excess product.
TR3

Transport

The process carried out by a transporter, hired by the customer or the

Return

designated return center, for transporting excess product from

Excess

customer to the last known holder or designated return center.

Product
DR3

Plan
Execute
Enable

Deliver

The processes of the designated return center authorizing and

Return

scheduling the excess product return, the physical receipt of the item

Excess

by the designated return center and transfer of the item for final

Plan

Product

disposition.

Execute

Process includes: communication between the customer and

Enable

designated return center and the generation of associated
documentation.
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Table 18: The Supply Chain Enable Processes
#
EP

Process
Name
Enable Plan

Process Definition

Process
Category

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Plan

relationships for the initiation of the planning processes.

Execute
Enable

ES

Enable

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Plan

Source

relationships for the initiation of the source processes.

Execute
Enable

EM

Enable

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Plan

Make

relationships for the initiation of the make processes.

Execute
Enable

ED

Enable

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Plan

Deliver

relationships for the initiation of the deliver processes.

Execute
Enable

ET

Enable

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Transport

relationships between supply chain partners and transporters such as
carriers, 3PLs, etc. for the initiation of the transportation processes.

ER

Plan
Execute
Enable

Enable

The Processes that prepares and manages information or

Plan

Return

relationships for the initiation of the return processes.

Execute
Enable
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APPENDIX B: A SAMPLE OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN ONTOLOGY CODE
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The Supply Chain Ontology was coded using the Standard Ontology Language OWL. A sample
of the code is presented in this appendix.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/unnamed.owl#"
xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/unnamed.owl">
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
<owl:imports rdf:resource="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege"/>
</owl:Ontology>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="M3__Engineer-to-Order_Product_">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Make"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:label>M3 (Engineer-to-Order Product)</rdfs:label>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR2.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR2___Deliver_Return_MRO_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyCompanyX">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SC_Tiers"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="M1__Make_Stocked_Product_">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Make"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:label>M1 (Make Stocked Product)</rdfs:label>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P2.2">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P2__Plan_Source_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D2.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D2__Deliver_Make-to-Order_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P2.1">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#P2__Plan_Source_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D1.11">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D1__Deliver_Stocked_Product_"/>
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</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ES.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ES__Enable_Source_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR2.2">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#DR2___Deliver_Return_MRO_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR3.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR3___Deliver_Return_Excess_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyCustomers_FunctionalUnits">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplyChain_FunctionalUnits"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR2.1">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#DR2___Deliver_Return_MRO_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D3.5">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D3__Deliver_Engineer-to-Order_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyServiceProviders">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MySupplyChains"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P5.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="P5__Plan_Return_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyCustomersCustomers">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyCustomers"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplierCarrier_Information">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Supplier_Information"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="My_Schemas">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplyChain_Schemas"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Outgoing_Product_or_Material">
<rdfs:label>Outgoing Product or Material</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Products"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Metric">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SCOR"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Responsivness">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="performance_level1_metric"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>1</owl:maxCardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Order_Fulfillment_Lead_Times</rdf:first>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#performance_level1_metric"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID="performance_attribute"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Responsiveness</rdf:first>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
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</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplyChain_Performance_Measures"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="S1__Source_Stocked_Product_">
<rdfs:label>S1 (Source Stocked Product)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Source"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Supplier_Information">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplyChain_Information"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupplyChain_Resources"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="DR2.3">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#DR2___Deliver_Return_MRO_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Incoming_Inquiry">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Inquiries"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:label>Incoming Inquiry</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>All inquiries that are received from downstream customers</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#MySupplyChains">
<rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Extracted from Supply Chain Network View</rdfs:comment>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyInformation">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#SupplyChain_Information"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="S3.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="S3__Source_Engineer-to-Order_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D1.2">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#D1__Deliver_Stocked_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyWarehouses">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="MyFunctionalUnits"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="S1.2">
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#S1__Source_Stocked_Product_"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="D3.4">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#D3__Deliver_Engineer-to-Order_Product_"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Reliability">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#performance_level1_metric"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Delivery_Performance</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Perfect_Order_Fulfillment</rdf:first>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Fill_Rates</rdf:first>
</rdf:rest>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#SupplyChain_Performance_Measures"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:DataRange>
<owl:oneOf rdf:parseType="Resource">
<rdf:first rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
>Reliability</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</owl:oneOf>
</owl:DataRange>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:about="#performance_attribute"/>
</owl:onProperty>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:maxCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"
>3</owl:maxCardinality>
<owl:onProperty>
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